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Introduction
This guide is one of our most popular and rightly so. SEO is still one of the most effective
and low cost ways to drive quality visitors who to your website. Even with all the hype
about social media, many businesses and blogs can deliver well over half their traffic and
conversions from SEO through their SEO mastery or the strength of their brand.

Understanding the SEO Basics

What is it? Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)

Here’s an example from Google showing where you see the “natural” or “organic” listings in
the white area at the bottom of the screen.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

SEO is a proactive, structured approach used to improve the position of a company in the
natural or organic results listings of search engines for the keyphrases you target. It’s aim is to
increase awareness and drive visits to a site from new prospects and existing customers.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

SEO helps you get visible in the natural listings of the search engines. If effective, it’s one
of the most cost-effective ways for businesses to get new visits, leads and sales. It’s about
getting the organisation plus its products and services visible in front of searchers as they
search.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Want to find out how? If you are relatively new to SEO, or want a refresher on the SEO
basics, read the introduction below and start at Step 1. For existing members, at the end of
this introduction, we have a summary of the most recent and significant changes in the SEO
world you need to be aware of focusing on Google’s latest algorithm updates.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

What is Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)?

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Since everyone who uses the web searches, you can’t understate its importance. It can
make or break a business, unless your brand is extremely well-known.

In the main search engines such as Google, Yahoo! and Bing, the natural listings are on
the left with the sponsored links or paid listings from Pay Per Click search marketing above,
below or to the right of the natural listings.

The guide is structured around the questions you need to review to make sure you are doing
the best job you can of SEO using a do it yourself approach or by asking your agency or
in-house SEO team to review their approach. The 7 Steps are:
þ Step 1 Do an audit and set your goals
þ Step 2 Make sure the search engines can find your content
þ Step 4 Create awesome content for SEO
þ Step 5 Gain more quality links
þ Step 6 Refine your internal linking

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Step 3 Work on on-page SEO

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

What will this guide cover?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

In Google’s desktop search results the top 4 positions are allocated to Adwords results with
the organic results below and no ads are now delivering on the right side of the page since
the Google’s design update in Feb 2016. At the time of writing both Yahoo and Bing continue
to deliver sponsored links or paid listings from Pay Per Click search marketing above, below
and to the right of the natural listings.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

You can also see the challenge of SEO from the example since, for this typical screen
resolution, there are few natural positions on the first page compared to much more space
devoted to paid AdWords listings. Many working in digital marketing believe this is a
deliberate, commercial ploy by Google!

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

The two main types of search engine marketing you can see in this example are: Search
Engine Optimisation (SEO) and paid search ads which are part of the Google AdWords
programme, also known as Pay Per Click (PPC), or confusingly Search Engine Marketing
(SEM). SEO involves achieving the highest position you can in the natural or organic listings
on the search engine results pages after a specific combination of keywords which we call a
keyphrase has been typed in by a searcher

þ Step 7 Improving SEO through analytics
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Example of full Search Engine Result Page (SERP)
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5. GAIN MORE
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execute and evolve E-commerce strategies and optimise their digital
channel. With a background as a Head of E-commerce and also agency
side as Head of Client Development, he has experienced life on both
sides of the fence. He has helped companies like A&N Media, Sweaty
Betty and Smythson to manage RFP/ITT proposals .He co-hosts #ecomchat, a weekly
Twitter chat for e-commerce knowledge sharing.
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7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

Vince edited the 2015 update of this guide.

James edited the 2013 and 2014 editions of this guide.
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4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Vince Coyle is currently a freelance Search Marketing Consultant.
Vince has fifteen years experience in online marketing, including ten
years in search marketing. Vince has gained expertise in a range of
areas including, technical SEO, launching and managing multi-market
enterprise-level ecommerce websites, ideation and delivery of creative
content strategies & paid/organic holistic testing. Vince’s experience
spans both client and agency side, in organizations such as Euroffice,
Universal McCann (Reprise Media), Apple & TripAdvisor. With a strong digital media
background, Vince’s knowledge and interest includes SEO, PPC, affiliates, social media and
comparison shopping.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

David Reilly edited the 2016 and 2017 updates.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

David Reilly is a Digital Skills Training and Digital Project Manager and
writer. His passion is exploring future technology trends, delivering training
workshops and writing about topics such as digital acquisition, content
marketing, B2B marketing, strategy and what it means to thrive in the
digital world. David runs the ‘Future Thinking in Digital Marketing Meetup
Group’ exploring the likely impact of future technology disruptions:

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Dr Dave Chaffey is the editor of all Smart Insights resources. He has
advised on SEO since he created his first site in 1997 when Altavista
was the leading search engine and switched to Google in ‘99. Ten
years ago he ran the SEO training courses for the Chartered Institute
of Marketing and for several years was the tutor on the Econsultancy
Advanced SEO course and also created the original Econsultancy Best
Practice guide to SEO. Today his main SEO focus is improving organic
search results for Smart Insights and its expert members. SmartInsights.
com generates nearly 80% of its 1/3 million visits a month through SEO.

How should I use this guide?

To help you work through the main issues to review and improve your online marketing this
guide offers:
þ A workbook with all the questions you need to ask to step you through the main
SEO issues to act on
þ Tutorials on how to use Google Analytics to improve results
þ Examples of what works and what to avoid

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Checklists of success factors to review internally or with your agency

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

To help you improve your digital marketing we’ve created a guide that we hope is clearly
structured, but covers enough detail for you to really work at it to achieve better results. Our
belief is that the companies who win online are the ones who understand and act on the
success factors that matter most. They also do the analysis to understand what works and
what doesn’t. This is why our approach focuses on the analysis.

Related recommended guides

þ Fast start checklist (suitable for managers of SEO)
þ Onpage SEO template for content writers and editors
þ SEO proposal template
þ SEO Gap analysis spreadsheet (includes recommended keyphrase groupings)
þ 7 Steps content marketing guide

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ SEO strategy audit (spreadsheet)

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

We recommend these other templates for members related to SEO – they’re particularly
relevant if you’re more experienced with SEO or you are a digital marketing consultant or
work for an agency since you can use the checklists or templates on different projects or
adapt as your own:

þ Evaluating content marketing ROI

Strategy Recommendation 1 Understand your market potential and
market share for SEO

Think about how you find information online. Each person’s buying cycle is different; some
people know what they want and will make an immediate purchase, others may take longer
to research options before making a final decision.

Seven Step Guide to Successful SEO (Updated July 2017)
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7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

Review the number of searches in your market to see how important SEO is to you. Do a
gap analysis to assess your market share for different phrases.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

As marketers, we need to keep reminding ourselves how incredibly important search engines
are in reaching prospects and customers when they show high purchase intent. If we don’t,
then there will always be more web savvy competitors who are investing to ensure they
deliver the best results from the search engines.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Why is SEO for digital marketing so important?

This is where SEO is essential – it provides a structured approach to identifying opportunities
and then optimizing your website to help improve your visibility in search engines for the
most relevant queries that people are using. You have to be seen to be in the game.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

To find out how important SEO is to your company, use the Google Keyword Planner or
these other keyphrase demand tools1 to see the volume of searches in your markets. We’ll
show you how to do a gap analysis in the last section.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

For each of these purchasing cycles, search engines are likely to play an important role.
Each person will enter a slightly different keyphrase to find what he or she wants. For
example, when looking for an iPad, we might start our research on Google by searching for
“iPad black” whereas you might type in “4G 128GB iPad Pro” once you have decided on the
specific product, so it’s important to consider the various keyphrases customers may use at
the various stages of the decision making process. Therefore, a website wanting both our
purchases will need to have web pages that cater for each of these searches.

What can go wrong?

Make sure you’re proactive about your SEO before during an after website refreshes. This
means setting goals, knowing its potential and putting the resource into building links back
to the site and following best practice for on-page optimisation.

Which ranking factors are important?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

To get the most from SEO you need to know which levers to pull to make the biggest
difference. You also need to work to educate your content team about these factors. Often it’s
thought that it’s the keyphrases that you have on the page that are most important for ranking
highly, but as this summary from a panel of SEO experts compiled by Moz shows, links from
other third party domains and their context, for example links from relevant pages are still the
most important ranking factorr2.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Following a structured approach to SEO helps ensure that the decisions you make in the
future in relation to website enhancements and new products/content are SEO-friendly and
give you the greatest possible chance of being seen by web searchers.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Strategy Recommendation 2 Proactive SEO

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Notice that we describe SEO as needing a proactive approach. That’s because many
companies and many web design agencies don’t seem to have this – they view SEO as a
by-product of having a website. But nothing could be further from the truth. A successful site
needs great content, optimised for SEO and big efforts to encourage other sites to link to it!
A new or redesigned website that is successful at SEO must be driven by SEO best practice
at every stage in the concept design, software development and content production. SEO
shouldn’t be an ‘after-thought’, but often is in our experience.

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

1
2

Smart Insights: Keyphrase analysis tools
Moz: Search ranking factors summary
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The volume and frequency of social interactions with your content is also becoming more
important (referred to in the orange colour in this report).

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Although much hyped, the volume and frequency of social interactions with your content is
relatively unimportant. While social sharing can lead indirectly to more backlinks, most social
network shares don’t directly qualify as a citation by Google.

See the section on Link Building Technique 3. Blogging, Guest Blogging and outreach for
more details on the two key parts of content marketing which generate links:
þ 1. Creating quality content on a blog or in a resource section of a site - quality
content will naturally attract links and sharing to attract more links.
þ 2. Blogger and partner outreach to encourage other sites to link to you.

Seven Step Guide to Successful SEO (Updated July 2017)
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7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

You will have some success from improving your use of keywords in your copy, headlines
and title. But, the biggest benefits are sure to be through link-building from external sites to
your site and improving the quality of links within the site, so it’s worth focusing your efforts
here - that’s why content marketing is a key part of SEO today.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Strategy Recommendation 3 Focus SEO activity on improving link quality through content
marketing

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Notice that many SEO experts consider that Google monitors clickthrough rates on the
search results and dwell time-on-site and overall site volume to help rank pages. Likewise,
it’s important to create a trusted brand, which often makes SEO challenging for smaller
businesses and startups.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

So make sure you focus your attention creating relevant, compelling page titles, meta
description and breadcrumbs with appropriate structured data. Also use structured data
to mark up on page content wherever relevant. This will help your SERP listings to stand
out from the crowd. Invest in social engagement, this will help to re-enforce the organic
reputation of your website.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

However, pagelevel content is not far behind, so provided you have a competitive number
of backlinks or citations as Google calls them, developing relevant, engaging content is
important.

So, the main aspects of SEO that need managing, but are often missed are:
þ 1. Goal-setting, including having a realistic list of keyphrases to target.
þ 2. Ensuring search engines can index your site to find content.
þ 4. Developing engaging, shareable quality content to attract links to specifically
help with SEO and social media and through using different tactics to encourage
other sites to link through to your site.
þ 5. Managing internal links within your site to tell Google the most relevant
content.

How is the SEO landscape changing?

To see the latest changes, recommended reading is the Moz Google Algorithm Change
History3 chart, plotting the major updates to the algorithm since 2006 to the present day . At
the time of writing, there is no equivalent for Bing.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

As we explain in the next section on recent algorithm changes, in the past three or four
years, major search engines like Google and Bing have rapidly developed search algorithms
to weight new search signals.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

SEO is changing, has changed dramatically since Google first launched. Obsessing over
ranking signals to please search engines shouldn’t be your sole approach. The present and
future, is focusing on using quality content to inspire, motivate and excite your customers so
that they interact with this content and share it socially. By being liked by people, in principle
the search engines will like you.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ 6. Encouraging people to share your content socially and getting them to vote
for it with social buttons.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ 3. On-page SEO, which is using the right words in the right places on the pages.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

3

Moz Google Algorithm Change History
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Other information sources that we recommend reading regularly to stay on top of SEO changes:
þ Google Search Console blog (for official announcements)
þ Google Inside Search blog (keep an eye on their monthly search quality highlights)
þ Smart Insights SEO Hub (we don’t have every last detail specialist SEO sites have,
instead we highlight the REALLY important changes) on this page and in our Enewsletter.

Updates to this latest edition – A briefing on the latest SEO
developments

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

To help members who have used previous editions of this guide, or are looking for the latest
advice, this section of the guide gives an update on new content added in this guide. It links
forward to relevant steps in this guide and the summary section that follows: Major Google
algorithm updates explained – Jan 2015 – June 2017

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Moz blog (Their white board Fridays are particularly helpful)

What is an algorithm change?

Introduction
We have updated the backgrounder on Major Google algorithm updates explained – 2015 to
present including a checklist of Google recommendations and a review of the latest ranking
factors.

þ Google’s April 2015 ‘Mobilefriendly’ update plus new advice on mobile SEO in the
section on Review mobile search effectiveness. Google explained in May 2016 that
the mobilefriendly signal as been increased.

þ Google update on crawling JavaScript Sites & Progressive Web Apps in March
2016. Webmasters can verify JavaScript crawling behavior and rendering again
with Google Search Console’s “Fetch as Google” functionality
Step 2. Indexing / find content
þ Using schema.org, following the scheme update (point 4)
þ Pigeon update and ranking for local search (July 2014 point 12)
þ Google announced that the news carousel will only show pages that use
Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP).- May 2016

Seven Step Guide to Successful SEO (Updated July 2017)
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7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

þ Mobile first Web Crawling introduced in November Nov 2016 When doing a
technical SEO audit, it is now critical to review both the desktop Googlebot
accesses your site content and also Google’s smartphone crawler does it.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP). In August 2016 Google announced that these
faster loading page formats would appear in all search results, not just News
results, so it’s worth large brands, particularly publishers, assessing whether they
will benefit from supporting this.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Step 1. Audit and set goals

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

In essence an algorithm change is when the individual impact of each variable is adjusted.
You can think of an algorithm change as a set of dials, some are being turned up, to make
them more important; some are being turned down to make them less important.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Google’s algorithm is highly complex computer programme which seeks to find the
information customers expect to find very quickly. The Google algorithms now takes into
account factors which are common knowledge, such as good page title and page load time.
There are also many other factors which are the subject of debate.

Step 3 Get your on-page SEO right

Step 4. Awesome content

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

The fundamentals of writing copy and markup for web pages have not changed significantly
since the last edition. However, education of content writers and reviewers to make
improvements to SEO can still give big benefits if this hasn’t been addressed systematically
before. Witness how online newspaper sites such as the Guardian, Mail, Metro and
Telegraph have gained larger global audiences through on-page SEO improvements. To help
members here we now have a new Word template in our SEO toolkit to give guidance to your
team4.

Sections updated include:

þ Link Building Technique 2. Blogging, Guest Blogging and outreach

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Link Building Technique 1. Content marketing which includes a new retail example
for REI.
þ Link Building Technique 3. Press releases.

þ Google Plus Launch Jan 2012- Impact on Social and content distribution
þ Google Hummingbird Aug 2013- Knowledge Graph (Aug 2013- Point 10)
Step 5. Gain more quality links through content marketing
þ The importance of fresh content Freshness update – (November 2011)
þ Explanation and importance of Penguin Update- (April 2012, point 8)
þ Disavow Link tool launching following Penguin Update (Oct 2012, point 9)
Step 6. Refine your internal linking

Step 7. Improve SEO through Google Analytics

Major Google algorithm updates explained – Jan 2015 - June 2017

4
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7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

To highlight the key issues businesses should be considering to improve their results from
SEO, this section has a summary of the main changes that between 2015 to June 2017. It
also includes quotes from interviews David Reilly completed with search specialists for large
publishers and brands for who SEO is now vital for their business.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Update on not provided data in 2016. Alternatives for finding relevant keywords now Google
restricts these are described in this section: Understanding search keywords now many are
“Not Provided”. This also shows how to perform a gap analysis. April 2015 - Google now has
a new Search Analytics Beta that advanced SEOs will want to use.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Not new, but if you’re unaware, see the section on technique of linking to and 4 Creating and
linking to cornerstone content.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ The Panda Update explained and how it has changed content evaluation

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Link Building Technique 4. Danger of negative SEO being penalised; e.g JC Penny,
2011

1. Google Mobilefriendly update also known as ‘Mobilegeddon’ — (April 21st, 2015)

Rob Hammond, Head of SEO for publisher Trinity Mirror group says
“As a publisher, the growth of mobile is by far the most significant trend in search today. It
has disrupted both the way that people search and the way that we produce content.
Google talks about the importance of “Micro moments” on mobile - reaching people precisely
at the short moment they have an information need. I think it’s a really helpful way to think
of how search has evolved, and will continue to evolve as we grow accustomed to the
always-on internet that smartphones have given us. We actively try to produce content that
will fit these moments, and have seen huge benefits in search traffic from doing so”.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

This is how Google categorises the four key types of ‘micro-moments’5

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

2. Google mobile-first index (Nov 2016)

In practice this new mobile update means Google will create and rank its search listings
based on the mobile version of content, even for listings that are shown to desktop users.

“I think SEO as we know it is becoming more focused on the technical side of search
optimization. There is still the need to make sure that websites and apps are properly
optimized from a technical perspective and use all the resources and tools that search
engines offer to webmasters.

5

Think With Google: Micromoments
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7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

Luis Navarrete, Gomez, Head of Global Search at Lego sees changes like this as the role
of specialist SEOs, but also emphasizes.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

An update targeting pages deem as webspam announced in March 2015 which aims to reduce
the impact of ‘pages created to rank highly for specific search queries’. This was concerning to all
SEOs since although this webspam penalty is clearly aimed at targeting SEO spammers, there is
always the risk of false positives from companies who are looking to practice ethical SEO. Google
has issued a warning on their Webmasters Tools blog and updated their definition of doorway
pages, so it’s worth getting familiar with their definition of a doorway page to see whether your
business could be a ‘false positive’ and keeping a careful eye on organic traffic levels to different
types of pages across your site in analytics in the weeks ahead.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

3. Google Doorway page update — (Spring 2015)

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Google introduced a new mobile update called the mobile-first index in Nov 2016. The
reason for this update was because as more and more searches now happen on mobile
devises rather than desktop Google wants its index and delivered results to represent the
majority of its users who are now more likely to be mobile searchers rather than desktop
searchers.

14

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

A really important update from Google which negatively impacts sites which are not mobile
optimised through decreasing ranking in Smartphone results only. It was trailed as being
‘bigger than Panda or Penguin’, but the impact was less than generally expected since other
ranking factors remain important. See Google’s new advice on mobile SEO in the section on
Review mobile search effectiveness.

4. Panda Update — (July 17th, 2015)
Google announced an Panda update and data refresh, saying that it could take months to
fully roll out. We explain Panda in more detail at the start of Step 5.

What is it? Panda algorithm updates

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Google Penguin is often associated with Google Panda in the context of its impact and
significance and rightly so. The update was aimed at decreasing search engine rankings
of websites that explicitly violated Google’s Webmaster Guidelines that were using now
declared black-hat SEO techniques such increasing artificially the ranking of a web
page by manipulating the number of links pointing to the page though link farms or blog
networks. The launch of Penguin really changed how the SEO industry had managed the
process of link building. While Google hasn’t notified further Penguin updates recently,
it’s important for all marketers involved with managing SEO to know about how sites can
be penalised for following poor practices. We still hear tales of woe about unscrupulous
agencies who have used techniques to give their clients a short-term boost before the
inevitable penalty arises.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

A series of major algorithm updates by Google dating from 2011 aimed at reducing the visibility
of low-quality sites with “thin” content. It was originally known as Farmer to reduce the visibility
of “article farm” sites where webmasters could submit low quality keyword stuffed articles to
sites targeting specific anchor text. Some also said it penalised “scraper” sites where content
was copied from other sites, but this was, in fact an existing filter.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

“Both Penguin and Panda changed how SEO strategy should be approached. While not
all SEO was trickery before these updates arrived, there were a lot of possible tricks to
manipulate rankings. There still are a few, but the needle has shifted towards higher quality
content. Link building, as it was before, has effectively become a sort of online PR and
relationship building, and has become much more closely aligned with social media”.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

James Carson, Head of SEO at Telegraph Group explains how he sees the importance of
these algorithms as follows:

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

When it comes to content, I see SEO much more integrated with the rest of the marketing
organization where SEO is not isolated anymore but is just one element more of the wider
marketing strategy. Over the next few years we will probably see more of this. More focus on
technical SEO and more focus on content marketing integrated with social media, PR and
ultimately delivering brand equity”.

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Example of the new Google Search results showing natural results and Paid Results

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
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Example of the new Google Search result showing new Rich Cards

What is it? Penguin algorithm updates

1. A link profile with too many links with similar exact-match anchor text, i.e. the same
keyphrases from multiple sites.
2. Keyword stuffing in inbound and outbound links.

4. Related on-page factors where Google penalised poor quality pages violating its guidelines.
We also explain Penguin in more detail, and actions to take if a site has been negatively
affected by it at the start of Step 5.

What is it? RankBrain
RankBrain uses artificial intelligence to embed vast amounts of written language into
mathematical entities -- called vectors -- that the computer can understand. If RankBrain
sees a word or phrase it isn’t familiar with, the machine can make a guess as to what words
or phrases might have a similar meaning and filter the result accordingly, making it more
effective at handling never-before-seen search queries.
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Google made a major announcement, revealing that machine learning had been a part of the
algorithm for months, contributing to the 3rd most influential ranking factor. This was not just
an algorithmic update but a sign of Google’s move into Artificial Intelligence.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

5. Rankbrain — (October 2015)

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The out-of-market, depending on the industry, would like to continually be engaged through
regular consumption of bite-sized information. An out of market customer in fashion industry
would like to engage with snappy information with lots of pictures from online magazines
and bloggers. A customer in finance would like to engage with slightly longer, more analytical
content written by commentators Business Insider & Economist.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

“The days of paying for links are over. Google do not take kindly to your evil deed any longer. We
should stop calling it a link building campaign. Clients/agencies should manage it as part of their
customer engagement strategy with hard KPIs. The approach we use is to consider 2 parts of
your audience, the in-market and the out-of-market. What sort of topics are they engaging with
and who the influencers on these topics are. The in-market customers have clear intention to use
the various products/services you offer on your website. These guys use search engines and
word of mouth as primary mediums to find what they need. Google Keyword Planner, Trends and
Suggest are appropriate research tool to find topics. Next is to find influencers on these topics
and understand what makes their content so shareable. In addition, also think about an enticing
offer/trial that encourages sharing between a customers’ friends and family.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Dewi Nawasari, European head of SEO at recruitment site Monster summarises the
change of dynamics in the market as follows and gives a useful way of thinking about how to
reach and engage with audiences with different search behaviours.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

3. Use of keywords in “exact match domains (EMD)” where the domain name targeted a
specific phrase.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

A series of major algorithm updates by Google dating from April 2012 aimed at reducing the
visibility of sites involved in aggressive link building. Google described it as an “important
algorithm change targeted at webspam. The change will decrease rankings for sites that we
believe are violating Google’s existing quality guidelines.” Specific techniques to avoid which
could result in penalties include:

6. AdWords Shake-up — (February 23rd, 2016)

7. Google Introduced Rich cards — (May 7th, 2016)

8. Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) hit the mainstream — (August 2016)

We discuss whether AMP should be considered by all businesses in Step 2.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

AMP is Google’s response to the launch of Facebook Instant Articles – an innovative feature
that went live in 2014 and allowed users to access a selection of Facebook articles that were
designed to load about ten times faster than average web pages.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Rich cards are a new Search result format building on the success of rich snippets. Just like
rich snippets, rich cards use schema.org structured markup to display content in an even
more engaging and visual format, with a focus on providing a better mobile user experience.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Google made major changes to AdWords, removing right-column ads entirely and rolling out 4-ad
top blocks on many commercial searches. For highly competitive search queries such as “hotels
in London” or “health insurance” four ads – rather than the usual three – have begun appearing
above organic listings While this was a direct paid search update, this has had a significant
implications for CTR for both paid and organic results, especially on competitive keywords.

9. Google’s ‘Possum’ algorithm update- (September 2016)

10. Emergence of Voice and conversational search

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Voice-search enabled digital assistants like Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana and Amazon’s
Alexa are quickly becoming the ‘go-to’ search mode for consumers everywhere. ComScore
recently predicted that by 2020, 50 per cent of all searches will be voice searches. Voice
search has tended to be more mobile and locally focused because it’s embedded into many
mobile apps and devices.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

This is the biggest update we have seen in Local Search since Pigeon in 2014 and has
impacted local results in the US particularly strongly The purpose of this update was to
diversify the local results and also prevent spam from ranking as well.

One implication of Voice and conversational search on SEO has been increasing importance
of ‘featured snippets’ as explained in our next point

Let us explain what we mean by ‘featured snippets’ When a user asks a question in Google
Search, Google displays a search result in a special featured snippet block at the top of the
search results page.
What is it? Featured Snippet
This featured snippet block includes a summary of the answer, extracted from a webpage,
plus a link to the page, the page title and URL. The most common type of featured snippet is
the paragraph type shown below:
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11. Features snippets as a key SEO tactic

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

The most popular voice application has been Amazon’s Alexa voice whose popularity has
demonstrated an appetite for voice enabling searching

Sometimes an image is included also.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

So how can brands capture this coveted spot in the SERPs? Below are some best practice
tips:
Tips 1: Understanding the opportunity for your market

Tip 2: Finding suitable keywords for featured snippets

þ Higher-volume terms get snippets more often.
þ Longer search queries comprised of six or more words tend to show featured snippets.

Google Keyword Planner tool
Quora
8
Answer the Public
9
SEM Rush
6
7
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Finding great keywords for featured snippets comes down to good old-fashioned keyword
research. Please refer to page 29 in this guide to understand how this data can assist with
Featured Snippets. In addition please consider these features listed below when assessing
the choice of keywords for Featured snippets

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Another very useful tool is SEMrush9 which makes it easy to find your featured snippets and
those of your competitors

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

if you are in a market where there is a need for clear answers to frequently asked questions,
your industry uses terms that need explanation, and/or you have data that can be presented
in tabular format, then featured snippets are a great opportunity for you. You can use the
Keyword planner tool, free for Google Adwords6, Quora7 and excellent Q and A or Answer the
Public8 to find out questions your customer might be asking

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Example of a featured snippet delivered in Google results

þ Since the purpose of featured snippets is to answer questions, questions like “who,”
“what,” “how,” “where” and “why” search queries will obviously often have featured
snippets. Don’t overlook implied questions with the words like “does,” “cause” and “costs,”
as well as action words like “becoming,” “doing,” “getting,” “making,” “forming” or “cookin
To maximize your chances of being selected for a featured snippet, we recommend a
multi-pronged approach that includes:
þ content that clearly answers the question.
þ clean code and tagging that Google can easily understand.

Your chances of being selected for a featured snippet are greatly improved if content
organizational model is followed:

þ Directly following the question, provide a short, direct, clear answer to the question.
þ Then, provide more information, data, images and so on to answer the question as fully
and completely as possible.

þ Make the search query, or a very close version of it, a heading on the page. This means,
where possible, format that query or question as an H1, H2 and so forth.
þ Summarize the answer to the question in a single paragraph.
þ Format that paragraph in a paragraph HTML tag <p>.
þ Aim for making the answer paragraph roughly 40 to 55 words

Google launched its new conversational chatbot App Allo, in September 21, 2016 further
evidence of its continued investment in conversational interfaces at Google
John Giannandrea the new Senior Vice President of Search at Google has stated that
machine and deep learning will become a more important feature of search strategy in the
future. One to watch.
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Launch Google Allo, Google conversation Bot- Sept 2016

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

You can use Google Analytics data to inform the success of your Rich Snippet strategy.
For example, you observe page’s user engagement metrics (bounce rate, average session
duration, # of pages visited) in Google Analytics and if the metrics are substantially below the
site’s average, that page is demonstrating it isn’t satisfying the needs of our site’s visitors.
Since Google is in the business of delivering the best search results to searchers, having
a low-performing web page may make it difficult to obtain, and, more importantly, keep a
featured snippet. Google will pick up on that poor performer not by spying on your Google
Analytics, but by monitoring dwell time and CTR from the SERPs.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Place that paragraph directly below the heading for the question.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

How you format your HTML can make a difference too. Here are the best practices to follow:

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Repeat the question that is the query, or which is implicit in the query, clearly and
prominently on your web page.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ positive user engagement signals

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Tip 3: Maximizing the potential for featured snippet selection

SEO is not just about Google

þ China Baidu is the market leading Search Engine with 55% of the market and Google
only 11%.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

However, but you need to be aware of other search engines that can drive relevant traffic to
your website, particularly in some countries. For example Bing and Yahoo have a combined
market share of 15% in the United States. For example Bing has a larger market share in the
United States. Many retail brands find that conversion rates and average order values (AOV)
are far higher for Bing traffic than Google traffic, even though Google sends the vast majority
of natural search traffic. While Google dominates Search globally there are also some
countries where it has struggled to gain dominance as listed below:

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Google still dominates search across the globe as this compilation of search engine market
share shows10. Google accounts for more than 85% of searches in many English speaking
markets such as the Australia, Canada, UK and New Zealand. It is also dominant in most
European countries.

þ In Russia, Yandex is the dominant search Engine with 58% market dominance against
Google’s 38%.

For the benefit of the readers of this Guide our main priority will be examining SEO in the
context of Google Search.

Google is dominant in many markets, but you should also check opportunities from other
search engines, particularly if you look to exploit international markets.

This data is equally important for paid search as a focus on Google may exclude you from
valuable traffic that would increase your overall revenue.

This example shows you how and why we focus on Google at Smart Insights as a businessto-business site, although this picture could be quite different for brands with more local
language consumer search.

10

Return-on-Now: Search Engine Market Share compilation
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If you are using Google Analytics, go to Acquisition, All Traffic > Source/Medium and then
set the primary dimension to Organic and the secondary dimension to sources

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

This will help you build the picture of how each search engine is contributing to your KPIs.
Also use external tools to understand the market share of search engines. Just because
Google drives the highest percentage of your search visits, it doesn’t mean it has the
highest market share of searches, it may just be that your site is better optimised for Google.
Compare the percentage that each search engine drives to your site and compare with a
third party tool that gives market share.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

We recommend that you use your web analytics tools to look at the percentage of natural
search traffic coming from each search engine and the conversion metrics for each engine.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Strategy Recommendation 4 Focus SEO activity on relevant engines for each market

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ In South Korea, Naver and Daum have 97% of all search

Step 1
r Q. Do we know why we need to invest in SEO and how it supports our overall business
plan?
r Q. Do we have the right set of goals and KPIs to manage and improve SEO?
r Q. Have we clearly defined our keyphrases for SEO

You’ll get more from your SEO if you know how much value it contributes in terms of visits,
conversion and leads or sales. You also need to separate out the brand visits including
your brand name or URL. Then you’ll have a baseline to improve against.

Here are the questions about goals for managers to ask to start getting their SEO on
track.

r Q. Are our SEO goals aligned with our overall business goals?

Ask yourself questions like:
þ What products/services/content do we need to promote?
þ Which web pages do we need to have prominent in SERPs to support this?
þ How can my SEO work in harmony with my paid search?
Strategy Recommendation 6 Define how SEO aligns with your business goals
The audit should establish how important SEO is to your business now and how important
it could be in the future. What is the opportunity to grow your business.
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þ What conversions do we wish to increase?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

This is an important check before you invest more in SEO or look to improve it. Today SEO is
a key part of digital marketing for most businesses and so an important part of marketing the
whole business and brand development. So it needs to be aligned with your other marketing
channels, both online and offline. As a first step, it is essential that you assess and consider
the role SEO will play in supporting both customer acquisition and retention.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Set goals for SEO

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

It often pays to get to grips with the basics of SEO in-house and focus any external support
on specific SEO work streams like link building. Your goals will help you focus investment in
the right areas and give specialists a clear focus and structure to work with.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Strategy Recommendation 5 Set-up dashboards to review the contribution of
SEO to your business

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Many companies invest time in improving SEO (or claim they do) but they have little
clear understanding of its contribution to their business or what it could and/or should
contribute. That’s why our seven steps start with setting goals and auditing your current
SEO performance and end with tracking through Google Analytics. That way, you can better
undertand the “size of the prize”, how well you are doing now and formulate a robust plan to
improve your overall SEO performance.

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Do an audit and set your goals!

r Q. Do we have clear goals of the number of visits and marketing outcomes we want to
achieve from SEO?
We often hear this goal:
A contact of mine in one of the large banks called this “Chairman’s wife question” (sexist!).
Here a company director had been prompted to ask this based on her searching for a
financial product - why was this well known company not visible for a search on “best savings
accounts”.

Write down specific goals in these areas
þ Awareness of brand. Increasing awareness of a company or the products and services
it offers – the obvious one – so searchers can engage with your brand.

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

þ Awareness of products and services. We can use the interaction of prospects and
existing customers with search engines to make them aware of the range of our services.
They will see the details of these particularly through sitelinks which we will look at in the
section on on-page optimisation.
r Q. Which products and services do we most need to increase awareness of? (You can
say all, but prioritisation is the secret to success when starting with SEO)
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______________________________________________________________________

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. Which aspects and values of our brand do we want to communicate?

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Let’s go back to basics. How can SEO help us? Once we’ve answered this we can put in
place the right goals and tracking to audit our performance and have a baseline to improve
against.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Decide on different types of goals for SEO

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Your targets will also depend on the size and brand reputation of your business. Large
companies like Argos with a strong domain history and reputation may find it relatively easier
to get to the top of Google using standard SEO techniques than a new domain that hasn’t
yet established its reputation with search engines. It’s common for small businesses to start
by targeting the least competitive terms to get quick short-term wins, moving on to the more
competitive keyphrases as their SEO strategy and website evolves. Therefore, more realistic
goals should be based on a gap analysis (see the last step on analytics) showing how
much traffic you’re delivering against the numbers searching. But first you need to know the
keyphrases you’re targeting. So the next question is...

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Well it’s a fair question to ask, but wanting to be “top of Google” for a range of keyphrases
isn’t a realistic goal for most - “there can only be one” and it’s not necessarily the largest
company offering the service who will be top. In the case of the bank it’s more likely to be a
comparison site.

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

“I want us to be top of Google”

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

r Q. What content formats do we want to increase awareness of? (You can say all, but
prioritisation is the secret to success when starting with SEO)

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Awareness/reach of content. Content marketing plays an important role in SEO
because search engines now index multiple content formats, including web pages, news
stories, videos, images & social content. Therefore, the more relevant content you can
get indexed, the greater the chance of someone finding you via SEO.

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

r Q. Are these content assets publicly visible on the website and/or associated
sub-domains and available for search engines to index?
_______________________________________________________________________

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

_______________________________________________________________________

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

r Q. What content assets do we most want to promote based on their contribution to
conversion?

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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r Q. Do we have sufficient content (web pages and other content formats) to satisfy the
needs of each of these customer types?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. Which types of customer do we need to reach to get new sales growth through SEO?

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Increasing leads and sales to new customers. Remember we are looking mainly at
incremental leads and sales from new visitors, not so much customers who already know
us.

r Q. Do we have sufficient content (web pages and other content formats) to satisfy the
needs of each of these customer types?
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
r Q. Do we have targeted landing pages available for each of these customer types?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
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_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
r Q. Do you enable social voting on your web pages? (e.g. Google +1, Facebook ‘Like’)

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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þ Is your website optimised for mobile devices? As noted in the introduction Google’s
Mobile Friendly (Mobilegeddon) update in April 2015 (with the signal increased further
in May 2016) negatively impacts sites which are not mobile optimised by decreasing
organic rankings in Smartphone.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. For images, have you enabled Pinterest and Instagram sharing? (this may not be
applicable to your website/company)

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

_______________________________________________________________________

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

_______________________________________________________________________

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

r Q. Do you provide social bookmarking tools to your visitors? (e.g. using a toolbar like
AddThis)

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Social reach of content. The Moz 2015 SEO ranking report mentioned in the
introduction continues to show a strong correlation between the number of social shares
a page accumulates and organic SEO rankings. It’s important that you look at how you
can enable visitors to share your content via social networks to increase social links and
conversation.

r Q. Is your website optimised for mobile devices? Assess the proportion of mobile organic
visits through search compared to all visits . We describe how to test and optimise for
mobile devices in detail in a section of Step 2.
_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Define specific objectives and KPIs for SEO
r Q. KPIs to manage performance of SEO set?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Now we have established our goals we can put in place measures to check we’re achieving
them. As is often the case with measures for digital media channels, our KPIs should allow
us to review visitor volume, quality and value – both short and long-term.

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

_______________________________________________________________________

1. Volume of SEO-related visitor KPIs
The volume of visits and sales from SEO is a basic measure of SEO success. Whilst
many people think about SEO only in terms of keyphrase visibility, it’s essential you think
end-to-end and look at the impact of traffic from organic search keyphrases on KPIs like
visits, conversion rate, revenue and average order value/per visit value.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

r KPI: Number and % of visits and sales from SEO

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Since we’re looking for incremental visits we have to exclude brand searches. Brand visits
are relatively easy to achieve visits for, it’s the generic searches for the products and services
you offer that give the challenge.

It’s almost futile to try to review and improve search engine marketing without taking
brand phrases into account, but that’s the default for the less than savvy. It can also be
worthwhile distinguishing between brand and non-brand phrases.

It used to be important to carefully define what a brand and non-brand search is and report
on it - however this is not now possible. For example, you are likely to see visits from brand
and brand + generic keyphrases. For example, if your brand is “Acme” you will see in organic
search reports queries such as:
Pure brand
þ “acme”
þ “acme.com”
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r KPI: Number and % of visits from non-brand search

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Best Practice Tip 1 Isolate your non-brand searches in the KPIs

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

This won’t be news to anyone who is closely involved in search, since anyone who has ever
reviewed the keyphrases attracting visitors to a site will have seen that brand search terms
usually dominate, often accounting for more than 50% of search related visits for well-known
brands. For these, isolating brand search is essential if you’re serious about using search to
create incremental business i.e. create awareness and sales from new customers.

þ “www.acme.com”
Brand + generic
þ “acme garden supplies”
þ “garden tools acme”
1
The problem of “Not Provided” in Keyword reports in Google Analytics.

r KPI: % of total search demand for selected target keyphrases
r KPI: % of positions for selected target keyphrases
r KPI: % visibility for selected target keyphrases
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To help manage a portfolio of many keyphrases, it’s best to group them showing results
within certain positions. You can measure the number of keyphrases within a range of
positions and also express them as a percentage of total keyphrases within your basket as
shown below.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

It’s one thing to generate visitors from SEO, but you still don’t know how you’re performing
against competitors. How much share of the audience have you got? You can only
realistically calculate this for specific keyphrases you’re targeting – either as a share of total
searches based on a gap analysis or through looking at the percentage of specific positions
you have for your core keyphrases.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

2. Market share of visitors KPIs

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Therefore, it can be useful to split brand + generic from pure generic keyphrases and to
monitor KPIs for both.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

We used to say that as a rule of thumb, you should exclude pure brand terms (including
common misspellings) from your KPIs as people using these terms already know your
business and are specifically searching for your website. However, for brand + generic
keyphrases, other companies are likely to feature strongly in SERPs because of the broad
match on the generic keyphrases. For example, a competitor with optimised web pages for
“garden furniture” may appear for the search term “acme garden supplies”. As your brand
becomes more established and you increase the number of web pages indexed, this brand
dilution should reduce.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

But there’s now a BIG problem in reporting on brand vs non-brand search as we describe
in Step 7 on Analytics, NB. Many search keywords are now “Not Provided” due to Google
excluding search keywords from the referrer string to a site for search searches so they are
no longer available in any analytics system. So comprehensive data on keyword volume for
SEO visits is no longer available in Google Analytics. Instead we’re forced for now to use
other alternatives such as Google Console (formerly Webmaster Tools) reports which do not
give a comprehensive set of search terms over time, so are less useful for reporting or KPIs.
However, Google Console is a key tool for analysis and reporting, so see our recommendations in Step 7 of this report for the best way to use this.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ “acme garden furniture”

Position in search results

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Better still, you can use a system like Advanced Web Ranking or Searchmetrics which gives
you a % visibility for you top keyphrases. This helps you spot major changes like with this
summary from Searchmetrics of one of Google’s updates.

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Top 3
4-10
11-20
21-50
Outside top 50

Number of top 20
keyphrases within this
position
1 (e.g. cheap car insurance)
4
5
6
4

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

We like the user interface of Advanced Web Ranking for quickly visualising keyphrase ranking changes alongside key competitors:
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1

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

What is it? Bounce rate

r KPI: Average bounce from natural search compared to other channels
r KPI: Average conversion rate for natural search compared to other channels

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The percentage of visitors who leave a page (or the average for a site) immediately after
viewing one page only.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

A natural search visitor isn’t of much value if they arrive on the site and leave immediately
without taking any desired action. So we should review bounce rate and conversion rate to
lead or sale for different search terms. The exceptions to bounce rate being a useful measure
are when visitors read a blog post or customer service post in which case they may be a
satisfied visitor even if they exit after one page. It’s essential to evaluate KPIs in the context
of the web page that is being visited.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

3. Quality of natural search visitor KPIs

r KPI: Average page depth of natural search compared to other channels

The ultimate KPI shows us how much value from leads and sales were generating through
SEO.
r KPI: Amount and percentage contribution of sales from revenue from SEO
Some companies even go one step further and look at the lifetime value generated from
SEO.
þ Direct value. A natural search visit leads directly to a financial conversion that provides
revenue.
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4. Value of natural search visitors

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Please note that you need to look at KPIs at a global level (for all SEO traffic) and at the
keyphrase level. You will find significant variation in KPIs between individual keyphrases, so
it’s important to learn which keyphrases are contributing the most to your global KPIs and
which ones aren’t currently performing well but could deliver incremental value if optimised
further.

Indirect value. A natural search visit leads to a non-financial conversion that is likely to
lead to future revenue. For example, a visitor signs up for your newsletter, giving you the
opportunity to market to them to drive future sales.

5. Efficiency of SEO KPIs

r KPI: Number / percent of pages generating SEO visits
r KPI: Number / percent of pages generating non-branded SEO visits – these are more
difficult
r KPI: Bounce rate for non-branded SEO visits

Define target keyphrases
r Q. Do we have a target keyphrase list?

r Q. Have we understood the range of behaviours that users follow – how they search?

Best Practice Tip 2 Think like a customer – use keyphrases!
Think of the sequence of search terms that users use to tailor your copy for SEO.

11
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At Smart Insights we talk about “keyphrases” not “keywords” as many do since that’s what
users do, they type a phrase of several words to describe what they’re looking for. If you can
offer copy on your site that reflects this user behaviour, your SEO will work much better. Take
a look at our hub page on keyphrase analysis for recommendations on keyphrase analysis
tools11.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Review range of consumer search behaviours

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

One of the first questions we ask when discussing SEO with a business is “how many
keyphrases do you optimise on”? This is a deceptive question. For a company with a
diverse set of products, if the answer is ‘I don’t know’ or ‘less than 50’, this sets the alarm
bells ringing. Attention to detail counts in search and I know financial services companies
optimising against 5,000 keyphrases, holiday cottage companies on 10,000 and a shopping
comparison site on a million! Of course, within this some phrases are much more important
than others – deciding on the right type of keyphrases is a big part of your search strategy.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r KPI: % of target keyphrases generating visits/sales

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

These measures show how many visitors you are generating against your keyphrase targets
or the number of assets (pages, images or videos on your site) you have

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Assisted conversion value. The value of SEO can also be measured as an
assisted conversion attributed as a contribution to other marketing activity like
Google AdWords, Display or Email. This value can be assessed using Google
Analytics under multi channel reports which measures assisted conversions

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Deferred value. A natural search visit leads to an assisted conversion where the final
click for the sale comes from a subsequent visit (which may or may not be delivered by
natural search). For example, a visitor finds your website via natural search, does not
make a purchase, exits and then comes back 3 days later having seen a tweet from your
company. They make a purchase. The last click model shows revenue for social media
but natural search initiated the conversion.

What is it? Keyphrase analysis

Understanding customer search behaviour is so important since it enables you to:
þ Understand customer behaviour to see whether the products, services and content you
offer match customer behaviours
þ Set goals for how much reach and visits are possible within your market

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Keyphrase analysis involves identifying the keyphrases your customers are likely to
use when searching for your products or services and the sequence they use before
conversion. Potential keyphrases to be used for your SEO strategy are then prioritised.

þ Benchmark your performance against competitors (direct and publishers)
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Diagnose problems at a keyphrase or keyphrase group level on performance through a
gap analysis
For this to work you need a keyphrase master file that you use to review and control
performance through gap analysis which we cover in the goals section.

Use software or spreadsheets to help create this visibility on search marketing.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

This example from the Google Keyword Planner12 shows how such tools are great for
understanding customer search behaviours and some of the factors that are important within
their buying decision. As we’ll see below, it’s useful to build-up a list of qualifiers or adjectives
to describe the search. Take a look and see the types of search behaviours you can see.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Strategy Recommendation 7 Ensure you have good visibility of customer search
behaviour against results delivered.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Typical keyphrase variants used by search engine searchers are:
þ 1. Generic search for product or service, we can see that ‘surgery’ is much more
important than ‘treatment’.
þ 3. Adjective (price/product qualifiers) – Cheap laser eye treatment.
þ 4. Intended use/application – short sight laser eye treatment.
þ 5. Product type
y 5.1 General product - Lasik laser eye treatment, ipad
y 5.2 Model specific product & product search refinement – ipad air 2 wifi 16GB space
grey
þ 8. Location – laser eye uk or laser eye treatment london.
þ 9. Action request – Select laser eye treatment (or buy).

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ 6. Vendor/brand – Optical Express laser eye treatment.

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ 2. Comparison/quality – Compare laser eye treatment.

þ 10. Reviews – laser eye surgery reviews.

r Q. Have we identified the main types of keyphrases for SEO?
You’re not going to be able to manage your keyphrases so well if you have a single long list
of undifferentiated keyphrases, so check you’re grouping them in a logical order.
r Strategic keyphrases – these are the most popular short phrases that could potentially
generate the bulk of your traffic for a particular market
Examples: For example, for a site promoting call-centre services, these include “call centre
outsourcing” and “call-centre-services”

Examples: “Brand X”, “Brand X call-centre services”
r Category keyphrases – these will be services or product categories and sub-categories
likely to include some strategic keyphrases
r Product keyphrases – More specific than category keyphrases these include individual
products
Examples: “Credit card order line call centre services” or “Outbound telemarketing of
dormant clients”

Examples: “Call centre services Glasgow”
We recommend you present your analysis of keyphrase variants in this format available in
our gap analysis spreadsheet13.

13
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r Location keyphrases – Particularly relevant to retailers or service providers who sell
locally

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Examples: “Call centre outsourcing” and “call-centre-services”

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r Brand keyphrases – these are keyphrases that include your brand name or misspellings.
You need to separate these out so you can see how good the rest of your conversions
are

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Different types of keyphrases include:

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Identify main types of search phrase

Group target keyphrases
r Q. Are our keyphrases grouped logically to enable us to manage their performance?

1
Best Practice Tip 3 Group your keyphrases logically around consumer behaviours
Logical grouping of keyphrases will enable you to manage the performance of your search
marketing more effectively.

þ Assess search volume to help prioritise importance

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

So, rather than having a long list of undifferentiated keywords, group them around
behaviours like this example of a garden centre. For each keyphrase group you can:

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

When identifying keyphrases, it’s essential not to simply have a long list but to group them
to make them manageable. Each keyphrase you identify as important should be placed in a
group similar to the types we have identified here.

þ Review current performance via organic and AdWords

þ Use for regular review

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Target new SEO landing pages, content types or backlinks to help improve
performance

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Review seasonality of search phrase volume
r Q. Do we compare organic visits through the peaks and troughs of demand through the
year

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

The Google Keyword Planner can help with this analysis with it’s search volume trends
reports. In this example it shows peaks in October and January and dips at other times which
can be compared against actual organic (and paid search) traffic.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r Q. Have we identified phrases users tend to type through different visits before they
convert
A large proportion of visitors to a site don’t/won’t convert on the first visit, they will follow a
sequence of phrases. We need to think about this when we track and attribute phrases to
conversion.
Review the sequence of search phrases used

Understand the sequence of keyphrases and aim to attribute conversion not only to
the last click, but the assists which contributed to it (an assist is when a search phrase
encourages a lead or a sale).
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Best Practice Tip 4

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Review sequence of search phrases on the “path to purchase”

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Take this specific example from Dave’s Digital marketing: strategy, implementation and
practice book, which shows the repeated use of different types of search terms for a single
customer (other digital channels such as affiliates are ignored here). The two columns on the
right show how it is unrealistic to attribute the sale to the last search since the influence of the
assists isn’t shown. The relative influence of paid and natural search should also be shown.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

You can use the average number of visits to conversion report within Google Analytics to
understand the importance of attribution to you. If the majority of visitors convert after one
visit, attribution is relatively unimportant.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

1

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r Q. Are we taking the “Long Tail” into account in our search marketing?
If you base your search marketing strategy on just 10 to 20 keyphrases you will be limiting
your exposure. There will be a large number of less popular keyphrases that won’t find you.
This is shown by the long tail pattern below.

Product & niche
search terms
(quality)
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Brand & generic
search terms
(volume)

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Define opportunities from the Long Tail of search

To maximise visitor numbers, hundreds of keyphrases will be appropriate. To maximise
quality, fewer more specific keyphrases will be needed.

Strategy Recommendation 8 Ensure you review the relevance of the long tail
You should review the importance of the long tail within search and develop strategies to
exploit it.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

To help exploit the long tail it will be useful to understand the main qualifiers that are
important within your market.

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

For transactional e-commerce sites, the sky’s the limit. Some banks have thousands of
keyphrases, while some e-retailers have tens of thousands. One shopping comparison portal
has over one million keyphrases! All these depend on high volumes of traffic.

Review the main qualifiers often used by searchers in your market
r Q. Have we reviewed all the qualifiers?

1. Comparison/quality - compare car insurance – this can be high volume.
2. Action request - buy car insurance – relatively low volume, but shows high intent.
3. Adjective (price/product qualifiers) - cheap car insurance, women’s car insurance
4. Intended use - high mileage car insurance
6. Product feature – no claims bonus discount - car insurance – a long tail term
7. Brand or Vendor - Churchill car insurance
8. Location - car insurance UK

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

This is how these search terms look in the Google Keyword Planner tool.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

5. Product type - holiday car insurance – an important strategic keyphrase

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Here are some common qualifiers with examples that you should consider. We’ve used the
example of insurance again:

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Of course different types of consumers search differently, so you need to understand different
approaches they use to qualify their searches. They may also use more specific keyphrases
as they narrow down their choices. Here is another example of qualifiers:

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Best Practice Tip 5 Use the right keyphrase qualifiers
Summarise your search qualifiers so you can include them in headings and links.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

The best way to summarise these qualifiers is through writing out the semantics of a
sentence like this (using the example of “savings accounts” as the core term):

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Copywriters for SEO need to know the qualifiers used so they can target the most important
keyphrases. If you are working with external copywriters, ensure that they have access
to your keyphrase hit list and that they understand at least the basics of SEO to ensure
the copy delivered is already optimised - use test pages to check the quality of their work.
Rewriting headings and copy for SEO is a massive waste of funds. Your copy should always
be written for the customer whilst including the most relevant keyphrases. If you have
beautiful copy but no relevant keyphrases or synonyms, you risk it not being found easily by
online searchers.

<qualifier> + <core term> + <post modifier>
Example: “children’s savings accounts in the UK”.

r Do the volume and quality of our external linking enable us to compete effectively?

Through using tools like Majestic SEO (www.majesticseo.com) and Moz (www.Moz.org) you
should check the quality of your website’s external links against your competitors including
the following:
þ Number of unique linking domains (dofollowed and nofollowed)
þ Natural link profile
þ Link types
þ Anchor text quality
þ Natural anchor text profile
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The free Backlink History tool in Majestic is particularly useful for benchmarking.
This cumulative view example shows how backlinks to Smart Insights have grown
organically through sharing quality content compared to a competitor. While the total
number of backlinks in the millions may be impressive, for benchmarking we refer to the
unique domains or individual sites linking. Total backlinks can be skewed by run-of-site
links across another large site – which probably accounts for the growth in links to
DigitalMarketer around the end of 2013.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Best Practice Tip 6 Use the Majestic Backlink History for competitor benchmarking

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Domain authority of unique linking domains

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

In competitive markets, it’s the number and quality of external links which will most affect
your ability to outrank your competitors, so this is an important aspect of auditing and then
improving performance.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Benchmark overall backlink effectiveness

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

1

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Facebook
þ LinkedIn
þ Pinterest
þ Stumbleupon
þ Instagram

14
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þ GooglePlus

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Unlike other tools which focus on a single social network like Twitter or Facebook, Social
Crawlytics is great since it shows your total shares for:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Of course, it’s the quality of the content that should encourage backlinks, so it’s useful to
approach this analysis from the reverse direction. You can use the tools above to achieve
this, but it’s also worth considering Social Crawlytics which enables you to identify the
influencers of your competitors most shared content or a less sophisticated tool like Quick
Sprout social analysis.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Which content is generating backlinks and social shares?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

If you have external links using the ‘nofollow’14 attribute, then this means search engines will
not attribute any SEO benefit through the link to your web page. It’s important you work with
third party web owners to secure links on relevant pages that can be followed. However,
since the Penguin algo update, there has been more emphasis on link profiles looking
natural. It’s un-natural for all links pointing to a website to be follow. This is because lots
of content management systems automatically no-follow links to external websites. When
analyzing a websites link profile, search engines are looking for natural patterns, some links
follow, some nofollow.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

1

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

What is it? Nofollow and Dofollow tags

For example, the following URL on a page of another site allows search engines to visit
Smart Insights’ website and credit the website with the link; each link is scored by the
search engines, supporting SEO:

This normal, natural type of link is sometimes known as “do-followed”!
Here’s the same hyperlink, now including a nofollow tag (highlighted in red):

The Google Panda and Penguin algorithm updates which we explain in more detail in step
5 mean it is more important to have natural link profiles with a range of anchor text blending
brand and non-brand keyphrases without too many narrow specific anchor text.
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<a href=”http://www.smartinsights.com/” title=”Smart Insights”
rel=”nofollow”>Visit Smart Insights</a> .

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

<a href=”http://www.smartinsights.com/” title=”Smart
Insights”>Visit Smart Insights</a>

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

A nofollow tag is a basic piece of HTML. Appended to a hyperlink, it allows webmasters to
control whether search engines follow a link or not.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

When we train marketers who aren’t SEO specialists we find that many are unaware that
many comments on blogs or social media updates don’t directly contribute to SEO since
markup has been added to the page on which they’re shared to tell Google to ignore them.
This Is called a “nofollow attribute” and the description below explains what we should
prioritise when obtaining dofollow links, for example through guest blogging. That said
Google is looking for a natural link profile containing a combination - some companies who
have built too many nofollow links have been penalised.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Understanding the importance of Nofollow and Dofollow tags

To find out more view our video tutorials15 of how to use Majestic SEO and Moz or read this
introduction to other tools16.

Competitor analysis to support SEO targeting
Competitor research is a core part of optimisation and involves studying third party websites
that rank well for keyphrase targets.
Strategy Recommendation 9 Perform competitor analysis regularly

While it is common to consider which keyphrases you should target and prioritise, it is less
common to research competitors in detail. We believe this approach Is vital since each
keyphrase and industry can be vastly different in terms of what elavates a website to the
top of search results on page 1. While for one search term it could be down to high quality
inbound links, for another a large volume of social conversation created by the web owner.
þ It benchmarks your SEO performance against the market
þ It highlights gaps in your keyphrase coverage

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Putting the time into competitor research is important for several reasons:

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

You should review the relative performance of competitors to see strengths and
weaknesses and assess techniques they are using.

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

r Q. Review competitor ranking and techniques for our primary keyphrase targets?

þ It helps identify content areas where you are weak

þ It provides insight to help you define realistic SEO targets

We spoke to independent E-commerce Consultant Dan Barker for his take on the value of
competitor research, having done this many times when E-commerce Manager and now
even more times as a consultant:

15
16

Smart Insights SEO video tutorials
Smart Insights: Backlink analysis tools review
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It’s worth doing this kind of thing purely for the insights you get, but it’s even more valuable
as part of a research phase for any big strategy/planning work. And if you do any of the
more granular pieces of analysis, it’s very much worth analysing your own brand in the same
way too. You almost always learn something, and occasionally you unearth giant dinosaur
skeletons you wouldn’t otherwise have noticed.”

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

“It’s amazing the amount of insight you can gather. From understanding gaps in your link
profile, to understanding your competitors’ comms plans & how they’re driving traffic, figuring
out which keyphrases & groups they’re targeting, which products they’re launching, which
agencies are involved, what their customers value/dislike about them, who their staff are,
which customers are advocates, and much more.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The most important output of competitor research is a greater understanding of what is
helping websites to rank highly for keyphrases relevant to your website. It reveals areas of
strength and weakness from which you can create an attack plan to ensure you focus your
resource and efforts in the right areas.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ It shows keyphrase and content areas where you rank well and have competitive
advantage

The importance of ongoing competitor analysis
Getting to the top search engine rankings is only half the battle; retaining these rankings is
equally challenging. Ongoing competitor analysis helps you identify what levers competitors
are pushing to drive their SEO, helping you refine and improve your optimisation efforts.

We recommend building a top-level matrix that compares your SEO presence with three or
more key online competitors. This isn’t a quantitative analysis as such, but it will give you
a quick snapshot of your current capabilities versus that of your competitors. It can also be
the most effective way to prove to a client where they sit in the market and the investment
needed to improve results.

If you operate in a highly competitive market (think jewellery where the search competitor set
changes based on type of search i.e. page one competitors for “diamond engagement rings” are
different to those for “white gold pendants”), it’s impractical to undertake an authoritative review of
all possible search competitors. If you did that, you would never have time to do any optimisation.
þ What core keyphrases are most Important to your business and who else is above you in
search results?

þ Which of these websites are most similar to your product offering?
þ How many pages of content do your competitors have? (Use Site: to assess this)17
þ How many pages of content exist is the various directories of competitors websites (Use
Site: e.g. site:example.com/blog to assess this)

þ Which of these websites offers a competitive product/service?
þ How important is local search to you? For example in the US 40% of search queries have
local intent which equates to 100m unique visitors per month.

Reviewing local customer search behaviour
r Q. Local search reviewed?

Best Practice Tip 7 Review local SEO behaviour
Gain insight and set targets based on volume and type of local searches

17

Google advanced operators
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Local search is important if you are a small business with a store or if you are a multi-channel
retailer as your website visibility can add search value by driving in store traffic and revenue.
To achieve this you need to ensure your web pages are optimised for local search. A core
part of this involves looking at how effective other websites are at putting their web pages in
front of local searchers.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

What information should you review?

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ How many page titles do your competitors have that are optimized for target keyphrases
(Use site: and intitle: e.g. site:example.com intitle:car insurance to assess this)

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ Which websites are the most prominent for short and mid tail keyphrase searches that
you don’t rank well for?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

To decide which competitors to review, ask yourself the following questions:

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Which competitors to review?

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Creating a competitor matrix for SEO

Key pointers:
r Use Google’s Keyword Planner18 and Google Trends to identify relevant local keyphrases

r Follow links to learn from what your competitors are doing – review Google + Local
pages, check landing pages, review local content on websites
r Compare your landing pages with your competitors – what do they do better?
Example: High ranking local search result for “diamond rings UK”

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

r Run searches in Google for these keyphrases and identify which websites are on page
one for natural search (local and normal)

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ 33 reviews with overall score of 28 out of 30 (extraordinary or outstanding)
þ Keyphrase target “diamond rings” is in the description
þ Product photos have been added
Here are some specifics to look for when benchmarking relating to on-site optimisation. If
some of the terms are unfamiliar, we cover them in more detail in Step 3 On Page SEO.
r Q. What structure do your competitors follow for their page titles and meta descriptions?
Page Titles

There are three ways to review competitor page titles:
þ In search engine results, the page title is the headline of the result displayed in blue,
þ On a web page on your competitor’s website, the page title will display in the browser tab

18

Smart Insights video tutorial on using Google’s Keyword Planner
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Page titles are probably the single most powerful on-site factor to assist with keyphrase
targeting and rankings. Paying attention to and optimising page title formats across the site
could have a significant cumulative impact on rankings.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

An introduction to optimising on-page content to support SEO

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Full profile has been created

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

A click through to 77 Diamonds Google + Local page reveals:

þ On a web page, mouse over part that is not clickable, right click on the mouse and select
View Source, use the ctrl+F function and look for “title” – this will show you where the
page title sits within the html code.

Once you have looked at how other websites do this, you can review your approach to page
title optimisation and learn how to improve to ensure you have the most relevant keyphrases
included.
Meta descriptions form the snippet used in the search result listing. They tend to not directly
influence how well you can rank for a particular keyphrase but a well-written meta description
can result in a more attractive listing and a better click-through rate. As such you should
consider your Meta Description tags as your pitch to the Searcher as to why they should visit
your site over any other.

External links
External links have always been important for SEO but the recent and ongoing Panda/
Penguin/Farmer algorithm updates explained in Step 5 mean the quality links are more
important than ever in Google.

You need to use the tools available to find the following:
þ Which domains you currently get link juice from and how well optimised those links are
(you can tally this up with data from Google Search Console and your web analytics to
validate traffic volumes)?

19
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Advanced Link building Strategies for Affiliate Sites - Patrick Altoft
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A link adds the most value when it comes from a reputable domain, uses optimised anchor
text for keyphrase relevance and deep links into the most relevant page on the website for
the visitor. However you need to be careful how many of these links you have, as they are
un-natural. If you think about how a customer would link to you, they generally would not use
optimised anchor text, it would generally be the brand name. They generally would not link to
a deep page, they would link to the home page, and they generally would not be able to post
a links on a high domain authority website.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Visualising the anchor text of backlinks is particularly important in competitive markets aren’t they all? So on client projects we use Wordle to visualise the most important backlinks
using data exported from Moz. Patrick Altoft has a great summary here19 of using Wordle for
competitor backlink analysis:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

You can use tools like the Moz Open Site Explorer (free version available but the investment
in the Pro version adds a lot of value) to evaluate the linking domains associated with you
and your competitors.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Ask, If you were searching, would the link and description text make you want to click through?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Follow the same approach for meta descriptions, looking at what levers competitors use
in this text to encourage searchers to click. There is no ‘right answer’ for optimising meta
descriptions but identify the techniques used by your competitor set and evaluate your
current copy in light of this.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Meta descriptions

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

You are looking for how effectively your competitor is optimising keyphrase inclusion in the
recommended maximum 70 characters of the page title. Google cuts off the page title when it
exceeds the character limit.

þ Which domains are linking to your competitors from which you currently have no links?
þ Which are the most valuable domains that you want to target to build new links to your
web pages?

Page content also plays an important role in SEO. Customers and search engines like fresh
content. Content can help customers to make decisions and achieve the goals for their
visit with the secondary benefit of providing an opportunity for keyphrase rich copy to boost
search engine visibility. You should:
þ Ask how can you evaluate the content marketing strengths of competitors?

1

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Content

þ Review how your competitors use content across their websites
þ Look at how they link to purchase pages from the content pages
þ Look at how they incorporate relevant keyphrases into the content

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Evaluate the use of blogs for producing content

þ Look at how content pages are integrated into site search results pages.

For insights to inform the type of answers your customers are seeking we recommend
using these free tools: http://answerthepublic.com and www.quora.com

Social media presence

þ What social networks do they have presence in?
þ Are they incorporating social media content in their website e.g. live Twitter feed
þ Do they make use of Slideshare for content sharing (usually more relevant to B2B than
B2C marketers)?
þ Are they active with their social networks? i.e. do they post regular new content, do they
respond to customer, do they encourage discussions?
Create a competitor matrix to provide a snapshot of customer engagement via social media.
This serves as your benchmark for your level of social media optimisation, which can be
reviewed every month.
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þ Are they creating video content and making this available via video sharing sites like YouTube?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Social signals are an important component of search engine algorithms. It’s often said that to
be liked by Google, you need to be liked. Given the global adoption of social media via key
networks like Facebook, YouTube and Twitter, you need to understand what your competitors
are doing in this space. A few questions to ask:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Keep an eye out for websites that are informational and not transactional. If you’re an
e-commerce site you could lose out on traffic because a blogger or content site has built
a more compelling story that makes the search engines and searchers alike rate their
website highly. These sites tend to be heavy on content, so they have greater opportunity for
keyphrase inclusion on their websites. You may also find they have invested more time and
effort in interactive content such as video.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

The site search factor may seem strange to you but there is a good reason – if content
appears in search results, it will increase the number of clicks to those pages and drive
customer engagement.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Best Practice Tip 8 Free tools to understand customer concerns

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

1

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

How to use your competitor analysis to influence SEO planning – keyphrase targets

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

You can’t go after everything; you need to pick your battlegrounds. If you are up against a
huge brand it’s going to be very hard to make quick wins for generic short tail terms due to
their brand authority built up with Google over time. For example, in the Health & Beauty
market the superstores like Boots and Superdrug are dominant for the short tail terms like
“health and beauty”, “beauty products” and “toiletries”. When you move away from bucket
terms to keyphrases like “organic skincare” you see the competitor set changing to niche
brands.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Remember that you need to keep an eye out for informational websites as well as product
websites. Well, here’s a business opportunity for a competitor to become a partner. If you are
an e-commerce manager, you can approach these websites and incentivise them to link to
relevant product pages. Focus on communicating the value you can add to their website as
this usually drives a better response.
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It’s possible to work with these web owners via an affiliate programme – either through an
affiliate network or direct using your own tracking technology to reward the web owners for
driving converting traffic. Or they might be happy to exchange links or editorial in return for
unique content and other benefits, such as advance access to new product ranges to review
for their audience.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Working with SEO competitors

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

So the challenge is to identify target phrases and opportunities where the level of competition
is lower and you can drive quick gains with the resource available. For example, in the Health
& Beauty sector you might choose the keyphrase target “natural skincare products” because
the competitor set is easier to target – less inbound links, less content, lower domain
authority etc.

Step 2
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Make sure the search engines can find your content
Understanding what powers search - anatomy of a search page
r Q. What content types do search engines display in the blended results for target
keyphrases?

More recently it has introduced ‘Answers’ Boxes and other formats that are shown in the
Mozcast review.

In Feb 2016, Google redesigned the search ads page introducing 4 ads at the top of the page
with the remaining ads previously on the right navigation of the page now positioned below
the natural search results containing ten results While this is still early days Google has made
a public a move toward ‘mobile-first’ design and since mobile doesn’t support the right-hand
column, Google may be trying to standardize the advertising ecosystem across devices.
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What does this mean for SEO? Now that paid search ads are taking up more organic real
estate, click-through rates for organic search listings especially in the first two positions will
likely decrease because the organic results have been pushed farther down the page. It is thus
important more than ever to optimise all content formats, images video and news to maximise
SEO impact.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

It’s important to understand what content drives search visits, as this structure will help inform and
shape your content plan for SEO. Below we use the example of a Google search page.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Since Google introduced ‘Universal Search’ in 2007, the search results for Google (and
other search engines) now include many other different formats about relevant results
about a query, for example images, video and news, blended within its results.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

What is it? Universal or blended search – OneBox results

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

When Google first launched, the only presence you had to worry about within the search
engines was the text listings. But today, text results are only one type of search, albeit
the most important one for most products and services. Videos, images and social media
mentions are all important today too, so think about how you look in the universal or blended
search listings displayed in the Google ‘One Box’. We think many companies fail to exploit
this opportunity. Here’s a simplistic example showing how images have great importance, for
some queries where Google will trigger a “OneBox” featuring images - this is the specialized
result that may show up depending on the type of query. Google automatically determines
whether images are relevant, the example Dave Chaffey uses when training is “Pandas” Google knows that people are often looking for cute pictures of Pandas. In these cases, you
see a block of alternative images will feature on the first page of the search results and these
can drive significant traffic to a site – this is the One Box shown later in this section.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

SERPs (Search Engine Results Pages) are constantly evolving as algorithms change and
the variety of content formats included by search engines increases. These are known as the
Universal or Blended results.

Strategy Recommendation 10 Maximise visits from the non-text listings
Images, video and news sources are excellent opportunities to drive quality visits if you
can beat your competitors in this area.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

As you can see in this example, there are multiple content types on the search results page
and the importance of each type varies depending on the keyphrase searched for. In general
there are eight content types that you can optimise for inclusion in organic search results:

þ Local web pages. You can create web pages that target local searchers, to be found
when a location specific keyphrase is entered. Google recently migrated its Google
Places listings into Google + Local and you can see Google + Local listings in SERPs

þ Images. Sometimes you will see images in the main body of the search results, though
this is not the case for all searches. In the left hand menu on Google has a tab for
“Images” which enables searchers to refine their search to only show relevant images.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

The Mozcast Features (http://mozcast.com/features) site lists the importance of different
features in the SERPS for common searches. As you would expect, after AdWords,
Knowledge Graph panels (common o brand searches and for famous people) and
images are most important, occurring in more than 50% of searches. Other, more recent
text-based features like Related Questions and Featured Snippets (also known as Quick
Summary or Answer boxes) are also important.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Best Practice Tip 9 Use Mozcast to review your visibility for different results formats in the
search

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

The key take away is this: don’t consider SEO purely in terms of your rankings for standard
text web pages. Review ALL types of content assets that search engines index and work
out how best to use these content formats to increase your coverage in organic search. The
Mozcast Features is a good place to start.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ News articles. For a news article to be indexed you need to ensure that your site is
included in Google News and then follow the guidelines on submitting a dedicated news
sitemap.

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Standard web pages. You can make any HTML page on your website available to
search engines. This can include product pages (e.g. category landing page & product
details pages), static content pages (e.g. customer services) & rich content (e.g. Buying
Guides, Articles).

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Ensure pages and content are indexed

r Q. For a keyphrase target, do all your content assets appear in search results?
Strategy Recommendation 11 Know the potential against actual from blended search
Search is becoming more visual, it’s no longer only about the text results, so make sure you
gain visibility within images, maps and videos according to which will work best for you.
Straightaway, the next question is then whether you are performing satisfactorily in terms of
ranking for the particular type of content.
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The main activity in this step, is to audit whether your content is indexed by the search
engine and so available within the search index. Google has stated that a majority of its
searches are now mobile-driven and have migrated towards mobile-first index at the time of
updating this new guide. So, when reviewing how your content and pages are being indexed
it is now critical to not only review how the desktop Googlebot accesses your site content but
also how Google’s smartphone crawler does it.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. Are our pages and different content types included in the search engine index for
different types of content?

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The importance of these different features are sector specific, for example reviews are
mainly relevant for retail and restaurants and although images are important they are more
important for some products than other.

For each of the main types of search result you need to cover both aspects – first is your
content visible and then, has it got a good position?
Strategy Recommendation 12 Complete a platform or CMS audit for indexing and visibility
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

If your site hasn’t been independently audited for technical or platform SEO we
recommend this since often problems will be identified which can give you better rankings
when fixed. The audits will identify whether Google’s robots can find different types of
content and that they are included within the search listings.

Review and reduce duplicate content
r Q. Have you identified and reviewed potential duplicate content issues?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Duplicate content is a big problem on big sites since the page that look similar may be a
legitimate page. In Q1 below we’ll show you how to check whether your pages are in the
index and in Q2 below we’ll show you how to see whether pages have been de-weighted in
the secondary index.

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

You should also think about when the search engines have difficulty identifying your pages. If
two pages look similar, one may be discarded by Google and not included in the index even
if you think it’s valid content that should. Unfortunately, if you don’t control your own duplicate
content, Google will do it for you, which may mean the version of the page which customers
find may not be the most relevant or highest converting.

What is it? Duplicate content

Google identifies duplicate content through pages that have identical/similar <title>,
description, headings and copy, so you have to audit these.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Duplicate content is where a search engine identifies different content pages as similar so
either doesn’t include them in the index or down-weights their importance.

Strategy Recommendation 13 Review whether duplicate content is causing a problem
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Duplicate content can also be caused by pages within your own site being similar, or content
on your site being similar to another site’s content. There are a number of ways that pages
within your own site may contain duplicate content. One example is a retail website which
sells a product which comes in 4 colours blue, yellow, red and green, and in 3 sizes; small,
medium and large. The retail website uses a database driven CMS, so the page template

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Duplicate content is a highly complex area and is best handled by your SEO agency, or
consultant. IF you don’t have either of these, then assess how much of a challenge it is for
you and invest the necessary resources to reduce the level of duplication on your site. The
reasons for a site to suffer from duplicate content are varied. Although Google tries to deal
with duplicate pages as best as it can, a high number of duplicate pages may start to cause
Panda related penalties. Duplicate content can be defined as when some or all of the content
on page A can be found on page B. Maybe content on page A is the summary of content
on page B and page C. Page A may be considered lower in value than page B and page C.
However, there may be a reason why page A was created, maybe page B and page C have
related content, and page A hopes to link the similarity of the content and make page B and
page C into a story and therefore target a more generic keyphrase. In this case, it would be
better for page A to contain a custom written version of page B and page C’s content, instead
of a direct extraction of it. That way, the content on page A, B & C would be unique.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

“Dupe content” is often a problem on large sites and can reduce rankings, so work with
your agency or SEO specialists whether they have audited this recently.

used for product pages are all the same, they have a logo, and navigation at the top and
bottom of the page. Each product’s description is the same apart from the colour and size;
therefore around 99% of the page content for each of these 12 pages is in fact duplicated.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Let’s say that the retailer bought this product from a supplier, who also sells this product to
other online retailers. The supplier provides the product description in the form of an XML
feed; so all retailer websites that sell these 12 products have the same content. This would
mean the each of the retailer websites that stock these 12 products have 12 duplicate pages
of content. The only thing that is unique about each retailer’s website is the page template
the product content lives within.
For this example, let’s assume the 12 URLs are in this format:

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Let’s take the example one step further and show how URL parameters could complicate
things further. It’s common for tracking parameters to be used both externally, to track the
performance of marketing campaigns and internally to track session ids, previous pages
visits, actions, events etc. Let’s use the example of Google Analytics tracking code parameter
utm_source, which can be found indexed on over 31 million URLs20

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

> online-retailer.com/widgets/small-blue-widget
> online-retailer.com/widgets/small-yellow-widget
> online-retailer.com/widgets/small-red-widget
> online-retailer.com/widgets/medium-green-widget
etc….

Example of utm_source parameter indexed on a caring.com URL
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

20

utm_source parameter indexed in over 30 million URLs
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If the utm_source tracking parameter was used in a marketing campaign to drive traffic to the
small blue widget page then when a customer clicked on the ad the URL would look this

online-retailer.com/widgets/small-blue-widget?utm_source=xyz (xyz would indicate the name
of the campaign specified by the marketer to set up the campaign)

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

As each Analytics campaign may have a different campaign name, there are an infinite
number of variations of this URL. The content displayed for this URL would be exactly the
same as without the parameter, 2 URLs, but one page of content = duplicate content.
If we take the example one step further and look at how duplicate content is caused by
faceted navigation. Let’s say the medium and large blue widgets become out of stock
and the only blue widget left is the small blue widget. If the online retailer has a filter for
widgets which allows customers to drill down by colour and size. The URL string that is
used is
online-retailer.com/filter?product=widget?size=small?colour=blue
The result of this filter would be a search results page with a summary of the content
displayed for the small blue widget page online-retailer.com/widgets/small-blue-widget

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

The filter is set to small and then set to blue

Let’s say the filter was first set to blue and then small, the URL would be
As there is only one product which matched this description, the content would exactly match
that of the previous filter.
Therefore, the same content which exists on

How to review and manage duplicate content
Below lists a summary of methods for identifying and resolving duplicate content issues:

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ Review pages with identical <title> and <description>. Use the Google Search Console
and click on HTML improvements/duplicate title tags and Google will display all those
pages which it regards as being duplicate as a result of similar title tags

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

One piece of content, hosted on 4 URLs. These are just a few examples of ways in which
content can become duplicated, however there are many, many more.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

> 1. online-retailer.com/widgets/small-blue-widget
> 2. online-retailer.com/widgets/small-blue-widget?utm_source=xyz (and any other
utm_source campaign names which have been created for tracking purposes
> 3. online-retailer.com/filter?product=widget?size=small?colour=blue
> 4. online-retailer.com/filter?product=widget?colour=blue?size=small

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

online-retailer.com/filter?product=widget?colour=blue?size=small

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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þ Use the Moz tool to find duplicate content (you can take out subscription one month at a
time for one-off tasks like this.
þ Select sample generic or product keyphrases in quotes reviewing the site using the
Google site: command.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Review pages in web analytics that aren’t receiving any natural visitors compared to other
traffic across the page.
Here are the recommendations for dealing with duplicate content to discuss with your
agency. Numbers 1, 3, 4 and 5 are usually most relevant.
r 1 Consistency – use same conventions for pages

r 2 Robots.txt – exclude crawlers from duplicate content
r User-agent: Googlebot <or *>
r Disallow: /print-versions

r 3 301 permanent redirects - from older versions or duplicate versions
r E.G. From http://example.com to http://www.example.com

r 4 Use rel=“canonical” tags on pages - instruct engines which is the original version of the
page when there are similar pages, e.g. different ways of browsing a catalogue

r 5 Exclude parameters in Google Search Console (Previously Google Webmaster Tools)
r Google parameter handling in Google Search Console23

21
22

23

Robots.txt instructions
Matt Cutts: SEO advice: url canonicalization

Advice on excluding URL parameters in GWT
Seven Step Guide to Successful SEO (Updated July 2017)
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y This is really important for web pages where different versions of the page are dynamically
generated based on session parameters but the content is identical. If you add the
canonical tag to the master template of the page, then each time an alternate version is
generated, the tag is automatically included. This ensures the maximum SEO benefit is
passed to the master version of the page. Read this article by Matt Cutts22

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r <link rel=“canonical“ href=“http://www.example.com/product.php?item=product“/>

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

301 redirects are really important for e-commerce sites where content changes frequently.
Instead of deleting obsolete products, a 301 redirect can be set on the old URL pointing to
the most relevant active URL. This prevents dead-ends for search engines and also people
who have bookmarked your URL.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

You can read instructions in Google Webmaster Tools21.

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Most e-commerce and catalogue-driven websites will use a page template for automatically
creating this content for product pages. This ensures consistency as it generates the content
based on pre-defined product data fields. For example, the <title> tag could use the format
“Buy <product name> | Free delivery | domainname”, so that each product has a unique title.
The templates should be carefully designed to avoid duplicate content as far as possible.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

r Unique <title>, meta description, <Hn>,text

In Crawl > URL parameters in Google Search Console you can instruct Google to ignore
certain URL parameters, helping the search engine to focus on important URLs. However,
before doing this make sure you understand how the parameters work – you don’t want to
exclude important pages!
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

r 6 Copyscape – link back to site from syndicated content

Define optimal URL structure
r Q. Does our site have clear ‘search friendly’ URLs which help search engines and users
by including product names?

þ They include the product and services the users are searching for (mainly because other
sites may link back to you using these URLs).

The approach you use to create search engine friendly URLs is known as your URL Strategy.

What is it? URL strategy

For example:

You can add in additional levels based on your site structure and/or catalogue depth.
Let’s take the example of a retailer with a product page for Levi’s men’s denim jeans, which
sits in a parent category in the Men’s Clothing section. An optimised URL structure would
look like:
http://www.acme.com/men’s-clothing/denim-jeans/levi’s-505-straight-fit-denim-jeans

24
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<domain>/<level1>/<level2>/<destination page>

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

An optimised URL should be legible for searchers. In other words, the text included in the
URL should make it clear what page you are taking them to. When planning your URL
structure, create a schema that can be applied across the site. Schema is defined as a
specific vocabulary of tags or microdata that you can add to your HTML to improve the way
your page is represented in the search engines’ results. We explore it in more detail in the
review rich snippets and structured data markup.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Defining a standard method for organising in an optimal format the content in different
folders and sub-folders

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ They don’t include additional unnecessary parameters from tagging internal links for
tracking. You can exclude these through excluding parameters through Google Search
Console.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ They avoid multiple parameters added to their end in what is called the “query string”
which can confuse robots. For example, sites using Omniture will often append an “ito”
tracking parameter to URLs to populate campaign reports. This parameter is not useful to
searchers and shouldn’t be included in the indexed URL for search engines. Google uses
utm_source as one the tracking parameters, avoid allowing Google to index your content
with this parameter by using a canonical tag. At the time of writing this guide, Google had
over 27 million URLs listed in it’s index with this tracking parameter24

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Your individual page addresses will work best for you and reduce the potential for duplicate
content if:

This is easy for a human to understand and it informs search engines that, hierarchically, this
products sits in a grand-parent category that has its own parent category.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

From a duplicate content perspective, this product could also sit in a Brand page for Levi’s
(www.acme.com/brands/levi’s). So it’s essential that you choose which destination is the
canonical version.
Another option with large product catalogues is to have a standard prefix for product pages.
Taking the example above, this could be:
http://www.acme.com/products/levi’s-505-straight-fit-denim-jeans

Checklist – page types indexed by search engines
These are the essential types of pages you should review for indexing and visibility:
r 1. Pages in main index
r 3. Video indexed (if relevant)
r 4. News content indexed (if relevant)
r 5. Mobile pages indexed (if relevant)
r 6. Local pages (Google+ Local/Google Places pages indexed, if relevant)

Review pages in main index
r Q. What proportion of your pages are indexed?

Still, there can be technical problems which is why we advocate doing a review of the pages
in the main index.
The simple way to see the pages indexed within Google or Bing is to type this into the search
box:

Example: http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=site:www.smartinsights.com
This will list all pages on the site and you can see the total top right.
If you want to check a specific folder you can do this through including the folder name:
Example: http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=site:www.smartinsights.com/email-mark
And finally, if you want to check the pages that feature a particular phrase simply add the
search term:
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site:www.sitename.com

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Today’s search engines are generally excellent at crawling and indexing the pages of most
content management systems and ecommerce systems.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r 7. International pages indexed (for different sites and sub-domains)

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r 2. Images indexed and prominent

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

When creating SEO URLs, it’s essential that you ensure the SEO URL is specified as the
canonical version of the page. This means that any system generated URLs will contain the
SEO URL as the canonical link, helping search engines to index the SEO URL and not the
other versions.

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Please be aware of the difference between an explicit and SEO URL. The explicit URL is the
URL that is system generated by your website – each platform has its own way of generating
URLs. These often contain reference numbers for categories and products that would mean
nothing to a human.

http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=site:www.smartinsights.com%20email-marketing
You can compare these listings against what you know should be there. Of course you can
use this approach for competitor sites also to see how these compare.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Best Practice Tip 10 Use Google Search Console (formerly Webmaster tools) to identify
pages that aren’t in the index
For a more sophisticated approach you can use Search Console to compare a sitemap
against what is present in the index.
For large sites you can create sitemaps of different product categories in a folder and then
compare them that way. See our guide to Google Search Console to see how this is achieved.

In September 2014 Google announced that websites would receive a minor ranking boost by
using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology and switching from HTTP to HTTPS 25.

‘would like to encourage all website owners to switch from HTTP to HTTPS to keep everyone
safe on the web.’

The key question is whether this will give a significant rankings boost. This has to be offset
against the cost and risk of making the change. There are examples of rankings and traffic
falling during migrations, so for this reasons many businesses, including Smart Insights
have decided to delay implementation until there is a clearer benefit for doing so. This
article on Smart Insights has further analysis.

r Q. Are relevant images indexed and ranking well?
Optimising image content is a useful strategy for driving in SEO traffic particularly for visual
based search such as searching home interest, travel destinations or targeting female online
buyers. This fact is reflected in the growing importance of the image-based networks such as
Pinterest and Instagram enable brands to provide engaging content directly to consumer’s
devices.

Regardless of the impact of images in your market, ensure you optimise all your images
for web and label them clearly (using alt and title tags). It’s far easier to do this as you add
images than to have to do this in bulk at some point in the future.

25

Smart Insights: New HTTPS Ranking Signal
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Images can be really important for click through and conversion but this is not the case
for every market or brand. For example, a fashion label website is more likely to get clicks
from image results than an insurance company. That’s why it’s important to think about how
images can help your target audience to find what they want.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. Are image results important within our market?

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Review images within index

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Best Practice Tip 11 Review the Pros and cons of https

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Google stated that it would be a ‘very lightweight signal’ within the overall ranking algorithm
and carried ‘less weight than other signals such as high-quality content; Google webmaster
trends analysts Zineb Ait Bahajji and Gary Illyes went on to say that Google

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Review the relevance of serving secure https pages

This business-to-business example shows how we managed to obtain a first page
image-based result generating hundreds of visits a month for a competitive keyphrase.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

http://www.google.co.uk/images?q=site:smartinsights.com
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To review images for your site, filter by the “search options” within the left navigation of
Google or use this type of command.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

The relevant types of blended or universal listings including images are often quite
keyphrase specific and vary through time – for example http://www.google.co.uk/
search?q=designer+jewelry used to have images whereas http://www.google.co.uk/
search?q=jewelry didn’t (we need to check for misspellings of tricky words). Now they both
feature in the Google+ local listings prominently and also include a YouTube video.

Optimise position of images
r Q. Satisfactory position achieved for images?

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

To understand the way Google optimises pictures it can help to simply append the word
“image” or picture to a query. If you do a search for Pandas as above:
http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=pandas

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=panda+picture

Google is quite open about image optimisation in comparison to textual pages. To find out
more details, see this guidance from Google26.The questions to ask are:

r Q1. Have we used a detailed file name (sometimes called search-friendly)?
For the top result here for pandas, the result is:
http://pandas.darrennolan.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/10/pandas.gif

Optimised image URL:
www.acme.com/images/levi’s-505-straight-fit-denim-jeans_main.gif
Unoptimised image URL:
www.acme.com/images/12345_2.gif (where 12345_2 is the product ID in the catalogue).

26

Google guidance on image optimisation
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So make sure that the file name for each image contains relevant keywords/keyphrases.
Let’s take the example of the clothing retailer again.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Checklist – image search optimisation

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

So Google shows images for the phrase “Panda” within its blended results since it associates
pictures commonly being associated with this phrase. That’s why some phrases have images
and videos and others don’t. Simple.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

You will see that the images in the top right are the same as for “Pandas” + “picture”

r Q2 Have we got relevant alt-text?
<img src=” http://letslearndigital.com/” alt=”Lets learn Digital” />

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

This is the text associated with the image when it is uploaded that is then added in the code
as “alt”
r Q3 Have we provided context?
R Caption
R Text on start of page
R Page title
Google uses the information on the page associated with the image to define it.

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

R Transcript of video content

r Q4. Have we linked to image page with anchor text referencing images / phrase

r Q5 Have we provided quality images (i.e. different including higher resolutions)?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Google uses back links to specify images too.

If you look at the images that are most popular within Google, they are often larger images.

r Q. Is relevant content for videos indexed?

Create a sitemap for your Video content and submit it to Google console to be added to your
website index. This information is then accessible through your website’s crawl/sitemap/
Video data in Google Console

The principles of checking whether videos hosted on your site is similar – just check with the
left sidebar entry for videos.
r Q. Satisfactory position achieved for video search?
The principles of successful video SEO are more complex than for images because of
additional tagging options. Video rankings are also more difficult to control since it’s largely
down to the popularity of the video.
If you look at the top ranking video for “Panda” (it’s for the designer panda , worth a look) it
has had over 84 million page views on youtube at the time of writing so this explains why it is
Seven Step Guide to Successful SEO (Updated July 2017)
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r Q. Have we optimised our positions within video search?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

As a rule of thumb, you should give each video on your site a unique landing page so that
you can optimise the page title, meta description, H tags and body content. By all means
have a central video landing page and surface video content in other relevant places on
the site, just ensure each video has its own dedicated URL (and that URL is optimised with
relevant keyphrases).

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Over the past few years, faster connection speeds have enabled smooth streaming of web
video on both desktop and mobile devices, making video instantly accessible to web users
and a necessary form of engagement for brands and small businesses alike. Video content
can make a very valuable contribution to your SEO strategy if tagged and managed correctly.
Below are some best practice recommendations.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Review video search effectiveness (if relevant)

ranking as Video in the top ten organic results So that’s the thing with video SEO – it’s largely
down to having an amazingly engaging video compared to your competitors. Nothing else will
cut it unless it’s a niche market. And even if you have the best video in your category it won’t
cut through into the main listings unless it has a significant volume of views and thumbs up.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

You need to think about interaction with video, as with all your content. Google’s search
highlights updates27 indicate that they are placing more and more value on the freshness
and recency of content like video. So if your video has sat on a URL with no visits, views
or ratings for a while, then it will not be valued as much as a video that has lots of traffic, is
being shared socially and has positive reviews.
The main things to check are:
You can use the YouTube Suggest Tool, part of the Google Keywords Planner Tool28 , but
take care since the phrases here are not necessarily the most popular phrases, rather they
incorporate the titles of the most popular videos. For example, the designer video displayed
for the search “Panda” ,” is a suggestion because this is a popular video on youtube, rather
than visitors searching for it.

Title

Description

Tags

Category
Choose the best fit from the choices provided. These tend to be generic so won’t help so
much.

27

You will find monthly updates at http://insidesearch.blogspot.co.uk

28

Youtube Video Planner Tool, part of the Adwords Planner Tool:
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Here is our panda example with links:

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

These are really important. Separate them with spaces. Probably best to be specific and
selective as the examples below show.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Add a URL which is clickable, shows your brand name and may drive some traffic to your
site. The URL will be hidden unless it’s right at the start unless the user clicks for details of
the video. If you make this a little longer and describe different aspects of the video you may
reach long-tail keyphrases

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Similar to a heading on the website, include your keyword or keyphrase. It’s best if it’s near to
the beginning and you will have to decide whether a longer descriptive title works better than
a short one of only a few words which will have a higher density.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

r Q. Have we marked up video successfully?

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

r Q. Have we checked the phrases we’re targeting?

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

This example is better since it has the URL at the start and it shows even if the drop-down
isn’t selected.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. Have we submitted a video sitemap? This is not essential, but is good practice29.
r Q. Have we created thumbnail images?

29
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Google guidance on video sitemaps
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Other, arguably less important questions to ask are:

r Q. Use the standard Facebook Share and RDFa30 format to create meta data for video
r Q. Can you use other social media channels, for example Instagram and Twitter, to
maximise distribution?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

We’ve covered the basics which should give you good results, but suggest you check the
specialist site ReelSEO www.reelseo.com for the full low-down.

Review rich snippets and structured data markup

þ schema.org
þ Microformats

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Structured data is a generic term associated with markups that use a pre defined set of rules.
These rules include defining types of data and how the data related to each other. Based
on these rules, the code can be interpreted by browsers and search engines. There are a
number of different types of structured data

þ Microdata
þ RDFa

Statement from Google

r Q. Are your rich snippets (e.g reviews and ratings) visible to search engines?

This technique helps deliver more relevant results in the search results including, for
example reviews and ratings. This can increase clickthrough rate to your pages.

30
31

61

Google guidance on Facebook sharing
Schema.org info from Google
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It has become critical with modern SEO strategy, to understand which of your popular
and relevant queries can provide you more visibility through various structured data
features. By understanding which content has the opportunity to gain an enhanced display
in SERPs, you can optimize that content accordingly with structured data and relevant
formatting. You can identify these opportunities with search competition and keywords
tools like SEMrush or Google key works planner tool.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Best Practice Tip 12 Implement structured data markup to display rich snippetsx

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The major search engines collaborated to create the common Schema.org for markup of
specific data types on web pages unlike the typical unstructured text data of a web page.
This means that if you follow the guidelines, markup on your site about products will be
compatible for Google, Bing & Yahoo!. This supports multiple data types including customer
reviews, author details, event information, recipes, business & person details. Hummingbird
placed a greater emphasis on

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

“Instead of having webmasters decide between competing formats, we’ve decided
to focus on just one format for schema.org. In addition, a single format will improve
consistency across search engines relying on the data. There are arguments to be made
for preferring any of the existing standards, but we’ve found that microdata strikes a
balance between the extensibility of RDFa and the simplicity of microformats, so this is
the format that we’ve gone with.”31

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Google allows website owners to use any type of Structured data, however they recommend
using Microdata.

The syntax of schema.org markup

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Micro data requires two types of tags. Each of these tags is an item, when the items are paired
they are called properties. For an item to be created, the itemscope attribute is used, and to
add a property to an item, the itemprop tag is used on of the item’s descendants. On this page,
from metacritic, a number of tags have been used, however only some will show in the SERPs.
However, the other tags will help Google understand the context of the page.
As an example, for this listing

These are some of the HTML tags that are on the page

62
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32

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Google’s Structured Data Mark-up Helper appeared in May 2013 and it can be an effective tool
in creating structured data if you work for a small business, for example with a small number of
restaurants. This post gives a step-by-step guide32. Larger, dynamic sites will need developers
(or the Ecommerce platform providers) to add the structured data programmatically. In Google
Search Console you can use the Search Console> Other Resources > Structure data to check
that Google can correctly parse your structured data markup and display it in the search results.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Using the Structured Data Mark-up Helper for E-Commerce Sites

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

There are a variety of uses for structured data from Products, Music and Events to Videos
and Facebook shares. Although the implementation of structured data may be complex,
Google has made a number of resources available.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

<div itemscope itemtype=”http://schema.org/SoftwareApplication”>
<meta itemprop=”applicationCategory” content=”Game” />
<link itemprop=”SoftwareApplicationCategory” href=”http://schema.org/GameApplication”/>
<span itemprop=”name”>Dragon Age: Inquisition</span>
<span itemprop=”device”>PC</span>
<li class=”summary_detail publisher” itemscope itemtype=”http://schema.
org/Organization” itemprop=”publisher”>
<a href=”/company/electronic-arts” itemprop=”url”>
<span itemprop=”name”>Electronic Arts</span>
<span class=”data” itemprop=”datePublished”>Nov 18, 2014</span>
<img class=”product_image large_image” src=”http://static.metacritic.
com/images/products/games/0/4269cbfeac2771958710a280c643af07-98.jpg”
alt=”Dragon Age: Inquisition Image” itemprop=”image”/>
<a class=”product_media_link” href=”/game/pc/dragon-age-inquisition/
trailers” itemprop=”trailer”>
<div class=”metascore_wrap highlight_metascore” itemtype=”http://schema.
org/AggregateRating” itemscope itemprop=”aggregateRating”>
<meta itemprop=”bestRating” content=”100”><span itemprop=”ratingValue”>85</
span></div>
<span itemprop=”reviewCount”>44</span>
<span class=”data” itemprop=”contentRating”>M</span>

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

If we use this tool to look at the page from metacritic we can see that Google has a good
understanding of the page content, simply from the tags

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

To troubleshoot why markup isn’t showing, you need to understand the guidelines, so we
recommend using either the Schema.org website or Google Search Console guidelines.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The tool also highlights bugs in the code, for this page the bug is Error: Page contains
property “trailer” which is not part of the schema.

Review mobile search effectiveness

You will know that mobile searches by users are being driven by the increased usage of
smartphones and tablets to access information. There are three key drivers to this growth:
þ Increased global penetration of mobile devices is increasing year-on-year.

þ People are using mobile devices to find local information (businesses, offers and store
opening times).
We have now passed the tipping point where mobile searches are greater in number
than desktop in many consumer sectors as this research shared by Google in a closed
presentation in 2015 shows. Here the tipping point for generic fashion-related mobile
smartphone searches was September 2014.
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þ People are using mobile devices at home in conjunction with offline media like television
and print to search for companies, products and services.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. Review search rankings on smartphone to ensure not impacted by the Google ‘Mobile-friendly April 2015’ algorithm

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

United Kindgom

Even if mobile isn’t yet a large chunk of your total traffic, take a look at the trends. Some
web owners we know currently have less than 5% of traffic from mobile but this segment
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Often businesses make the mistake of focusing their research on desktop traffic – this can
miss out on a significant % of your total audience. If you currently receive more than 50% of
your traffic from mobile devices, or the trend is headed that way, then usability testing, QA etc
should be started on mobile. If you receive more than half of your visits from mobile devices,
It could be argued that all web projects, new pages etc should be built for mobile first, and
adapted for desktop later.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

It is important that you understand what keyphrases are being searched for on smartphones
versus desktop in the context of the search habits of your customers. Google provides
average position of selected keywords for Image search, mobile search, video search and
web search. The default setting is all. It is useful to use a third party ranking tool to validate
the rankings provided by Google Keyword planning tool.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Google gives detailed guidance for improving the visibility of mobile content such as
avoiding the mistakes outlined later in this section. On April 21st it rolled out a ‘Mobilefriendly algorithm update’ which could reduce your rankings on smartphones if pages
aren’t mobile optimised. Given the volume of smartphone searches it’s important to review
your analytics to check that your mobile SEO is effective and not subject to this algorithm
ranking factors. Tablets are considered separately to smartphones by Google, so these are
less of an issue. More recently Google has shared that a majority of its searches are now
mobile-driven. The implication for current SEO is when carrying out a technical SEO audit,
it is now critical to not only review how the desktop Googlebot accesses your site content
but also how Google’s smartphone crawler does it. To access Googlebot smart phone data
use Google Search Console’s “Fetch as Google” functionality.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Strategy Recommendation 14 Review and improve mobile SEO - focus on Smartphones

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

United States

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

has been growing at >100% annually for businesses whereas desktop traffic growth is much
lower for most businesses.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

If you’re unsure how large your mobile audience is, start by using your analytics tools to
identify the % split of traffic between mobile and desktop. In Google Analytics, this can be
found in the Audience > Overview > Mobile report and in Google search Console Google
introduced a new Search Analytics that enables you to compare devices.

Best Practice Tip 13 Review mobile search volume and consumer behaviour
Use the free Google Keyword Planner to assess mobile and local searches for your audience.

þ Uses text that is readable without zooming
þ Sizes content to the screen so users don’t have to scroll horizontally or zoom
þ Places links far enough apart so that the correct one can be easily tapped

Best Practice Tip 14 Use the Google Webmaster Tools Usability reports

We recommend the Mobile Usability tool results are reviewed for all sites since it flags up
these specific problems with usability on individual pages and so different sections of the
site with different page templates, e.g. product pages vs category pages.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

You can also take a look from how Google views the desktop version of your website on
mobile using this excellent free tool https://www.google.co.uk/webmasters/tools/mobilefriendly/

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

To help highlight problems, the Mobile Usability reports accessible through Google Console/
Search traffic/Mobile Usability show the following issues: Flash content, missing viewport
(a critical meta-tag for mobile pages), tiny fonts, fixed-width viewports, content not sized to
viewport, and clickable links/buttons too close to each other.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Google also added a mobile usability section to Google Webmaster Tools, which highlights
major mobile usability issues across your entire site, not just one page33, 34.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Avoids software that is not common on mobile devices, like Flash

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Google provides detailed guidelines for maximising mobile optimizations. The updates focus
on mobile usability, trying to solve issues such as small text size, buttons being too close
together and having to scroll sideways to see all of the content. Google also provides support
to ensure pages are optmised for mobile. Google added a “mobile-friendly” label to our
mobile search results. A page is eligible for the “mobile-friendly” label if it meets the following
criteria as detected by Googlebot:

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

33
34
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For example, continuing our laser eye treatment example, you can see that smartphone
searches are equal to desktop searches. This insight could be useful for marking the
business case for investing in mobile search and also comparing your mobile search
volumes to check you are attracting sufficient mobile visitors! Google Suggest varies for the
mobile site too – so it may be worth checking out what the main phrases are.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

In 2011 Google introduced a feature into its Keyword Planner tool so you could see how
important mobile SEO is for individual keywords. Unfortunately this mobile keyword search
volume tool was removed in 2013 when Google introduced the Google Keyword Planner we
recommended in previous sections. They have re-introduced some functionality which gives
overall figures for the importance of mobile SEO.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r Q. Have we researched our keyphrases for mobile users?

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

The report focuses on problems for mobile visitors. You can use this report to diagnose
and fix errors for specific pages and improve their search performance and relevance. For
example, use the graph in the report to monitor your efforts in decreasing mobile usability
issues for your site. The report also lists the six primary mobile usability errors described
below. You can click on each error for a detailed report by URL. Google is also placing more
focus on the time is takes for pages to load.

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Google recently changed their guidance to say this is their “recommended configuration” for
smartphone optimized sites. If you search in Google Mobile you will see the vast majority of
sites do not use mobile specific content.

Today, Google still has a Mobile-specific crawler, but it is labelled differently – it is a separate
version of GoogleBot with a separate user agent for mobile as explained in this post .
35
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In 2011 Google introduced a separate crawler “Googlebot-Mobile” intended for mobile sites
on a separate domain. It is still possible to serve specific content for feature phones and
Smartphones. This may be useful for publishers for example. However, Google’s guidance
is now to use a responsive design where possible, although some larger companies use an
adaptive approach to serve different content to different people. If you’re not familiar with
these terms, see the start of our guide to website design35.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

As for standard text search, this is about crawlability. Consider how search engine crawlers
function, and optimise your visibility. If you have a mobile-specific site with dedicated content
then you should create mobile site specific sitemaps. But if you’re using a design technique
like progressive enhancement aka responsive web design with common content for all
screen resolutions then this isn’t necessary.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r Q. Relevant content within mobile versions of search engines indexed?

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Google Suggest varies for the mobile site too – so it may be worth checking out what the
main phrases are.

You can test if there are any technical issues with crawling these pages using “Fetch and
Render’, yet another tool available in Google Webmaster Tools.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Google has details on how to do this36
r Q2. Have we specified content to be crawled by the mobile version of the Google spider?

r Q3. Satisfactory position achieved for mobile search?
Given what we said about the results pages displayed within Google mobile and classic
search being similar, the same on-page and link-based ranking factors we talk about
elsewhere in the report are valid.

Google recommends three main techniques for implementing a website that can view
screens of all types and sizes. Below are the three options:
þ Option 1. Sites that use responsive web design, i.e. sites that serve all devices on
the same set of URLs, with each URL serving the same HTML to all devices and

36

37
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Google’s new guidance in mobile SEO - use Mobile Responsive sites

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

An alternative to specifying content in a sitemap is to make sure the Google mobile crawler
Googlebot-Mobile sees the content. This accesses Mobile XHTML/WML37.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r Q1. Have we submitted a mobile-specific site map?

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

So, if you have mobile-specific content on a mobile site re-purposed for mobile, the questions
to ask are:

using just CSS to change how the page is rendered on the device. This is Google’s
recommended configuration.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Option 2. Sites that dynamically serve all devices on the same set of URLs, but each
URL serves different HTML (and CSS) depending on whether the user agent is a desktop
or a mobile device.
þ Option 3. Sites that have a separate mobile and desktop sites.
This change was welcomed since it coincided with the growth in responsive site designs that
use a single source of data.
Avoiding errors on mobile platforms

ý 2. 404 Not found errors. For example, if a mobile user is detected and sent to a 404
page because of the device they are accessing on.

ý 4. Unplayable video on mobile sites. Likely to be a problem on iOS if your video isn’t
delivered through HTML5. This could lead to an increase in short-clicks.

Google also has a tool in Google Search Console that reports on smartphone errors:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

ý 5. Tagging to show the link between the mobile and desktop site not in place. Not
explicitly explained in Google’s errors post, this is a problem if you are following Option
3 above with a separate mobile site. Google gives separate details of how you should
markup/tag pages with rel=”canonical’ and rel=’alternate’ as shown here.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

ý 3. Googlebot-Mobile errors. For example infinite redirect loops which means the mobile
site can’t be crawled.

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

ý 1. Faulty redirects. For example, redirecting to the homepage rather than relevant
content. While Google won’t be able to detect these errors directly since no error is
generated, it’s well known they do distinguish between short clicks and long clicks i.e.
short clicks are where people search and then search again immediately because they
don’t see relevant content (in contrast to long clicks where people search, engage with a
site and don’t repeat a search for some time).

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Google advises to avoid mobile specific mistakes to avoid potential penalisation of pages in
the rankings if they had these types of errors:

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Reviewing the impact of Google’s Mobile-friendly algorithm change in analytics

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Google introduced a major mobile search algorithm update on April 21st 2015 labelled
‘Mobilegeddon’ by the media. At the time of updating this guide the impact from
Mobilegeddon on the search results pages has been small. However it does highlight the
importance of incorporating a mobile configuration which matches Google requirements to
maximise your SEO performance So you should check if you were affected and it’s a good
idea to compare smartphone search anyway using this technique explained below.
Best Practice Tip 15 Review the impact of the Mobile-friendly update in Google

2
Step 1. Create a custom segment for Smartphone visits

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

If you haven’t checked for a negative impact on smartphone from Google’s April 2015
Mobile-friendly update we suggest you isolate smartphone searches in a custom segment
in Google Analytics as described below.

To isolate the traffic, create a custom Segment (formerly Advanced segments) by choosing
‘+Add Segment’ from the bar at the top. We’ve called the segment ‘Smartphone - organic’.
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

We created this segment from the default Audience, Overview page, but you may also want
to view visits for this segment in other reports like Acquisition, Behaviour and Conversion.

Organic traffic is in the ‘Traffic sources’ segments tab, so you’ll need to click this and then
choose a Medium of organic which are ‘SEO’ visits.
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Step 2. Add organic traffic to the segment

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

You’ll need to choose the ‘Technology’ segment options and then choose ‘Devise category’
from the device category. Confusing since this is actually the Smartphone visits - Tablet and
Desktop are the other options.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Step 3. Review a year-on-year comparison of visits from this segment

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Once you have saved the segment you can then review the trends through time. Due to
fluctuations in the days of the week, time comparisons are the best option - you can compare
to the previous month, or as in this example the previous year.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Of course, organic includes other search engine traffic, but with Google accounting for 90%,
this approach is fine to identify the change.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

You can see that for the two curves for our ‘Smartphone - organic’ segment there is no
step-change after April 21st 2015. We are fortunate that Smartphone users are in the
minority (around 11% currently) since we’re a business-to-business site, but this could look
very different if you’re running a consumer-facing site - Smartphone visits could be well over
50% which is why this check is so important.
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In this example we have added a new annotation ‘Mobilegeddon’ which is good practice for
all Google changes and major site changes.

Review the relevance of Google’s AMP – Accelerated Mobile Pages38
AMP is Google’s response to the launch of Facebook Instant Articles – an innovative feature
that went live in 2014 and allowed users to access a selection of Facebook articles that were
designed to load about ten times faster than average web pages.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Speaking to Search Engine Land in August 2016 when it was announced that AMP will be
extended from the news pages to all results, Google’s VP of Engineering David Besbris said
that AMP pages will not receive a ranking boost, though Google has suggested in the past
load time and page speed are mobile ranking factors. Besbris also explained that where
there are two identical pages, one AMP and one mobile-friendly, Google will serve the AMP
page on mobile devices.
þ AMP pages are 4x faster, use 10x less data compared to non-AMP pages
þ On average AMP pages load in less than one second

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

He summarised the benefits as:

þ 90 percent of AMP publishers experience higher CTRs
þ 80 percent of AMP publishers experience higher ad viewability rates

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

You can configure SEO crawlers to verify your AMP pages’ existence and status code with
custom HTML extraction through Screaming Frog, OnPage.org and Botify as shown below.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Though it was initially adopted by news publishers, Google said that a wide range of
non-news publishers have now embraced AMP, including eBay, Fandango, Reddit, Flipkart,
TripAdvisor, Disney, Food Network and many others. It was announced formerly in May 2016
that the news carousel would now only be show pages that use AMP thus reinforcing its
importance for the indexation of news

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

SearchEngineLand: AMP to appear in main search results
Chrome’s DevTools
40
Google’s AMP Test
38
39
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AMP pages can also be validated at a page-by-page level through Chrome’s DevTools39,
and Google’s AMP Test40, which, besides specifying if it passes or not, will also point out any

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

issues and show a preview of how the page will look in mobile search results. Once you’ve
verified that AMP has been properly implemented and any errors have been fixed, you’ll
be able to monitor if there are any remaining issues through Google Search Console AMP
report41 shown below. In addition, Google Search Console will also mark their level of
“severity,” showing as “critical” those errors that will prevent your AMP pages from being
shown in Google’s search results, specifying which are pages with the issue and noting
which you should prioritize to fix. Note that as Google change their validation criteria Smart
Insights have seen fluctuations too across our more limited number of pages.

Since AMP strips away everything you don’t technically need on a page, you’ll need to build
two versions of each page: an AMP-enabled version and a non-AMP enabled version. In your
AMP version, things like comments, JavaScript, and embeds won’t appear on your pages.
2. Add AMP-ing elements to images and videos

Google is sometimes slow to index new changes, and you can help speed the process along
by alerting Google that you’re using AMP content. To do this, add the following tag to the
original version of your content:
<link rel=”amphtml” href=”http://www.example.com/blog-post/amp/”>
If you’re using Wordpress you can use this project plugin43
Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) is an open source page format for the mobile web require a
different Analytics tag. You can click on the link to find out more information on AMP tracking
help in Google analytics

Google AMP report
Google Help on AMP
43
Wordpress: AMP plugin
41
42
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4. Tracking Accelerated Mobile Pages in Google Analytics

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

3. Alert Google to your AMP pages

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Your multimedia will change in the face of AMP. This means you’ll need to add custom
amp-ing elements to images and am-anim features to GIFs. Additionally, you’ll have to add
custom amp-video tags in order to allow HTML5 embedding. YouTube videos will need
amp-youtube tags and other videos from sites like Vine and Facebook will need custom tags,
which can be found here.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

1. Be prepared to publish two versions of all your content

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

AMP may not be relevant to smaller business-to-business sites since mobile pages will
already be displayed, they are most relevant to publishers or larger blogs that are posting
content regularly. Here’s a summary of the approach you can find out more from the Google
help here42

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

Review local search effectiveness (if relevant)
r Q. Can you be found in local, Google My Business?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Google Places and Google + Local were combined in June 2014 to form the newly unified
Google My Business designed to make life easier for local businesses as well as brands to
be better found within Google. Registering your business for Google My Business is critical
for those businesses which are dependent on local search visibility and traffic.
Example:The White Stuff Store searched on Google for ‘The White Stuff’ East Dulwich
displaying the Google My Business local address for the high street location in East Dulwich.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ You will be visible for local search results (previously Google Places and Google + Local)
as demonstrated in the above example

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Google My Business offers the following benefits:

þ Your business address will also be included in Google Maps results and Google Plus
þ You can update the right details, hours open contact information and directions
So if local search is important to your business, the key question to ask is

Click the “Get onto Google” button at the top of the page and follow the steps to add your
business information to Google My Business here: https://www.google.co.uk/business/faq.html
Strategy Recommendation 15 Get registered with Google my Business if you offer local services
Simple. If your business has a local presence like stores or offices it’s essential to have
good visibility within Google my Business.
It may also be worth registering with Bing Place for Business https://www.bingplaces.com/
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r Q. Are you registered with Google my Business?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ You will automatically be shown across all devices; desktops, tablet and Ipad

Ensure you have a satisfactory position for local search (if relevant)?
r Q. How do you manage multiple locations?

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

If your business has ten or more locations, you can add them all at once using the bulk
upload tool. Go to Google My Business Locations to upload and edit your locations44.
In brief, the priorities in using Google My Business should be to implement the following:
r Q. Are you using the relevant Copy and Content Types?
Utilising relevant key-terms in your titles, descriptions for your local site descriptions just as
you would a web page is clearly an obvious place to start.
Being active on your listings is important too, putting coupon codes live and adding videos/
images over time is important to show you are active & taking it seriously. Particularly
important for multichannel companies with multiple listings.

As the example above shows, these can be specific. Make sure you pick a category that is
relevant to the products and services you provide.

Google will expect relevant websites/landing pages to direct people to, just as it would with
its paid search advertising. Creating pages specifically for your listings (if they don’t already
exist) is key to ensure your listing is highly ranked but also for you to ensure the traffic is
converted into enquiry/sales.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r Q. Are you linking to relevant parts of our site and are they optimised for natural search?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

r Q. Have you selected the right categories?

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Be sure to utilise rich content you have such as videos, images etc. within your listing.

One of our partners, local business expert Susan Hallam of Hallam.Biz says:

Best Practice Tip 16 Get local links
It’s also best if these local pages have relevant local links from pages that are themselves
about the location and category.

Moz: David Mihm on local SEO ranking factors
Susan Hallam‘s advice on local search
46
Smart Insights: A local SEO audit
44
45
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We have more tips and examples on local SEO46 in this article on the blog by Clare Evans.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

The other SEO factor – getting links from relevant national, local and specialised businesses
to these pages is also important, although links from other locations do still help rankings.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

“make sure you have local signals in your organic SEO strategy (local address and telephone
number on every page, if local is super important you should have the location in the Title
Tags, Meta Descriptions, Alt Tags, Headings, Body Copy, Contact Pages)”.45

r Q. Are you encouraging reviews and ratings?

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Quite possibly the most important area in our opinion. Encouraging customers to
recommend/review you through the Google Plus page will boost your Google My Business
listing and push your business in the results. The sentiment and rating attached to each
comment will impact how that rating is used within the algorithm. Not only will it impact your
ranking it will instil confidence into searchers that you are genuine and good at what you do.
Plus, this rating is shown in the search results snippet and can have a direct influence on
click through. Put yourself in the searcher’s position – if you find two local businesses, one
has no reviews and the other has 80 positive reviews, which one are you most likely to trust?

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Keep your Google My Business listing simple, it doesn’t need to be complicated, so focus
on how you can encourage and promote the comments and ratings around your business
as it would make sense that this is what will help you do well in search results. Offline or
email-based prompts which are incentivised can be the most effective.
r Q Are you using structured markup where relevant?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

If you run a local business where reviews and rating are possible such as a hotel or
restaurant you may want to use rich snippets as described in detail in this post by Vagelis
Varfis47.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r Q. Can your site be found by searchers in different countries?

This compilation of the popularity of search engines and consumer usage in different markets
is a useful summary if you’re starting to get to grips with SEO in different markets48.
47
48
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How important international search is will depend on how you can service local demand
through local online or offline stores and staff. If much of your business is international,
this may require a specialist agency to manage the process. Get in touch with us via the
member community to ask for recommendations or for any other SEO questions. (http://www.
smartinsights.com/community)

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

To answer this question, local keyphrase analysis is required. We recommend using a tool
call Advanced Web Ranking (https://www.advancedwebranking.com/) which allows you to
report on organic rankings by country. You can, of course, also use Google Analytics for this
as described in Step 7 – you should choose an Advanced Segment of “organic” and then
review the traffic available in the Traffic Map Overlay. If you have goals set up you will also be
able to see whether these visitors are converting or not.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Review international search effectiveness (if relevant)

Strategy Recommendation 16 Put appropriate resource into multlingual search (if relevant)

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Google has become a lot better at identifying local sites, but for businesses who need a
local web presence in their major markets this is a major issue which may need specialist
assistance - contact us for recommendations on the agency options.
International Keyword research
One of the most common mistakes we see is an organisation identifying search volume demand
in English, writing content to meet that demand, and then getting that content translated into more
languages. This produces content which is not optimised for the non-English website.

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

If possible, keyword research should be conducted using the language and country
specific settings of Google Keyword Planner and other tools like Uber suggest and the
newer KeywordTool.io which shows suggested queries for local languages which is useful
for showing how product qualifiers vary in different language for product searches, for
example for price or reviews. The example below shows paper shredders in French. Take
the time to understand how your customers describe your product/service in that country.
You might be surprised about

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Best Practice Tip 17 Use specialist tools to determine local search behaviour

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. Do you have your different sites hosted in the best way?
There are several options to set up your local sites. The one you will choose will probably
depend on how important international search is to you and so the resources you have
available. There isn’t really a right answer, but to maximise international results many still
believe option 1 is best!
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We’ll now take a look at issues to deliver better results from different country sites. These are
the questions to ask:

The four options are:
r 1. Local country level domain (ccTLD) and hosting (Example: www.domain.ca, fr, etc.)

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

If you have unlimited resource this is probably the best option since the domain name will tell
Google which country’s searchers you’re targeting. This is the approach eBay and Amazon
use. But there is the overhead of managing different sites in different countries. In this case,
local hosting isn’t strictly necessary since Google usually knows from the domain name, but
some advise it for the best result.
Where the domain isn’t country-specific, well known former Google employee Vanessa Fox
says:

Server location (through the IP address of the server) is frequently near your users. However,
some websites use distributed content delivery networks (CDNs) or are hosted in a country
with better webserver infrastructure, so we try not to rely on the server location alone.49

For many years, there has been a feature within Google Console called “Set Geographic
Target” 51 which enables you to tell Google which subfolder or subdomain Google should
return in the search results in a specified country.

This approach has reduced the need for local domains. However, gaining links to these
local country sites from the local countries should be a priority to boost rankings in these
countries.

Although a subdomain is a less effective option since the search engine can’t identify the
country from the name of the subdomain, the Set Geographic Target option mentioned above
means that many large companies do use this approach successfully.

The subfolder options is similar to the subdomain since here also you can tell Google the
relevant country through the “Set Geographic Target”. Even large multinational companies
like Apple, Microsoft and Salesforce.com use this option: http://www.salesforce.com/fr/.

This approach perhaps has the disadvantage that you are less likely to attract local links
to the subfolder and there’s a risk Google will present the wrong local site, even with

49

Google Webmaster Blog: Working with multi-regional websites

50

Search Engine Roundtable:: Geotargeting

51

Google advice on the options for getting visibility for local country sites
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For example, one of us (Dave Chaffey) worked with Nokia in 2012/2013 when they migrated
around 70 local country sites from ccTLD country sites to sites under the main Nokia.com
domain, e.g. www.nokia.com/sg-en for the Singapore English site. We also used the markup
techniques such as HREFLANG mentioned below to assist with this.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r 3. Subfolder (http://www.domain.com/ca)

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r 2. Subdomain (http://ca.domain.com/)

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Best Practice Tip 18 Use Set Geographic Target in Google Webmaster Tools to specify a
relevant country for a site subdomain or subfolder.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

However, this necessity of local hosting for international businesses has changed. In
Autumn 2013, Search Engine Roundtable reported in article Google: Server Location Mostly
Irrelevant For SEO50

2

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

“For domains that are not country-specific (such as .com or .tv), search engines use the
geographic location of the server where the site is hosted to determine country.”

targeting, e.g. the US site may outrank the Canadian site in the listings. On the other hand,
the rankings for each country can be aided since the main domain has authority rather than
trying to establish their own authority.
r 4. Local domain registered with 301 redirect to a country page.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

You might use this option if you haven’t got the resources to maintain separate country
content. So you might register www.company.ca and then link it to a page for Canada on
the site. The redirect will only have a limited impact though because there will be a limited
number of links to this page, mainly from domain hosting companies.
Once you have sorted out the best way to host your sites, it’s then important to think about
the right type of content and promoting them.

Best Practice Tip 19 Use the HREFLANG markup to improve local language targeting

<link rel=”alternate” href=”http://example.com/en-gb” hreflang=”en-gb” />
<link rel=”alternate” href=”http://example.com/en-us” hreflang=”en-us” />
<link rel=”alternate” href=”http://example.com/en-au” hreflang=”en-au” />

Using Sitemaps to specify the HREFLANG annotations
In May 2012 Google announced that webmasters could also use Sitemaps to provide it
information on the HREFLANG annotations52. This is good news – you don’t have to include
this information in the HTTP header or as an HTML element on each URL.
Recommended additional reading:

52

Google Webmasters HELP: HREFLANG
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If you have several alternate URLs targeted at users with the same language but in
different locales, it’s a good idea to provide a generic URL for geographically unspecified
users. For example, you may have specific URLs for English speakers in Ireland (en-ie),
Canada (en-ca), and Australia (en-au), but want all other English speakers to see your
generic English (en) page. In this case you should specify the generic English-language (en)
page for searchers in, say, the UK.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

For example, if your site provides content in French, English, and Spanish, the Spanish
version must include a rel=“alternate” hreflang=“x” link to both the English and the French
versions, and the English and French versions must each include a similar link pointing to
each other and to the Spanish site.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

<link rel=”alternate” href=”http://example.com/” hreflang=”x-default” />

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

If you have multiple language versions of a URL, each language page in the set can use
rel=”alternate” hreflang=”x” to identify the other language versions, where “x” is the local
language identifier. For a home page, for example, this markup could be used in the
header to show the alternative versions of the home page.

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

You can help search engines serve the correct language or regional URL using markup
within code. We say “giving hints” since they won’t necessarily take the hint. In 2011/2012
Google introduced the rel=”alternate” hreflang=”x” page markup to serve the correct
language or regional URL to searchers. This can help when you have fully translated content
or you have similar content but with regional variations.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Giving hints search engines which URL to serve

þ http://www.johnfdoherty.com/hreflang-markup-testing/
þ http://support.google.com/webmasters/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=189077
þ http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.co.uk/2012/05/multilingual-and-multinational-site.
html
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

In 2013 a related directive “x-default” for specifying the default home pages of international
sites was introduced as shown in the home page example above53. Further technical
implementation details for local markup in Google are available in this Google post54.
Review relevance of SEO for international audiences
Your approach will be effective if it gives pages that rank well and meet the needs of local
searchers, so the questions to ask are:

54

Google Webmaster Tools Blog x-default HREFLANG
Google Webmaster Tools: 6 Quick Tips for international sites

Google Search Settings: Languages
Google Search Settings: Locations
57
Red Fly Marketing: Google Global Firefox & Chrome Extension
58
Moz.Com Blog - Google Personalized Search
55
56
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53

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

The main ranking factors are similar for each local site – pages need to have on-page
optimisation with suitable keyphrases for the local language within the <title>, headings and
body copy. Filenames written in the local language will also work well. The problem is, with
different people managing content locally it is harder to enforce standards of best practice
SEO.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

As an example, the rank-checking tool may show a rank of 3, the manual validation may show
a rank of 4. If a variance of one position is consistent across all keyphrases checked then that
is acceptable. However if the there are large discrepancies between the ranks reported by the
automated tool and the manual checks, then report this to your automated rank checking tool
for investigation. To check the rank of international rankings manually, a plug in can be used
to specify the gl (geo location) parameter in the Google URL57. It’s important to ensure you are
logged out of your Google account when doing manual rank checks.58

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Google has over 160 different languages and domains, and often more than one language is
available for each country. Searching in different languages on one Google domain can result in
different ranking results.55, 56 This means there is no authoritative ranking for a keyphrase for one
country; there may be multiple ranks for a keyphrase that are all correct, that are all authentic.
When setting up an automated rank checker to retrieve ranks for a specified list of keyphrases for
a country, the language and specific location of search needs to be specified. It is recommended
that some ranks collected by the automated rank checker are validated manually. It’s unlikely that
exactly the same ranks will be found manually, but a tolerance should be allowed.

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

We saw at the start to this section that rank checking tools are available to assess this in
different countries. One thing to be aware of is that rank checking tools use local IP addresses
when retrieving local ranks. If you want to know your rank for a keyword in Germany, your rank
checking tools needs to use Google.de, and also use a German IP. If a tool requests the rank
from Google.de but from a UK IP address, the tool is not going to retrieve local results. This
is a complex area and requires a significant amount of time to understand the true visibility of
your website in international search engines. Although it is possible to retrieve accurate location
specific results, it is not easy.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

r Q. Does our site rank well in international markets?

r Q. Do we have a defined list of search engines we are targeting in different countries?
You should identify the main sources of traffic from search engines in each country you are
targeting which should be used for reporting effectiveness
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Note, that this will be a short-list in many countries, e.g. Google and Bing in many western countries.
Please refer to the ‘SEO is not just about Google’ section in the introduction to this document
Main search engines to target and report upon?

1. ____________________________________

2
3. ____________________________________

r Q. Do we have sufficient local backlinks?

Links from websites in other countries will also help. Don’t forget your own site. Some make
the mistake of using fancy country selectors which means there are no permanent links to
the local sites – this is best to avoid!

As you’d expect, the language used to write the pages is important too, but not as important
as the domain and links. You can add language encoding symbols, for example:
<META HTTP-EQUIV=”Content-Language” CONTENT=”FR”>

r Q. Is our content suitable for local audiences?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Specialists in international SEO believe that defining local target keyphrases, writing or
editing specific content and understanding the local subtly of language keyword use is a
necessity for any companies that want to enter an international market successfully. They say
this since they will be more aware of relevant synonyms and idioms to target, but perhaps
more importantly they will be able to write content that appeals to local visitors. This way,
when someone arrives on the local page, they will be more likely to convert.

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

But, since not all webmasters will know to use these tags, search engines can work out the
language of the pages independent of this. This is more of a ranking factor in Bing rather
than Google.
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5. GAIN MORE
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r Q. Are the pages in the local language?

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

As for any site, local sites also need backlinks, ideally from local language sites to perform,
so you should review these.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

4. ____________________________________

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2. ____________________________________
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Verify JavaScript crawling behavior and content rendering

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

When carrying out an SEO audit, it is important to determine if the site is relying on
JavaScript to show its main content or navigation and to make sure it is accessible and
correctly rendered by Google. To do this you can verify JavaScript crawling behavior and
rendering again with Google Search Console’s “Fetch as Google” functionality , or with
Chrome’s Dev Tools, by checking any page DOM with the elements panel and comparing it
with what Google’s shows in its cache version, as shown in the screen shot below

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

2

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Step 3
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Get your on-page SEO right!
r Q. We follow on-page optimisation best practices

What is on-page optimisation?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

On-page optimization is an essential tool in your natural search-marketing toolbox. Each
page of your website is an asset you can use to help your business rank higher in the search
engines. On-page optimisation often involves applying a simple set of guidelines to ensure
every page on your website is working hard for you. Though quite a simple process, some
areas are often overlooked or forgotten due to the million other things we have to remember/
do. Often on large ecommerce or database driven websites, on page optimisation needs to
be automated / template due to the number of pages of content that require optimisation.
Recommended resource: On-page SEO guide for content writers and editors

The first questions to ask yourself are:
r Q. Do we follow on-page optimisation best practices?
What is it? On-page optimisation for SEO

The pages and content of your website are arguably the most important part of search
engine optimisation. Some would say links from other websites are everything, but if you
don’t have good content in the first place, links are hard to attract. Of course it’s also
important since if you’re linking to a poorly structured web page with low quality content,
visitors are likely to bounce which will have an adverse effect on your KPIs and send a

59
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Why is on-page SEO important?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

On-page optimisation involves applying a simple set of guidelines to ensure every page
on your website is working hard for you. An important part of on-page SEO is including
keyphrases within the copy of your site that match those your searchers are using. The
position of keyphrases and the way they are highlighted with HTML tags including page
title tags is also important.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r Q. Do we know what on-page optimisation best practice is?

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

In fact, some of the elements of on-page optimisation are often over-looked by web
teams as they concentrate on what’s considered the most impactful elements of SEO
(e.g. link building). However, we know from experience that it is possible to get significant
improvements in ranking for web pages for specific keyphrases simply by getting your
on-page content as hot as possible. The caveat to this is that for highly competitive
keyphrases, this is usually just the starting point and external factors like links will play a
major influence on rankings.

3

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

For creating and enforcing good on-page practices within a larger business or agency we
recommend our template for on-page SEO which is a Word document that can be amended
to explain your best practices59

negative signal to search engines.
What is it? Low Quality & Thin Content
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

The SEO industry’s definition of a thin page of content is a page that has little or no unique
content. This was the priority for Google Panda algorithm updates starting from 2011 which
aimed to lower the rank of “low-quality sites” or “thin sites” and return higher-quality sites near
the top of the search results (See Step 5 for more details).
Often the page is dynamically generated using a content management system (CMS), which
inserts the content from a database. The page contains templated navigation which may
contain the website logo, links at the top, bottom and sides of the page. This template, which is
site wide, adds little value to the specific page. As the actual page content itself is very limited.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

60

Search engines use each page to determine the subject(s) of your website and to also
identify the keyphrases your website maybe relevant for. On-page optimisation ensures that
all the appropriate signposts are used to aid search engines.

Issues for managers to consider/How can it go wrong?
ý Trying too hard and using “black-hat” techniques the engines may detect and penalise
you for
ý Expecting too much too soon – SEO needs a long-term commitment – it’s not a burst

ý Not thinking about the user so making their experience and opinion of your site and
brand worse
We hope to help with all of these through recommending ethical, best-practice SEO
approaches to help get you results.

60

Google‘s guidelines on low quality and thin content
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ý Lack of knowledge or experience (e.g. not understanding how to do effective keyword
research)

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

On-page optimisation can go wrong in a number of ways:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Essentially getting it right could determine the difference between position 5 and position 1.
On-page optimisation will also help with your websites structure & readability for users (the
primary people in the whole experience).

3

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

A closely related area is low quality content. There are a variety of reasons why a website
may contain low quality content. Perhaps the website owner feels the need to continually
add content, to ensure that Google visits the website. Perhaps the website owner is
focusing too much on quantity of articles rather than the quality of the articles. Or perhaps
the website owner has installed feeds from other websites, perhaps affiliate feeds or feeds
from article databases.72

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

These types of page are only harmful to SEO performance if Google is allowed to access
them. However there is an argument that if they are of limited value, then you probably don’t
want customers to access them either. Database driven websites, with a very high number of
pages are difficult to manually review. It’s inevitable that some of the content will be limited in
value, however steps should be taken to ensure that pages with just a few sentences of unique
on page content should be identified and removed.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Site owners have often read that SEO will “skyrocket your sales” or similar. However they
interpret this to mean that if you use your main keyword over and over again (more than your
competitor does) you are bound to rank No.1. While this approach, keyword stuffing, may
have had some SEO impact many years ago we do not recommend this approach in this
guide The key to SEO is to be natural, practical and not get into keyword stuffing (repeating
keywords too many times on the pages) and “black hat techniques” like large-scale linkexchanges.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Most importantly with on-page SEO your content also needs to target the right keyphrases
your visitors are looking for which will help support your business goals. You have to attract
the right audience. Undertaking keyphrase research will help this. This guide describes some
tools and a keyphrase research process61.

A quick checklist of on-page SEO signals

þ URL.

3

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Before we go through the details of on-page SEO, here is a summary of the main topics
we will cover. When we state “SEO signal”, we mean something that search engines use
as a ranking factor in their algorithm for deciding which web pages to display for a given
keyphrase search query. Below is a quick summary list of the key signals and we’ll dive in to
these in more detail later.
þ Page title.
þ Keyword inclusion in body copy.
þ Keyword proximity
þ Internal links.

þ Image titles and alt tags.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ Heading tags such as H1 and H2s.

þ Breadcrumbs

If it is possible to split the pages in your CMS into different test groups, then create different
page templates and vary the template to identify which template works best.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Approach to testing page titles and meta descriptions

Control group: Whatever you have now

Test group B: <product name> | Free delivery | domainname”,
Test group C: Buy <product name> with Free delivery | domainname”
Test group D: Buy <product name> with Free delivery

61

A more detailed look at keyword research
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Ensure you have enough pages in each group for the data to be statistically significant.
Try to ensure each test group has roughly the same traffic levels and experiences the
same seasonality trends, that way, you can monitor the performance of each group
against each other identify the group which works the best and then implement that
group site wide.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Test group A: Buy <product name> | Free delivery | domainname”,

That said, we advise that you keep up-to-date with updates to search engine algorithms in
case this changes. We don’t expect it to, but we’re not Google or Bing!
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

If you’re thinking What about social bookmarking of web pages? Good question! Social
media is really important to SEO. We will cover this in section 6 later on.
If you’re new to some of these key terms of on-page SEO, here are some examples to help
give you context. The images below should help you understand the link for the three main
visible elements:
Page title and description

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

3

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Location of Page title

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Location of meta description.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

3

How has on-page SEO changed?

Inevitably, search engines started to realise that emphasising keywords as a primary ranking
factor was encouraging the production of low quality web pages.

Let’s now look at the main on-page factors. For any page, or the site as a whole, these are
the key questions for managers to ask about on-page SEO:
1 Define Primary, secondary and tertiary keyphrases for page
r Q. Target primary, secondary and tertiary keyphrases are defined for a page
You shouldn’t focus SEO for a page on a single keyword although we’ve often seen this
advice given. Rather, if you think about all the variations of a term and related terms used by
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Best practices for the 7 main on-page factors

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

So, Google started to evolve its algorithm in an attempt to improve the quality of web pages
in their index. Away went meta keywords, up in value went other on-page factors as well as
engagement metrics (e.g. if a web page never gets clicked, it gets down-weighted). Currently
page title is the most important element of on-page SEO, ably supported by your URL, H1
tag and keyword density of body copy.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

You could also see long lists of keywords, often links, in page footers, or in side navigation
zones. Some websites took to masking keyword lists so they were invisible to visitors (e.g.
hidden behind images, or in same font colour as the page background) but could be read by
search engines. This is a bad idea – if detected, this is now treated as spam and can lead to
a penalty that will adversely affect your ranking.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

In the [good/bad] (you can choose which!) old days, on-page optimisation involved cramming
as many keywords and links onto a page as possible known as “keyword stuffing”. This
generated millions of web pages that had the prosaic quality of Vorgon poetry, offering little to
no value to the people reading them. Often keywords were repeated ad nauseum, resulting
in a headache trying to decipher the content and find what you wanted.

searchers you can attract more visitors through this approach. Use as many variations as is
necessary to make the content useful, interesting and shareable.

Keyphrase
type
Primary

Tertiary

Examples

The main phrase you’re targeting, for example
the product name
One or two similar phrases that are used less
often
less commonly used longer phrases, often
based on additional qualifiers used to describe
the product

Moisturiser
Moisturising body lotion
Organic hand and body
moisturiser

þ Q. Are the people using these keyphases really looking for what you can offer?
þ Q. Would your web page sit logically alongside these results?
þ Q. Does the content cater for the likely demands of the searcher?

2. Create powerful brand messages across key site pages

r Q. We have reviewed our SEO title tags and descriptions for keyphrases and brand
messages?
Strategy Recommendation 17 Ensure your brand messages are effective
within the natural listings

The examples below show how the messages for any page consist of an underlined
hyperlink linking to the page and a description of the page. These are based on the browser
title and description.
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For prospects, the search results pages in Google (often called the SERPs by search
specialists) may be the first time they experience your brand, so make sure you’re
explaining clearly why you’re worth doing business with.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. SEO used to deliver well-controlled brand messages which connect with searchers
when they browse the search results?

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Q. Is your content good enough to compete, does it offer something unique and valuable?

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Before any copy is written, the page creator should think through the keyphrases they are
targeting. These were explained in the section on goal-setting. Additional questions to ask
are about customer intent are:

3

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

With content marketing programs, you can build out multiple web pages to help with a
keyword target group, instead of diluting the impact of your SEO by optimising one or two
pages for a large number of keyphrases.

88

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Secondary

Definition

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Here’s an example for a product category page. We’re not saying you should write the
phrases out for every page, just get the primary, secondary, tertiary idea into your thinking.
The example also shows how this approach will force you to think through whether a single
page is sufficient to target these terms or whether you need additional pages.

Best Practice Tip 20 Use the “site:” syntax to review your title tags (and descriptions)

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

The site: syntax is useful for managers to do a quick review of their pages against
competitors for their key target phrases. A more detailed review will use a search
crawler.
Here’s how to use “site:”
If you type site:<your website domain address> into a search engine it will list all the pages.
http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=site:smartinsights.com
You can also...

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Limit to a sub-folder for a particular product site:<your website domain address/folder>
http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=site:smartinsights.com/advicetype
Or include a keyphrase you’re targeting – this shows the most relevant pages in
Google’s eyes:

http://www.google.co.uk/search?q=site:smartinsights.com%20seo

Best Practice Tip 21 Check and refine your site links
Site links are the list of links that appear below your main site. You’ll most often see them
for a search on your brand name. They can help connect people who know you connect to
your content or offers.

Before we go into the details of what to look for in titles and descriptions, here’s a checklist of
general issues to look for:

It’s important to give the right impression through the search results pages, so you should
check:
r 1. Does our site have a CMS that enables our site editors to change the page/browser
title and meta description for each page?

r 3. Do we use the search pages for giving information on pricing and promotions that help
increase clickthrough rate?
r 4. Are we keeping our page titles within the recommended 70 character limit and meta
descriptions within the 155 character limit*?
r 4. Have we optimised our site links?
62

Smart Insights: Google Site Links
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r 2. Do deeper pages within the site have unique page titles and meta descriptions – use
the “site:” syntax described below to check this?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Checklist – improving your brand messages

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Here is an example of our sitelinks – you’ll think “Oh, those things!” Check our latest
post for more up-to-date information62

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

The messages you see in the listings here are entered by content editors into the content
management system if your site is based on this. Some agencies still design sites using their
own content system which makes it difficult and costly for site owners to amend them.

3

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

site:<your website domain address> keyword or keyphrase

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

*If your page title and meta descriptions are over these recommended limits, search engines
will truncate the text (shown by a series of dots indicating there are more words), meaning
anything after this character limit is not displayed so it can’t have an influence on searchers
(see image below). If you intend to exceed this limit, ensure the most important keyphrases
and customer information is included before the character limit cut-off. This example, follows
best practice targeting primary and secondary keyphrases, but the brand name is cut-off.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

3. Use relevant title tags (this is REALLY important!)
r Q. We use suitable browser title tags?
Best Practice Tip 22 Engineer your <title> tags

3

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Title tags are so important to SEO that everyone who writes copy through a content
management system needs to know about them. Once you have the basics right you can
engineer them to get better results
What is the title tag?

or by viewing the source (see <title>)

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

You can find the title of the page at the top of the browser:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

It’s usually the first piece of page information you enter into your CMS when users are editing it.
Why is it important?

It’s also important since it appears in the search results page and so should summarise the
offer of your brand + product + content and include a call-to-action. A website’s position in
the organic listings will be heavily determined by the clickthrough rate and thus the higher
up the page, the higher the click through rate and so creative and eye catching tites and
descriptions can draw attention away from the website listed in the top positions. In the 2015
ranking factors correlation report, searchmetrics stated that click through rates as a ranking
factor had moved into the top ranking factor. It’s certainly worth investing the time into writing
customised titles and descriptions.
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The page or browser title is the most important on-page factor determining ranking of a page
in the eyes of the search engines so lavish attention on it.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Alternatively, type site:yourdomainname into Google (in blue/purple).

þ Is your title less than 60 characters? A maximum of only 60 characters are displayed in
the search results. Anything after this limit isn’t visible to searchers, so can’t influence
clickthrough. You also don’t want to dilute the impact of your primary keywords through
the effect of using too many keywords
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Does it include your primary and secondary target keyphrase? It’s key that the title
contains the keyphrase you wish that page to appear for & remember you should have a
unique title for each page

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Is your target keyphrase one of the first word(s) in your title? Search engines tend to put
their emphasis on the first few words so ensure your keyphrase is first or at least early
on in the title. Things like your brand should come last, unless you decide you want to
develop brand awareness and include it near the front of your title. You can get the best
of both worlds if you include it at the end, but make sure it is less than 70 characters.
þ Does your title make sense? Remember that the people that see your website and
click on your links in search engines are human. The title should be compelling and
the user should be able to understand the benefits of the page or service or they won’t
clickthrough to your site. No gobbledygook or keyword stuffing allowed!

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

We changed our guidance on title length from 70 to 60 characters due to this change in
March 201463. As a reminder not to overdo title length and so make the call-to-action in
the search results unclear, here is an analysis of the average length from the same article.
Screaming Frog has a very useful length calculator, showing the number of pixels that each
title/description is under/over in the relevant SERP.64

3

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Does your title stand out? For high volume terms within an industry the top organic positions
are often occupied by pages which use exactly the same page title start, the exact high
volume term that the websites are competing for e.g. . Although it is generally best practice
to start with the primary keyword at the beginning of the title, sometimes it’s worth adding
a superlative at the beginning of the title to make it stand out. E.g. best. When a customer
scans the search results page, and a lot of the listings look very similar, they are instinctively
drawn to breaks in patterns, so it could be the difference between getting the click, or not.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

63

Moz: Title length tool and evaluation

64

Screaming Frog: Page Title & Meta Description By Pixel Width In SERP Snippet
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Common mistakes to avoid
ý Having your brand name as the first thing in your page title. Use your keyphrases
first and add your brand on at the end.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

ý Using too many keyphrases in the title. Keep your title, short, sweet & simple.
ý Having lots of pages with the same title. Ensure each page title is used to its full
potential, make sure each page is targeting a relevant keyphrase & be careful not to
duplicate titles which may mean Google thinks your pages are similar and it won’t include
them all in the index.
ý The page title doesn’t make sense. Page titles have to read well and should make
sense to your customers.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

ý Not regularly checking titles or clickthrough rates. Often e-commerce sites will use
automated page titles, system generated based on business rules. However, technology
can fail and if there is an issue with this auto-generation, you could end up with erroneous
page titles. Always do regular checks to make sure search engines are showing what you
want them to.

r Do our meta descriptions explain our products or services in a persuasive way?

It’s also used by search engines to describe whether the page is unique (search engines may
deweight pages with similar titles or meta descriptions as we saw in the section on duplicate
content).
What is it? Meta description

You will see a tag which looks like:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The meta description is a tag, usually entered via a field in your CMS, which can be found
near the top of your page source which you can view by right clicking on your web page
and select “View Source”.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

As we’ve stated already, the meta description has little impact on your natural search rankings,
but since it appears on the search results page it can have an impact on the click-through rate
from result pages & showcasing what your brand can offer customers. In other words, this is the
persuasion element of a natural search listing – it’s like the shop window display of search.

3

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

4. Write appropriate meta descriptions (medium importance)

<meta name=”description” content=”A description of the page content appears here” />

þ Does the meta description make it clear what this web page offers to customers?
þ Is the primary keyphrase targeted included near the front?
þ Does it read well in plain English (or whatever language the page is written in)?
þ Are we giving people a compelling reason to click?
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7. IMPROVE SEO
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Ask yourself the following questions about your descriptions:

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Meta descriptions usually appear as the text underneath your page title in search engine
result pages. See highlighted text in the screenshot below:

Things aren’t always what they seem

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

There has been some interesting testing done for meta descriptions. Whilst only the first
155 characters will be displayed for an individual listing, it is possible to write longer meta
descriptions to target multiple keyphrases. There is evidence to suggest that Google at
least will select which part of the meta description to display based on keyphrase matching.
We recommend reading this old blog post by SEOShark for further context and an example65.
The best way to validate this is to run a test on one of your key landing pages. Write an
extended meta description, wait for the page to be crawled and then run test searches.
5. Use appropriate page file names (best practice)

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

r Do our page file names and folder names contain the keyphrases we’re targeting?
The page URL is displayed in the address bar in your internet browser. It usually identifies
the section of the website you are in and the page within that section.

þ Your URL should not include spaces or special characters. Keep you URLs clean, don’t
use any special characters and it’s clearer to use hyphens (-) instead of spaces or
underscores.

þ Keep the URL simple & if possible memorable. Unlike titles, URLs don’t need to read well
and can be much shorter, this will hopefully help people remember the URL as well when
sharing the page across the web or talking about your website with friends/colleagues.
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Metadescription example tests
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Moz Blog: SEO cheat sheet
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þ Ensure the URL relates to your site structure. Use sections, sub-sections & pages within
the URL to keep structure to your website & allow people to see where in your site they
are.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

A few further pointers include:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The URL, while not as important as the title tag, is still important to get right. URLs help
give your site structure, they give search engines another indicator of the page topic and
are often shared in emails, on social networks such as Facebook & Twitter etc. The URL is
also displayed in the search engine results page (however in some cases the URL can be
replaced with breadcrumbs). Most CMS will allow you to customize your URLs and set them
when you create a page. Some users will them to assess the relevance of sites in the search
results pages. Often URLs are used as anchor text, when shared on forums or blogs. Having
relevant keywords in inbound links helps to strengthen the link as search engines can see an
association between the words used in the URL and the content topic.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Image source = Moz66

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

3

þ Include the most important keyphrase(s) for the web page in the URL.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Database driven sites need some form of ID for each URL. If possible, also use a written
description of the page in addition to the ID. Place the written description before the ID,
this will help search engines value the written description of the page rather than the ID.
Also, if the URL gets truncated in SERPs, it’s more likely that the written description of the
URL will show. CMSs also tend to add directories that are not necessary for the customer
to see. For example:

When embarking on a URL optimization project there are a number of considerations to take
into account

3

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ If possible, try to localize URLs and use appropriate accents. Adding non standard
characters to a URL will require the URL to be encoded, which is additional engineering
effort, however, the relevancy of the URLs is greatly enhanced. An example from Apple
Online Store67

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

http://uk.rs-online.com/web/p/embedded-operating-system-development/6607203/ In this
example, the number “6607203” represents the product code but won’t benefit SEO as it
doesn’t include the product keyphrase of “RS Video Module SN-DBC1500R”. The ID has
been placed after the written description; unfortunately, the written description describes
the product category, not the product. The /web/ and /p/ directories are probably
necessary for the internal library system, but not that relevant to customers and search
engines.

If a URL re write was
Pros

Cons

6. Create appropriate page headings and subheadings
Best Practice Tip 23 Use the power of page headings and sub-headings
Don’t underestimate the value of <h1>, <h2> and <h3> headings and don’t let them be
diluted by heading markup on other generic containers that go across the site (e.g. search,
browse and promotions).

67
68

Apple Store
Search Console Help: Keep a simple URL structure
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r Q. Do our main headings and subheadings define the on-page markup?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Additional information on SEO friendly URL structured when dealing with database /
parameter URL68

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Change URLs
Potentially achieve better
click through rates in SERP
No engineering or testing
and Improve relevance of
resources needed
external and internal links
where URL has been used
as anchor text
URLs may not be descriptive URL Migration projects
are resource intensive, if
each URL being changed
is not matched with a
corresponding new URL,
traffic could be lost.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Do not change URLs
Retain all link equity

Header tags are used on pages to show headlines or sub-headings. They help give pages
structure and allow users to scan a page quickly to find what they are looking for. You can
usually spot headers on a page by their font size/style. Headers are usually bigger than the
body text and usually either a different colour or bold.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

The use of header tags is a key a part of optimising each of your websites pages to rank well
in search engines. They promote the subject of the page to search engines and also show
that you are structuring your copy appropriately.
þ Your page content should always start with a H1 tag. Giving your page a headline to
outline the content of the page the visitor is on is key. H1 tag should always be the first
part of your body content on the page.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Use headers in order. Structuring your page using the headers in the right order is
key, the second heading on the page should be the H2, all the way through to H6 (if
needed).

ý BUT don’t let keyphrase positioning detract from the user experience – the titles must
help your visitors, not distract them.

þ URL : http://www.i-to-i.com/gap-year-australia.html
þ Page title : Gap Year in Australia with i-to-i
þ Target Keyphrase : Gap Year in Australia
þ H1: Gap Year Australia

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

When researching good examples of the use of headings within web pages I was surprised
to find so many sites getting this wrong. One of the better (though still not perfect) sites was:

3

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Use your primary key-phrase within your headers. This is only good practice if it makes
sense to a user for the key-phrase to be in the header, do not force it. About 90% of the
time it will be relevant. Just as in your page title you should include you main key-phrase
within the relevant headings on the page. This is all reinforcing & promoting the subject of
the page to Google to give it confidence on the page topic.

þ H2 : Gap Year Volunteering in Australia

It’s amazing that so many websites are missing the opportunity of using headings to help
with rankings in search engines but also to appropriately structure content for users. A good
opportunity for all here. Here are heading specific issues to consider:

þ Not making use of other header tags (h2, h3 etc.) to appropriately structure content.
These are basic tools at your disposal to make your pages better to understand.
þ Using H2 or H3 tags to label common containers (panels) across the whole site, e.g.
“About Us”, so diluting the effect of other page specific headings
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þ More than one H1 tag on a web page. The H1 tag is the most powerful heading tag to
have on your web page but that doesn’t mean two H1 tags is better. Think of the H1 tag
as the title of a book, it has to say enough to engage but not tell the whole story and you
can only have one!

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

However, this has since changed with the H1 tag now simply “Australia” which is not well
targeted and the H2 tag of “Volunteer Australia” is an internal link that only refreshes
the page. Unfortunately they’ve undone the good work! Remember what we said about
continuing to check effectiveness?!

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ H3 : There are a few H3s on the page, none relevant to the key-phrase (opportunity!!)

We recommend using Chris Pederick’s excellent plugin for Firefox or Google Chrome
extension to highlight your existing headings: Choose “Outline”, Outline headings”
Here’s how it looks on his own site – we suggest that ideally the <h1>, <h2>, <h3> only
reference the content on your site.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Main H1 heading targets primary target keywords
þ Using more than one term, e.g. both car and van hire in main heading
þ Second and third level keywords target secondary keywords, e.g. car rental
þ Internal links (from main UK page) help boost ranking of the page (Step 6)
þ Uses a “boiler plating” approach to show keyword for local town to create a large number
of similar pages programmatically, but still appear distinct to Google.

69
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þ Expandable sections have additional keyword copy

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ Headings featuring primary, secondary and tertiary target keywords

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The next page shows an example for this tool which ranks highly for a search on this
relatively small town. This site is using these techniques:

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

You can also use tools like Screamingfrog SEO Spider69 to highlight key on-page content
for individual web pages and groups of web pages. There is a free version and a premium
version for those who want to use it for large volumes of URLs. It’s an excellent and intuitive
tool to use.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

3

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
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4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r Q. Relevant body copy created?
r Q. Is this copy readable for search engines?

þ It can directly affect rankings of your website
þ It can affect things like bounce rate, site engagement, conversion to sign-up/sale.
þ It can encourage visitors to share your content via social bookmarking

We won’t talk about “keyword density” since search engines don’t work like that these
days, you shouldn’t repeat a phrase too many times though. Here are some best practice
copywriting guidelines to consider:
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þ It can encourage visitors to give your web page social votes (e.g. Facebook ‘Like’, Google
+1)

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Body content is the core text on the page, outside of the navigation and sidebars. It should
be the largest content area on the page and be rich in text & sometimes images or videos to
make it a more interactive area. The body content is important for obvious reasons

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

7. Create relevant body copy

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

r Minimum of 350 words within the page content. This isn’t a hard and fast rule – many
fashion sites have far fewer words, but the links on and to the page show the engines
what it’s about. But you need to give enough information and value from that page for it
to have the right to exist on the website. I don’t believe you can do that without less than
350 words even if there are images or video on the page. Remember Google cannot
use images or video as much as it can text to determine a page’s subject and therefore
whether it deserves to rank.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

However, please keep in mind the purpose of the page. A campaign landing page might
not include so much copy and use visual stimuli to get people to click through to what
they want, or to complete goals like newsletter sign-up and competition entry. However, a
product page will need deeper body copy to effectively explain what the products is and
does. So, when writing copy, always think of the following:
þ What type of person will access this page?
þ What objections do I need to overcome?
þ What goals will they want to complete?

r Target your keyphrase more in the top of your copy. At all times we are trying to give
search engines confidence about the subject of the page so ensure the key-phrase
appears once or twice in the opening two paragraphs.

r Q. Do we know what style of page title & meta description has the greatest impact?

Two common targets for testing are page titles and meta descriptions. We recommend
starting with meta descriptions because these can have the biggest influence on click
through rates. Use your web analytics tools to benchmark your current click through rate and
KPIs like conversion rate, average order value, transactions and revenue.
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The information in this guide is based on good practice and from personal experience.
However, that doesn’t mean that by following this guide you will achieve SEO nirvana.
Search engines can be unpredictable and what works for one web page might not work for
another. Therefore, it’s important to use a testing program to learn what has the greatest
impact.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Testing page titles and meta descriptions

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

r Keep the words in your keyphrase target as close together as possible – this is known
as keyword proximity. The further apart, the more diluted the signal to search engines.
Google’s algorithm uses proximity as a ranking signal. For example, if your primary
keyphrase target is “face and body moisturiser”, then including this exact phrase in the
copy is more beneficial than a sentence like “This moisturiser is one of our most popular
and can be used for your body and face”. Granted this has a small impact in the overall
SEO picture, but SEO is the sum of the parts. The more boxes you tick, the greater your
opportunity to get loved by search engines for the keyphrases that are most relevant to
your business.

3

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r Write naturally & with users in mind. This is key to your website for search & beyond. By
writing for users you are 90% of the time likely to use the relevant keyphrases for that
page anyway. If you start with the key-phrase in mind and focus on it too much you will
find your copy doesn’t read well & will not engage your site users.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ What copy do I need to help them complete these goals?

You can then edit your meta description and re-submit the URL to search engines. Keep a
close eye on SERPs to find out when the updated copy is displayed. This is important as you
need to know the date on which it has changed so that you can compare KPIs.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

It’s best to target web pages where an improved click-through could have a significant
commercial benefit e.g. the web page has a high conversion rate and average order value.
A few ideas of what to test:
þ The tone of copy.
þ Calls to action.
þ Including a phone number (using a unique, traceable number).
þ Including promotions.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

For a more detailed walk-through, please read our article on Testing Page Titles and Meta
Descriptions to boost SEO, written by James Gurd70

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
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Smart Insights: Testing page titles
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Step 4
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Create awesome content for SEO
r Q. Are we creating amazing content to support our SEO?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Amazing! Awesome! Exceptional! Outstanding! Whatever you call it, for us this is the most
important step to planning a successful SEO strategy and content quality has elevated in
importance since Google’s Panda update of 2011 (explained in Step 5). The content needs
to be good enough to earn links based on content merit so that it’s readily linked to and
shared by sites related to the interests of your audience. Attracting links to your content (or
your clients) is a difficult, time consuming and but vital part of SEO. The content has to be
differentiated from your competitors to do that.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Looking at the various ways to generate links in this guide, there is one common theme
between them – they all rely on quality content to be truly successful. But not just any
content, it has to be exceptional, awesome and amazing which means that for our audience
it has to be:
þ amazingly useful
þ amazingly relevant
þ amazingly engaging (because it’s funny, sad, topical etc.)
þ amazingly valuable (based on what your audience defines as value)

The most important aspect of content is reach. How many people will see your content?
Not just people who find it themselves, but the extended network of people who pick up on
content via social sharing which will then lead to additional links.

What is it? Linkbait or sharebait
Content specifically developed to help attract links since other site owners want to share it
with their audience. It will also be highly share on social networks.

71

Marketing User guide to Linkbait
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Content that is created specifically to help with SEO distribution is sometimes called
“linkbait”. David Reilly has published this comprehensive guide including examples here
Marketers User Guide to Linkbait71.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

So it’s simple! The better that content is, the more links you are likely to gain as a result for
it. Amazing content is also more shareable so it will be shared through social sharing and
bookmarking to help create more awareness and visits. But creating this type of content is far
from simple. That’s what we’ll look at later in this section.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

If the website owner reading your content think it is high quality and relevant for their
audience and a consequence make them look good they will want to share it with their
audience since they will think it will benefit their audience So we need to think about the
psychology of link building and social sharing. Why would someone share a web page with
their friends, or colleagues? What’s in it for them? By understanding the key drivers of YOUR
audience’s psychology, you will understand what content they will feel comfortable in sharing.

4

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Easily said, but less easily done. This is why SEO today is not a ‘free ride’ and needs
substantial investment of time or for larger businesses money to compete. Incorporating
creativity to is an important skill!

Plus it helps focus people on why they are producing content. Content production has a
cost – time and money – so you need to know what value it is returning to be able to think
in terms of strategic investment and ROI. And you really should think about SEO content in
terms of ROI, otherwise why are you investing your resources in producing it?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Think carefully about what returns you want from your SEO content:
þ Increase in traffic for relevant keyphrases to fuel the sales funnel
þ Increases in soft goals like newsletter sign-ups and competition entries
þ Improvements in SERPs ranking for keyphrase targets
þ Increased number of external links to web pages
þ Increase number of social shares and votes

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Increased direct revenue from people visiting your content pages.
There is no ‘right’ why to define value and ROI; it’s up to you to determine what is of most
importance to your business. The role of analytics for SEO is discussed is more detail in
section 7 below.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Today we could say we need to develop “Likebait”, “Sharebait” and “Tweetbait” since the of
sharing are taken into account by search engines since people are less likely to link these
days.

Define content strategy
Amazing content doesn’t happen by accident, instead it requires a content strategy to help
define the right types of content for your audience and prioritise the resources to create them
Strategy Recommendation 18 Ensure you have a solid content strategy to
engage and gain links

Read our 7 Steps guide to content marketing strategy for the full-lowdown which also looks
at the right types of content to engage and convert audiences.

“1. Link building is nearly indistinguishable from public relations”

In other words, successful link building isn’t limited to work by an SEO specialist adding
links to directories, or adding anchor text to press releases. It requires the garnering of links
to be a structured marketing activity built into all content creation plus PR and marketing
campaigns. I see many great campaigns that don’t harness their link building potential.
This diagram I’ve created for using at conferences shows how you can use a strategic

72

Our blog post summarising Eric Ward’s opinions
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Eric explains: “If you regard links solely as an SEO function, link building initiatives may end
up creating an unnatural inbound link profile. Fix this by working toward more cooperation
between the public relations, marketing, sales and SEO teams”.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

We think it’s worth listening to Eric Ward about the need to develop a strategic approach to
developing content for link building for SEO since he has been a specialist on link building
since 199472. He says:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

A content strategy isn’t only important to SEO, it helps drive awareness and interaction
through social media and online PR plus aids conversion and retention too. So some
would say this is just part of a wider customer engagement strategy.

4

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r Q. Do we have a clear content strategy for SEO and customer engagement

approach to link building through online PR activities. These are the main areas that need
managing:

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

“3. It’s not the link-builder that gets the links. It’s your client’s content that must earn the links”

But not simple to achieve in practice. Let’s now look at the types of content that generate
links.

Review the range of content to attract links
r Q. Have we have reviewed the full-range of content assets to attract links?
We all consume different types and amounts of content. Some of us are visual beasts who
love nothing more than a funky infographic or entertaining video. Others are word-worms
who want informative text or compelling stories. Researchers have referred to this as “Fast
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To reinforce the point, Eric says that “the easier it is to get the link, the less value that link
is likely to have as an algorithmic sign of trust”. He’s saying that the benefit of great linkbait
content is that it will tend to attract better quality and more natural links with a better link
profile.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

So, if you’re serious about SEO and link building, then creating new content and tools to
add value to visitors is essential and you will have to think laterally across the whole team
about the types of content that will attract links. It will need resource and a separate project
to develop this. Product pages and press releases alone will not work! Creation of compelling
content and resources doesn’t happen by accident!

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

You can see from this guideline that the article is written for SEOs and he is describing a
common situation faced by SEOs. I, and many other SEOs have found that “some clients are
perfectly willing to do what they need to do to stand out, whether that means adding content,
resources, tools, or even refocusing on a narrow vertical approach. Others are not”.

4

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

“2. Be honest when a client has a site with no true distinguishing content to their 20
competitors”

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Thinking” and “Slow Thinking”. In fact, we both exhibit both types. These are explained in this
fascinating article from the Nieman Lab for journalists73 based around Daniel Kahneman‘s
(2011) book Thinking, Fast and Slow. System 1 (fast) relates to Unconscious Attention
and deals with innate skills that are crucial for survival and it works fast and automatically.
System 2 (slow) relates to Conscious Attention, for example learned skills, such as a foreign
language, logical reasoning, mathematics, etc.
Effective content marketing is about understanding how you can blend the different content
formats together to entice all your key customer segments (e.g. images and infographics
for System 1) and longer more reflective content for System s. Then you can optimise this
content for SEO.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Blending different content types - Primary fuel and Nuclear fuel

Strategy Recommendation 19 Combine Nuclear and Primary fuel

What is it? Primary fuel
Content specifically developed to help attract links since other site owners want to share it
with their audience. It will also be highly share on social networks.

73
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It’s more likely that they’ve not identified the pain points or problems that their audience has.
However, if we were to draw a list of random ideas to illustrate you’ll see that there’s always
something to say.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

As a strategy creating your own content is much more proactive, focused on being
the resource – giving your brand the best chance in both SEO and social marketing
programmes. The reason we say this is that you are establishing yourself as the source, not
only for your audience, but other influencers seeking content that they can curate and share
– so it’s so powerful for reach. Also, the more content you create, the more content you have
to atomise and share across marketing in different formats, but more on that shortly. The
most obvious response when I hear people talk about content origination is ‘we have nothing
to say’.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Primary fuel costs more to create, but is significantly more shareable and supportive of
your brand, so make sure you get the balance right

4

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

At its core Michael’s process – The Elevation Principle – is all about focusing on the needs of
people with content. His formula is simple: great content plus other people minus marketing
messages equals growth. The number one reason creating and sharing great content helped
Michael grow his business is because it established him as the trusted resource for writing
white papers. Winning that trust was his biggest marketing obstacle. His lesson: create
primary and nuclear fuel. Don’t expect anything in return.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Although we said at the start of this step that you need to make content “Amazing”, the
reality is that you will blend exceptional “Nuclear content fuel” and more routine “Primary
fuel”. These are terms used in his book ‘Launch’ by Michael Seltzner, founder of the Social
Media Examiner website, who attributes his marketing success to two forms of content
that he created and gave away to attract customers: ‘Primary fuel’, content he created to
keep his business moving forward and ‘Nuclear fuel’, the special content he used to attract
the hundreds of thousands of visitors per month, many of whom later gladly purchased his
services (to create a $3 million turnover business).

Stelzner advises that the lifespan of primary fuel is about three days. The types of primary
fuel include:
þ How-to articles
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Expert interviews
þ Reviews
þ News stories
þ Case studies
þ Contrarian stories

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

What is it? Nuclear fuel
Nuclear fuel is carefully designed content that has a lasting impact on significant numbers
of your ideal reader base and possibly experts.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

This type of content has a lifespan easily exceeding that of primary fuel. It can sometimes be
relevant for years. Nuclear fuel should always be free and includes:
þ Reports based on surveys
þ White papers
þ Top 10 contests
You can see that nuclear fuel is harder to produce, but can potentially has a bigger impact.
From a B2B point-of-view, your nuclear fuel is important for lead generation, so if you don’t
invest in it, because you’re focusing your efforts on primary fuel, then your content marketing
results will be more limited.

One size doesn’t fit all with content, you really need to understand the psychology of
content value and sharing. Benchmarking, testing and learning will help here.

Here are some more ideas with example on different types of content that we’ve found work
well. We have more depth on some of these in the next step.

r Amazing media –blog posts don’t need to be static text – the success of video blogs and
podcasts show that these media often inform and entertain better than text. This is one
we recommend that ranks well for the agency that created it.
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r Amazing blog posts – unique blog posts that inform and entertain. We believe every
company should have a blog as the hub for their content marketing as explained in the 7
Steps to content marketing strategy guide.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

We explain how to use the Content Matrix, which you may have seen on our blog or in the
Content Marketing guide in the next step.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Strategy Recommendation 20 Review the range and type of content assets to engage the
range of your audience

4

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ Micro events (webinars, videos, podcasts)

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

r Amazing guides – guides that help your audience in their lives or jobs. Even better if
they integrate with your products or services.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Here’s the Guardian dating site has a dating tips page to help its audience.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

4

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Best Practice Tip 24 Use embedded content to make content shareable
Embedded content which other sites and blogs incorporate can work well for link building
since many will link or reference the original source with a link. Although not all will, so
we’d emphasise the need to make your content branded, so that at least readers will
become familiar with your content.
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r Embedded presentations and guides – for example, how-to-guides. Again these work
particularly well in business-to-business and professional markets. But guides also work
well for consumer markets, we’ve seen guides to dating or arranging a stag/hen night that
work particularly well for example. Services to consider for embedding include Slideshare
and Issuu for presentations and Scribd for PDF display.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Amazing infographics – like charts and guides – these work particularly well in business-to-business and professional markets.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

r Web tools – since so much content is still text-based, interactive tools and calculators
can gain backlinks and can be made to be shareable. A good example of these are the
Forrester tools: http://empowered.forrester.com/tools.html. If you provide a branded home
for these tools on the site – group them – then the listing page can generate more links.
Forrester use Empowered here:

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

This poll generates a lot of backlinks from sites around the world in different niches even
though the product content of the site isn’t particularly linkworthy.

4

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r Surveys and polls: People love to rate themselves and give their opinion. If the survey
becomes popular others will share it.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
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r Contests: Give away something (anything) and feature lucky winners
r Multiple Expert Opinions: Invite a panel of experts to discuss or argue about a topic.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

r Interviews: As text, videos or podcast. And the people being interviewed will naturally
link back

The value of social content sharing and social voting

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

With the increasing importance being placed by search engines on social signals (see
section 6 below), getting your content shared socially can have a positive impact on SEO.
The Search Metrics ranking factors report74 demonstrates, through their own research and
data analysis, that there is proven positive correlation between amount of social signals and
SEO rankings. All other things being equal, a web page that has lots of social shares and
votes is likely to be ranked higher than a web page with none.
If you’re new to this, here are definitions of ‘social sharing’ and ‘social voting’:
What is it? Social sharing

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

This is where a visitor uses a social bookmarking toolbar or button to post a link to your
URL on a social network of their choice.
The most used social networks for sharing are Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Pinterest and
Instagram for images, though it pays to have a fuller list using a tool like AddThis (www.
addthis.com) to cater for people who want to post elsewhere.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

4

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Content sharing is important – it helps create social validation for your content assets.
However, you need to think carefully about how social sharing/voting tools fit in to the user
journey. They work best when they make sense and are easy to use – locate them in places
where it would be logical for a visitor to want to share. For example, if you have written a
guest blog, have the sharing options at the end of the copy.
74

Search Metrics: Ranking factors report
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This is where you enable a visitor to make a recommendation using social buttons like the
Facebook ‘Like’ and Google +1.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

What is it? Social voting

There are several options for displaying social sharing options:
þ Beneath the content. The buttons appear at the end of the content
þ Top and tail. The buttons appear both at the top and the bottom of the content
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Floating. A pane containing the buttons floats on the page, moving up and down with you
as you scroll to ensure it is always visible.
Using the Facebook API can also help by adding user generated content to your content
pages. For example, some websites integrate Facebook Comments, which has multiple
benefits:
þ It provides social validation on the page by showing comments from customers, not just
your own content

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Each time a comment is added, it is posted to the user’s Facebook timeline
þ Some of the user’s friends will see the comment in their feed, increasing the viral reach
þ A link is posted on Facebook to the web page, providing a social signal.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

However, you need to realise that the more widgets you put on your website that reference
external domains like Facebook, the slower the page is to load. Usually the additional load
time is minimal but if there are any major problems with these external domains, it can have
a knock-on effect on your site as the required resource won’t load. This is why it’s important
to have a switched on tech specialist to help you optimise the page load order to minimize
the risk.

It makes sense that the more places your content can be found, the more likely it is to be
used. The more people you can get to use your content, the more people you can influence
to share this content socially. Therefore, from an SEO perspective, surfacing your content in
the most relevant places around your site can add significant value.
There are some techniques that we recommend you implement:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Integrate content into site search results pages. The screenshot below is from an
Australian retailer called Adore Beauty and we think that they’ve shown their range of
content assets really well in site search results.

4

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Integrating content into core site journeys

6. REFINE YOUR
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þ Provide links to content assets on your homepage
þ Provide links to content assets on campaign landing pages
þ Surface related content on category pages (for product catalogue websites)
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Showcase new and popular content assets in mega drop down menus
þ Ensure your content is included in sitemaps (both HTML and XML versions).
þ Consider a central content landing page (like diy.com does with it’s Advice & Ideas
landing page75)
This is not an exhaustive list but gives you a few pointers to help you consider how best to
use your content across the website.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Improving SEO landing pages
r Q. Have we reviewed effectiveness of key landing pages?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Getting your content visible and getting clicks doesn’t guarantee you success. Success
depends on many factors, of which landing page quality is one. It’s almost impossible to
create a landing page that caters for the needs of all natural search visitors. Your aim should
be to improve your landing pages over time, using proven optimisation methods, so that the
natural search traffic you get positively contributes to your website’s KPIs.

Let’s take a look at the role of landing page optimisation and how testing (A/B & MVT) can
be used to enhance the performance of your landing pages for SEO. Please note that is
a top-level “how to” guide, so we will not be comparing and contrasting the various testing
solutions out there. For more resources and info on testing, see the Smart Insights AB and
Multivariate Testing hub page76.

What is it? Landing pages

So we can say that any page on a site which attracts visitors as an entry point is a landing
page, what we’re discussing here are pages specifically created as an entry point for SEO

75

DIY.com example
Smart Insights: AB Testing
77
Smart Insights: Landing page definition
76
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“Specific page(s) on a web site created for visitors referred from marketing campaigns
which are designed to achieve a marketing outcome.”

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

A good landing page, to use the most generic of descriptions, should provide visitors with
the information they need to take the actions you would like them to take and make it quick
and easy to take actions. There is no hard and fast rule for design, functionality or content
and landing pages vary significantly between different websites. That said, if you’re new
to creating effective landing pages, we have a post on the Perfect Landing Page77, giving
examples and tips. In this we define landing pages as:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

What is a ‘good’ landing page?

4

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Please note that you don’t have to make immediate conversions and revenue the primary
goals for all natural search traffic – there may be some research terms (head and mid tail
keywords) for which your aim is to get visitors to consume content and complete micro
conversions, such as newsletter sign-up or social media follows. What’s essential is that you
understand the goals and make sure you can measure them.

(and/or SEO). It’s increasingly common to make pages work for a range of marketing
channels because of the cost and effort involved.
Example of a campaign landing page:
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

This landing page is used by the Mail Shop for marketing campaigns to promote its
moisturiser skin care range. It was created to provide editorial content and guidance to
search visitors with deep links to relevant product.
This is a good example of a landing page specifically developed for SEO, so is different to
some of the examples in our article above which have less content since they are primarily
created for paid search. We recommend reading Conversion Rate Experts’ article “How to
make users scroll down your page”78 for insight into the potential of long landing pages.

2. SEARCH
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ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

4

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Start by asking yourself what you want your landing page to achieve. Split this into the
following:

þ Secondary goals. These are important since less than 100% of your visitors will convert
for your primary goal, for many reasons. If there is only one conversion path or call to
action, you risk losing potential future customers because there is nothing of interest for
them.
Let’s take a working example. If you look at Promodo.com there is a landing page to promote

78

Conversion rate experts - scrolling tips
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þ Primary goal. You must define this so that you can create landing page content that
works towards achieving this goal – a page without a clear goal risks being untargeted

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Issues to consider when designing landing pages for SEO

their offer of a free SEO quote. This is the primary goal of the page. However, look more
closely and you will find other calls to action, intended to keep visitors active with the website
to increase the chance for future conversions.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

When you have agreed on your goals, think about what content and functionality you will
need to help deliver conversions to satisfy these goals. To satisfy this you should ask
yourself:
þ Who is the likely visitor?
þ What needs they will have when they arrive?
This is so important; if you don’t know who is coming, how can you build a landing page that
makes their nerves tingle with excitement?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
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4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

4

5. GAIN MORE
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þ What content will help visitors make decisions?
þ What objections do you need to overcome to persuade visitors to convert?
þ How does the page need to work to enable visitors to take positive actions?

þ Where are the possible dead-ends and how can you adapt these to continue the
customer journey on your website?
þ If people really aren’t interested and want to close their browsing session, do you want to
use any Voice-of-Customer techniques to validate why (e.g. exit survey pop-up)?
Following this logical path will help you structure your landing page to make it relevant to
visitors. Don’t lose track of the basic tenets of web usability and accessibility. A beautiful
landing page is useless if people can’t use it properly – think about how easily people with
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þ How can the content and functional components be organised to make the page easy to
follow?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Questions to ask to check your landing pages are effective:

visual impairments and other disabilities (e.g. people who can’t use a mouse) can interact
with the page.
If you’re not sure of these guidelines, I’d recommend starting with the Wikipedia entry for web
accessibility79 in which you’ll find useful links.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

What should you be measuring to review and improve your SEO landing pages?
The answer to this should be obvious once you have defined your goals. Important outcome
KPIs for e-commerce websites are:
þ Goal completion (financial and non-financial)
þ Checkout conversion (how does traffic to the landing page convert vs. other site traffic)

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Event completion (e.g. newsletter sign-ups, social follows)
þ Content sharing (how many visitors ‘Like’ the page or +1 it on Google)
þ Social sign-ups (e.g. clicking on your link to “Follow us on Facebook”).
Then you have ‘engagement’ metrics to consider, helping validate the degree to which
visitors are interacting with your landing page and content.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Bounce rate
þ Time-on-site
þ % new visitors vs. returning visitors (important as this shows how effective your landing
page is at alerting new customers to your brand vs. encouraging previous visitors to come
back).

Techniques for optimising SEO landing pages
1. Web analytics

Data from Google Analytics can provide you all the data you need to tick off the list in “What
should you be measuring on your landing pages” above, and a whole lot more.

Example: Behaviour > Site Content > Landing pages report in GA

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

You may need to use custom functionality to support landing page analysis. For example,
in GA you can use Events to track specific on page actions that do not generate URL clicks.
A good example, is a video; if a customer clicks on play on your video, you won’t know this
has happened using the standard GA reports. You need to add Event tracking to the video
and then use the Events report to access the data. For more information on web analytics for
SEO, please refer to section 7 of this guide.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Web analytics data tells you what is happening. We’ve based this SEO guide on using
Google Analytics because it is a free solution (at least for the time being!) and is a brilliant
tool for digging down into website data, plus you can customise it for intelligent segmentation.

4
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Please note this list is by no means exhaustive and we recommend spending time to
carefully consider how to use your web analytics tools to measure page performance.
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Accessibility references
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Ask yourself these questions:
þ Which of my SEO content landing pages are getting the most traffic?
þ Which have the best engagement? E.g. low bounce rate, high click through etc.
þ Which content pages are contributing the most to goal completion?
Customer feedback tells you why something is happening. Often ignored but really useful,
provided you make it easy for people to send feedback.
You can start with a simple on-site survey (pop-under or pop-up) that uses structured
questions to ask visitors what they think of the landing page. There are many solutions out
there and we’ve been impressed by Survey Gizmo, 4Q, and Kampyle.

ý Disadvantage – you’re preaching to the converted. The only data you get is from people
who liked what they saw enough to complete the goal. The feedback is, therefore, likely
to be biased towards telling you that the world is peaches and cream.

3. Testing
Testing takes the learning from what and why and generates hypotheses for making
improvements to your landing page. It’s important to protect the integrity of testing
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Our preference is to use a combination of techniques. For instance, with an exit pop-up. A
small pop-up launches when the visitors terminates their browser session. Using persuasive
visual techniques, it encourages people to tell you why they are leaving using a limited
number of questions. The more questions, the less likely people are to complete the survey.
You may wish to add logic that ensures each visitor only sees the pop-up once (this can
be done using cookies or IP recognition but is not 100% accurate for several reasons e.g.
people can clear their cookies).

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ Advantage – you don’t disrupt the user journey. It can be argued that pop-ups launched
from the landing page or during the conversion process can impede conversion and
increase dropouts.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The least intrusive option is to promote the survey on your confirmation page, the first page
a visitor sees after completing an action such as placing an order or signing up for the
newsletter. The request to participate can be included in the page content, or if you want to
make sure it’s noticed, as a pop-up.

4
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2. Customer feedback

projects – when testing the impact of a change on a website, it’s important that you don’t
make ad hoc changes to the affected web pages concurrently as this can distort the
results.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

For example, if you are testing the main paragraph copy and call to action but at the same
time refresh the entire page design separately to the test, results are compromised because
you can’t prove whether the copy changes or the design change affected the data.
To give an example of a basic test, a retailer with a strong free delivery promise on all UK
orders ran a customer survey and learned that many visitors were unaware of this promise.
A logical hypothesis was that by promoting the free delivery message more prominently in
the content, this would increase conversion. A test plan was created to test the use of this
message in multiple places throughout the website.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

What is A/B testing?
A/B testing involves testing different variations of the same web page against each other in
a split test. Each version should be unique so that performance of each page version can be
objectively compared.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Sensible A/B tests take a subset of the total website traffic because this minimises the risk
on KPIs if the test result is negative. For example, run a test on only 20% of the traffic with
the control getting 10% and the test version 10%. Please note that the volume of traffic to
your website will determine what % of visitors need to be included in the test in order to get
statistical significance. Check out this handy A/B testing significance calculator from Visual
Website Optimizer.

The most important element of an SEO landing page is the primary call to action. Start
your A/B test plan by creating different creative treatments for this – use different design
techniques, vary the text, change the size, colour and position of the button.

Once you have found ways to increase click through and conversion for the primary call to
action, move on to other page elements such as secondary calls to action and techniques to
encourage further scrolling if there is a lot of content below the fold

How can you use MVT to benefit SEO landing pages?
Essentially, MVT enables you to simultaneously manage a higher number of tests without
having to create multiple versions of the web page. A good way to use MVT for SEO landing
pages is to test the impact of variations in creative treatment (page design, colours, images
etc) alongside variations in copy (length, tone, calls to action etc.).
Whereas the A/B route would require creating a large number of different versions of the
page, with MVT you would simply create the alternative versions of each element and then
the testing tool would handle the page variations in real-time.
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MVT enables you to test more than one component of a web page in a live environment.
Each bit of copy, each image and each functional component becomes a testing element.
You can have as many variations for each element as you like. MVT is used to determine
which combination of content yields the best results for your landing page. Most MVT tests
use optimal design, involving iterations and waves of testing.

6. REFINE YOUR
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Taking testing to the next level – MVT (multivariate testing)

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Brace yourself. Sometimes test versions under-perform and actually have a negative impact
on conversion. That’s still a valid test – it means you know for certain that making the change
you all dreamed about will actually kill your conversion, so you move on to the next testing
option.

4
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How can you use A/B to benefit SEO landing pages?

We recommend reading Get Elastic’s article “Introduction to A/B and MVT: Optimization
Testing101”80

Danger of negative SEO being penalised; e.g. JC Penney, 2011
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

As content has become more critical to SEO and Google more meticulous about content
quality there has been a lot of conversion, since the high profile penalisation of JC
Penney 81, about negative SEO so we deemed it important enough to include it in this
guide. “Negative SEO” is defined as a strategy when someone makes attempt to lower a
competitor’s website’s rankings in the search engines.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

.At the time of updating this guide it is clear that Google really does work hard to algorithmically protect sites from this type of negative link building and has explicitly responded by
stating that negative SEO “is a possibility but a very unlikely one”. To further reinforce this
fact Google announced the creation of a new tool, the disavow tool82, explained in Step 5,
which allows site owners to ask Google not to count links that they felt could damage their
site.
r Q How can you protect your website from negative SEO?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

If you are in a competitive niche or have a history of being penalized then carry out a link
audit and Detox to monitor your backlinks preferably every 6 months . We recommend using
Majestic Seo.com (a paid tool) or the Moz’s Opensiteexplorer.org as the best tools to use for
carrying out a link audit on your website. Any potentially dodgy or irrelevant links can then be
submitted to the Google’s disavow removing the danger of penalisation.

Initially following the launch there was much speculation and conversation that increasing
your Google Plus page usage would send a clear signal of SEO authority and thus provided
an excellent platform not just to increase authority but also to maximize content distribution
At the time of writing it would appear that Google plus is in decline in terms of customer use
and no longer represents a strategic priority for Google.

Google launched an update called Google Hummingbird to coincide with their 15 years
anniversary. The purpose behind Hummingbird was to take a search engine query using
long-tailed keywords and try to decipher the context of the question rather than chase the
specific keywords within the question. This expanded to include the Knowledge Graph as

Get Elastic on AB Testing
JC Penney SEO Penalisation
82
Disavow tool:
80

81
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Launch of Google Hummingbird- Sept 2011

6. REFINE YOUR
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We believe that other than the Google MyBusiness activities for gaining local search
prominence discussed earlier in this report, Google + contribution to SEO at the time of
writing is minimal and we recommend more effective alternatives for leveraging SEO
authority and content distribution namely Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.

4
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Google+, Google’s effort to build a social network to rival Facebook was launched in 2011 as
a bold, company-wide plan to topple Facebook. Features included the ability to post photos,
status updates to the stream, group relationships managed in Circles and probably the most
effective tool the video chat called Hangouts which has been tested and still used by many
SEO’s including Moz.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Launch of Google Plus as a Social Network- 2011

part of Google’s goal to better understand context. For example is a search query on Paris
about the place of celebrity, the place or the monument in Paris?
The Hummingbird update allowed Google to better understand connections and context
delivering more relevancy.
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Step 5
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Gain more quality links through content marketing
r Q. We have a proactive approach to link building?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

We talk to some companies who have a decent approach to on-page SEO who believe
that their SEO will be successful if their on-page optimisation is well-defined and their
site is crawlable by the robots. That will certainly get you so far, but you won’t be able to
succeed in competitive markets unless you incorporate a long term proactive approach
to gaining links. This approach is particularly important in light of the Panda and Penguin
updates which we will examine later in this chapter. Prior to the Penguin and Panda
updates techniques such as directories, reciprocal linking or press releases may have
been sufficient, but today you have to focus on development of quality content and
outreach, so that’s where we start in this section building on what we have covered in
Step 4.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Strategy Recommendation 21 Use a proactive approach to link building using Content
Marketing
Proactive means dedication to link building through a structured process to gain links
through developing fresh, quality content and outreach to other sites to gain links.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Content marketing goes hand-in-hand with SEO and they should be managed together for
the best impact.

In this section of the guide we walk you through the essentials of a content-driven link
building program to give you tips and advice on how to structure yours.

Create a strategic approach to link building for SEO
But how do we know if we have a link building strategy?! If you can answer “Yes” to most of
these, we would say you have a link building strategy:
r We understand the content that works best to attract links within our sector and have a
publishing programme to improve this content (see the previous section)?
r We have defined a way to evaluate the value of links?
r We have measurement to evaluate if our link building is successful?
r We have someone responsible for link building?
r Link building is an ongoing, proactive process for our business?
r Our link building is integrated with other marketing activities, particularly online PR and
social media?
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r We have reviewed all the options for link building and use those that work best for us?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. We have a defined link building strategy?

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

So ask yourself, how seriously do you tackle link building through creation of quality content
in your company? Is it a structured, managed process integrated into different content and
promotional campaigns on a yearly calendar or is it an afterthought or doesn’t it happen at
all? Prior to the Panda and Penguin updates it was common all too common that there isn’t a
structured, proactive approach to content marketing and outreach and without this, your link
building and SEO will fail.

Before we review some of the main link building techniques, we will look at some of the main
factors affecting the contribution from links, including recent changes. When it comes to links,
you definitely need to understand how search engines index and value links from external
domains.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Be aware of search engine changes in link evaluation
r Q. Do we know what search engine updates are affecting link building?
In the dark ages, a link was a link. The more links you had for a web page with relevant
anchor text, the greater the influence on ranking. However, the search engines have been
busy evolving their algorithms and are now placing more emphasis on page and link quality.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

This is a direct result of the explosion of link spam and shady content techniques like content
farming. Link spam has many definitions but one example is placing a link on a web page
where it is not relevant to that page and/or is designed purely to provide SEO benefit instead
of actually being a valid link for visitors to that page.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Two major updates that dramatically altered the importance of content in link building
strategy were the Panda and Penguin updates by Google introduced in 2011 and 2012 as
explained below

The Google Panda Update explained

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Google Panda was a major a change to Google’s ranking algorithm first released in
February 2011. It was significant because it was directly aimed at content quality targeted at
“low-quality sites” or “thin sites” and returning higher-quality sites near the top of the search
results. The Panda Update update change initially affected the rankings of 15 percent of all
search results and the Panda updates have continued right up to Panda 4.2 released in July
2015. The significance of this update is that it resulted in a major shift in how SEO would be
managed elevating the importance of quality content as a core priority for all SEO strategy
going forward.

What is it? Panda algorithm updates

Leading Moz expert Rand Fishkin that content creators should ‘focus on quality rather than
quantity when it comes to improving SEO rankings:
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As a result of Panda, the days of producing poor replicated content are not an option for a
robust SEO strategy. Publishing useful, original and helpful to your customers should be
embedded into the DNA of your SEO plan. It is important to remember what exactly Google’s
initial intentions were with Panda, as they have stayed relatively the same: to punish content
mills, keyword stuffing, ugly or broken websites, and any sort of unsavory practices that
exploit Google’s search algorithm.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

A series of major algorithm updates by Google dating from 2011 aimed at reducing the
visibility of low-quality sites with “thin” content. It was originally known as Farmer to reduce
the visibility of “article farm” sites where webmasters could submit low quality keyword
stuffed articles to sites targeting specific anchor text. Some also said it penalised “scraper”
sites where content was copied from other sites, but this was, in fact an existing filter.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

5

Best Practice Tip 25 Review approaches to escape or minimise the impact of Panda
Given that Panda targets sites with low quality or thin content, approaches that can be
deployed to minimise its impact include:
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Review quality of content and pages/site section currently attracting natural visits using
Google Analytics.
þ If site is database driven, ensure that you don’t have thousands of pages, which only
really content the generic template with a small amount of unique content populated
from the database.
þ Increase quality of content to ensure content attracts links and shares naturally.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Increase quality of content through making it more engaging using techniques a
magazine might use like subheads, images or other embedded content.
þ Remove any excessive advertising above fold (particularly if using Google’s Adsense
publisher programme).

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Obviously Google can’t disclose the weightings of each quality content signal. However, they
have released some useful information in the form of a checklist, of what it perceives to be
good quality. Here is the checklist from Google on what is perceives to be quality content.
1. Would you trust the information presented in this article?
2. Is this article written by an expert or enthusiast who knows the topic well, or is it more
shallow in nature?

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

3. Does the site have duplicate, overlapping, or redundant articles on the same or similar
topics with slightly different keyword variations?
4. Would you be comfortable giving your credit card information to this site?
5. Does this article have spelling, stylistic, or factual errors?
6. Are the topics driven by genuine interests of readers of the site, or does the site generate
content by attempting to guess what might rank well in search engines?

8. Does the page provide substantial value when compared to other pages in search results?
9. How much quality control is done on content?
11. Is the site a recognized authority on its topic?
12. Is the content mass-produced by or outsourced to a large number of creators, or spread
across a large network of sites, so that individual pages or sites don’t get as much attention
or care?
14. For a health related query, would you trust information from this site?
15. Would you recognize this site as an authoritative source when mentioned by name?
16. Does this article provide a complete or comprehensive description of the topic?
17. Does this article contain insightful analysis or interesting information that is beyond
obvious?
18. Is this the sort of page you’d want to bookmark, share with a friend, or recommend?
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13. Was the article edited well, or does it appear sloppy or hastily produced?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

10. Does the article describe both sides of a story?

5
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7. Does the article provide original content or information, original reporting, original
research, or original analysis?

19. Does this article have an excessive amount of ads that distract from or interfere with the
main content?
20. Would you expect to see this article in a printed magazine, encyclopedia or book?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

21. Are the articles short, unsubstantial, or otherwise lacking in helpful specifics?
22. Are the pages produced with great care and attention to detail vs. less attention to detail?
23. Would users complain when they see pages from this site?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

It’s a pretty extensive list. The Panda algorithm tries to emulate the factors that a person
would use to decide if the quality of content on a website is high (or not). As Google’s
algorithm is a secret, no one knows the weighting of each of these factors in determining the
assessment of quality using Panda and therefore the ranking of a website.
Since the original Panda update, there have been frequent tweaks to this update as Google
seeks to reward quality content.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

To summarise, there are three key take aways from Google Panda which should be a core
part of your SEO strategy going forward:
þ Monitoring duplicate content within your website is an important issue to manage, not
only about meta tags, but the visible content as well.
þ As stated the visible content has to be of add value to the websites visitors and ideally be
good enough to spread through social networks and platforms.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ Producing fresh content, explained below, that will boost the overall density of pages of
your website will be rewards and support your SEO strategy. This is where “thin websites”
that do not have enough content or for that matter websites that do not have fresh pages
are negatively impacted.

The Google Freshness update

There are three key take aways from the Google Freshness for your SEO strategy:

þ Don’t just write it, Share it. It is equally important to set aside time, not to just write the
posts, but to distribute them through relevant Social platforms. Add Social Share buttons
for quick sharing and distribution.

The Penguin update
Google Penguin is often associated with Google Panda in the context of its impact and
significance and rightly so. The update was aimed at decreasing search engine rankings
of websites that explicitly violated Google’s Webmaster Guidelines that were using now
declared black-hat SEO techniques such increasing artificially the ranking of a webpage by
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þ Join relevant Social Media platforms and share your content. Take an active role
in promoting your content via relevant social platforms, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and
Google plus and emerging platforms like Instagram. Identify influencers within your topic
area who can share your content more widely amongst their networks

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ Ensure content is current and up to date. Create a full blown content strategy and try
using some free tools, like Buzz Sumo or Google Alerts to understand trending topics in
your industry. You can use your website blog to share ideas and establish your brand as a
thought leader in your industry.

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Google Freshness, launched in November 2011, followed Panda and further reinforced the
importance and value of content recency, relevancy and news worthiness for SEO.

manipulating the number of links pointing to the page though link farms or blog networks. The
launch of Penguin really changed how the SEO industry had managed the process of link
building.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

What is it? Penguin algorithm updates
A series of major algorithm updates by Google dating from April 2012 to aimed at reducing
the visibility of sites involved in aggressive link building. Google described it as an
“important algorithm change targeted at webspam. The change will decrease rankings for
sites that we believe are violating Google’s existing quality guidelines.” Specific techniques
to avoid which could result in penalties include:

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

1. A link profile with too many links with similar exact-match anchor text, i.e. the same
keyphrases from multiple sites.
2. Keyword stuffing in inbound and outbound links.
3. Use of keywords in “exact match domains (EMD)” where the domain name targeted a
specific phrase.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

4. Related on-page factors where Google penalised poor quality pages violating its
guidelines.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Google, up until the Penguin update, had always warned against spammy practices in their
guidelines but these warnings were often ignored particularly as before Penguin spammy
tactics could be effective and often undetected, and in some sectors (Gambling, Travel, some
retail sectors, for example) these tactics were the only way to remain competitive.
Penguin was very effective at finding and punishing webspammy particularly automated links
and prompted a fundamental change in the SEO industry, particularly within SEO agencies
as link acquisition strategies prior to Penguin were no longer effective and potentially very
risky.

We advocate strongly the importance of using quality content as the foundation for link
building and recommend eliminating any short term high risk link building tactics.

Given that Penguin targets sites with inbound or outbound link profiles with a high
proportion of spammy links, approaches that can be deployed include:
þ Review backlink profile using a link audit

þ Create more high quality backlinks (ideally naturally using high quality content)
þ Contact other sites owners to improve the quality of links (remove or improve)
þ Use the Google Disavow Links Tool if necessary
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þ Signing up to Google Search Console (formerly WebmasterTools) where you can get
notifications of Manual actions to penalize a site or

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Best Practice Tip 26 Review approaches to escape or minimise the impact of Penguin

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Penguin forced link builders to evolve into content strategists and focus on building links
that are valuable and useful to internet users, rather than links that were intended to game
Google’s search rankings.

About Google’s Disavow Link tool

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Launched in October 2012, Google’s Disavow tool allows website owners to inform Google
that they don’t want certain links from external sites to be considered as part of Google’s
system of counting links to rank web sites. Some sites wanted to do this because previous
agencies or in-house teams may have purchased links, and may suffer a penalty if they can’t
get the links removed.
What is it? Disavowing Links (sometimes known as Link Detoxing)

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

A process enabled by a tool in Google Search Console where webmasters could tell
Google to ignore poor quality links to a site. Google advised: “If you get a message in
Search Console, we recommend that you remove from the web as many spammy or
low-quality links to your site as possible”.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Part of the criticism of Google Panda and Penguin update centered around negative SEO.
Negative SEO is the practice of pointing high risk links to a competitors website thus putting
them at risk. See Chapter 4 section on negative SEO and JC Penney example. Google
responded to this criticism by launching the Disavow option and this has, at the time of
updating this guide, reduced SEO fears around negative SEO.

How to use the Disavow tool
This is a two-step process.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ First, you’ll need to download a list of links to your site.
þ Next, you’ll create a. text file containing only the links you want to disavow, and upload
this to Google To file your disavow file, go to the disavow tool, and select your site from
the dropdown list. See more information here83

What is it? Quality backlink profile

Define high (and low) quality links, domains and content partners
r Q. Do we know how to identify high quality domains?
r Q. Do we know what tools to use to help us achieve this?

83

How to disavow a link

84

SearchEngineLand - Google warnings about link-building updates
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A quality backlink profile contains a varied mix of relevant target terms AND brand-related
terms in the hyperlink anchor text from a range of authoritative and smaller sites.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

The important thing to realise is that ‘low quality’ links are no longer just silently ignored
by Google; they are actively penalised (read this blog post by Searchengineland for more
information84). You or your agency need to work to create a quality backlink profile.

5
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Link quality in a post Panda and Penguin world is intrinsically linked to content quality.
Some of the web pages that Google considers ‘low quality’ that were penalised by the
Panda update were stuffed with links. For example, there are content pages that read like
gibberish because they have prose injected with irrelevant links (read our article on this ).
These links don’t fit in the context of the page, nor do they add value to visitors, but they
use keyphrase rich anchor text to try and pass SEO juice through to the destination web
page.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

You probably already know this - the impact of a link rests on several factors, not least the
reputation of the website it resides on. Search engines place a great deal of importance on
quality, relevance and trust. This is a deliberately simplified explanation, but the three signals
combined make a heady cocktail of link love! Our advice is that if you focus on these three
elements, you’ll go a long way to building quality links naturally. Then you can think about the
bells and whistles.
You’ll know that a destination page where content closely matches the content of the web
page linking to it (common keywords in page titles, body copy and anchor text etc) sends a
strong relevance signal.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Social signals, as demonstrated by the Search Metrics ranking report85, are increasingly
important in the trust signal too, so a link that gets a lot of shares from different visitors
indicates a web page that is relevant – your web page shouts out loud. Domains with good
authority and a reputable history send a strong quality signal.
There are common characteristics of ‘high value’ links and understanding these will help you
understand what type of domain you should be targeting:

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ 1. The link is contextually relevant to the web page on which it is found (i.e. a link
for “cheap car insurance” on a web page for planting advice for clay soil is a red flag,
particularly with the new Penguin update)!
þ 2. The link directs users to a web page that is relevant to the source web page i.e.
the right context of the link (if not, big bounce rates for you and you’re begging search
engines to devalue the link).

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ 3. The link uses keyword rich anchor text that accurately describes where it is taking
people (but too many links like this as part of link spamming can be a red flag, so you
need a balanced backlink profile).
þ 4. The link is visible to both visitors and search engines (cloaking or hiding links
smacks of poor usability or deliberate spamming).

þ 6. The link can be followed i.e. it does not have a ‘nofollow’ attribute attached
þ 7. The source of the link ideally has a positive domain authority and trust including
social signals.
Now let’s see how this translates into domain targeting & analysis.
r Q. What is a quality domain?
As part of content marketing you need to find the right complementary link partners which
means assessing them using these criteria:

þ 2. Domain history
To find this you can use the WhoIs record to find out how long the domain has been

85
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þ 1. Audience relevance
A focus on quality means building links with domains that provide content and/or products
and services that are relevant to what your website is about. If there is a logical fit
between the domains, evidence shows that there is a higher propensity for links to dive
traffic instead of simply acting as a faint ranking signal. The closer the demographic fit of
the audience of potential linking domains to your current website customers the better.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Selecting which domains to target for link building

5
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þ 5. The link resolves correctly to the destination URL (no ‘404’ errors) to ensure a
smooth journey.

registered and any previous incarnations. You can then check the history to make sure
there isn’t a shady past of dodgy domains that keep getting reinvented under a new
name.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ 3. Domain authority
When search engines evaluate the link ranking signal, they look at the domain authority
of the external domains linking to your website. Therefore, it is in your interests to
prioritise link partners whose domains are well established. That doesn’t mean exclude
domains that currently have a low authority – if they are relevant and you expect their
web presence to increase, they can add value. However, old domains that have always
had a low authority and are doing nothing to change it don’t represent a good opportunity.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ 4. Commercial partner suitability
Forming long-term link or content partners takes time, so you need to ensure there is a
good fit so that both partners put the effort in, so they can mutually benefit. Unbalanced
partnerships don’t work so well in our experience, both need to have “skin in the game”.
Good partners share similar audiences, aspirations and outlooks, but aren’t direct
competitors. A commercial, paid arrangement maybe right in some cases, but not direct
link-buying - linking has to be acceptable in terms of Google’s quality guidelines.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

What free tools you can use to evaluate link partners?

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Please note we’re focusing on free tools for this guide. There are lots of very cool paid for
tools that can go even further but if you’re starting out, go free and learn, then invest when
you’re ready to get value for money – don’t drown in functionality that you can’t yet use.
Mozbar from Moz
If you’re serious about SEO, you must install the Moz MozBar, a free browser toolbar
compatible with Firefox or Chrome. This provides domain rank information within your
browser toolbar:

What are the paid solutions for SEO and link building analysis?
There are many paid for tools in the market. There are three that we have personally
reviewed and would recommend for their functionality, reliability and ease of use:
þ 2. Majestic SEO, an excellent tool for link audits
þ 3. Advanced Web Ranking
For further reading check out Chris Soames’ article The Best Link Analysis Tools for
competitor benchmarking for SEO and Online PR86.

As we have said, having a link building strategy means that you have reviewed the main
methods of link building and prioritise on those that work for you. In the next sections, we’ll
review best practice for each of these in turn. Which of these work best for you? You may
also be interested in the Clockwork Pirate Ebook87 which as more detail on this topic.

86
87

The best link analysis tools
www.clockworkpirate.com
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Introducing the main link building techniques

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ 1. Moz Pro – Open Site Explorer
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It has the added bonus that when you do a Google search with this installed, you can see
domain rank for each website:

Evaluate relevance of the main link building techniques
r Q. The main link building techniques have been reviewed?
Link building techniques checklist
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

We recommend these are the top 12 essential link building techniques to use in no particular
order of effectiveness. Of course the best approach will depend on many things about your
business, but we find advice on where to focus is helpful, so below is a comprehensive list.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Note: these techniques have been updated since in Google’s Panda and Penguin updates
and some of the traditional link building approaches have declined in impact and importance.
For example, directory links are not 100% bad, a link in a focused B2B directory ranked
highly by Google can be beneficial and drive relevant visitors. You can’t base your whole
link strategy on one tactic alone though - you need to start at the top of the list with content
marketing as a foundation which is so important we covered it separately:
r Link reconfiguration (making the most of links that are already in place or removing those
that are damaging)
r Blogging, guest blogging, content marketing and blogger/partner outreach

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

r PR and marketing campaign integration
r Press release distribution
r Video marketing

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r Article syndication
r Social network participation
r Forum and community marketing
r Social bookmarking
r Directory submissions

In the next sections, we’ll go into a bit more depth on some of the key techniques to show
you how to use these effectively.

5
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r “Buying links” but not as part of link-buying schemes - we don’t recommend or describe
this

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
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Link Building Technique 1. Content marketing

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
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Content marketing is arguably the most critical factor in any SEO campaign. This has
retaining its importance in this updated guide particularly in the context of the impact oPanda,
Penguin updates which we discussed earlier in this chapter.
The phrase content marketing entered the lexicon of Link Building in 2011, as a key strategy
to support link building, SEO and hopefully be shared, tweeted, liked, re published etc. All of
these actions are indicators to Google that your content is good, valuable, and useful, and
therefore your website is too, well, that the idea at least.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

If you own a website, and you want that website to be found on search engines, your future
web traffic levels heavily rely on content marketing. One of the challenges of the rise of
content marketing is increased competitiveness. Pretty much everyone is producing content
now, plumbers are now posting how-to tutorials and videos on their blog, business insurance
companies are creating business related articles. In a competitive landscape, it is becoming
harder to compete, unless you have a clear content marketing strategy which provides your
website with a strategic competitive advantage.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Key areas to consider when creating content
þ The content shouldn’t try to sell your products/services, that will put your customer’s on
their guard but try to aim to educate your online audience.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ A content article should be easy to digest and written in the formats that you’re audience
understands, no matter if you are an industry expert, or an average consumer who simply
found the page through search, so avoid industry specific terminology.
þ The content should be interesting, entertaining, if possible, fascinating, so people want to
share it.
So, making this content easy to share & good enough to be referenced by other sites
is absolutely key and it is why content marketing is such an important aspect of digital
marketing and why Smart Insights focuses a lot on content marketing in all our resources see our Hub page for all resources together88.

In our 7 Steps Guide to content marketing we recommend using the content marketing matrix
as a key technique to review current use of content marketing and to identify new types of
content.

Our matrix is structured to help you think through the dimensions of different content based
on how your audience might think and what you’re trying to achieve as a business:
r Q. How does content in each sector support your content creation and marketing goals?
Depending on the quadrant(s) that you feel drawn to for your audience, it offers a starting
point for your ideas generation.
r Q. What is the potential for content to attract inbound links to your site to help with SEO?

88
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r Q. What will work where your audience are more or less impulsive or rational?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

The Content Marketing Matrix shown on the next page. It’s an example of B2B link bait in
a professional sector, although it wasn’t created as such - we were just trying to provide a
useful thinking tool to our readers. It cost more thought and expense to create than a simple
text blog post, but has been linked to hundreds of times and even copied by Distilled.
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r Q. New ideas for content reviewed and scheduled?
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The process we use for applying this matrix when working with companies or brands is:
þ Step 1. Review how you assess the value of different types of content. From an SEO
point of view positive criteria is content which we think will gain backlinks and ideally
feature keywords relating to a service we’re offering or alternatively an audience.
þ Step 2. Review current use of content within company through plotting on the grid.
þ Step 3. Review competitor use of these content types through plotting on the grid.
þ Step 5. Use your criteria from Step 1 to select new content types to trial in content campaigns.
5
Best Practice Tip 27 Publish content directly and indirectly related to your products and
services.

It can still be valuable for site to “think out-of-the-box” with link-building not directly related to
a business’s products and service. For example, we “kinda admire” the linkbait created by
Simply Business which is an online B2B SME insurance provider. Here’s one example:
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To expand on Step 1 a little, the content marketing matrix is valuable for us to gain links, but
not specifically on “content marketing”, since it’s difficult to compete on a two-word generic
keyword, instead it’s more likely you can compete on three or four word generic. We’re in
first position for “Content Marketing Matrix”, but this is not a commonly searched term! It
might have been better, but would have less impact if we had called it the “Content Marketing
Strategy Matrix” and it could then attract visits related to content strategy.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Ideally the content you publish should help you rank on keywords that you’re targeting,
but another approach is to generate links which are about broadly related themes which
increase the authority of the domain overall. This is the approach used by Simply Business
as described below.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Step 4. Brainstorm future content types possible.

Strategy Recommendation 22 Invest in content marketing as a key part of SEO
Effective content marketing is THE best method to attract links to a site. The two key parts
of content marketing which generate links:
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ 1. Creating quality content on a blog or in a resource section of a site - quality content
will naturally attract links and sharing to attract more links. Sometimes a separate
domain or sub-domain may be used to attract links, but usually it is best if integrated as
part of the site.
þ 2. Blogger and partner outreach to encourage other sites to link to you. In larger
organisations this is sometimes known as co-marketing or contra-marketing.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

A good example of content marketing is from REI, a climbing outdoor online retailer89. This
page ranks well for backpacking checklist.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

5

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

89

REI Backpacking Checklist
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It contains a downloadable pdf version, has links to related areas of the website to purchase
items. It’s in the form of the list, which customers like. Its highly relevant to the theme of the
website.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

By using open site explorer, we can see that the page has had a lot of likes and shares on
Facebook, has some tweets and is linked to from Wikipedia, all contributing to it ranking well.
Fundamentally, Google will look at the bounce back rate of this page. When customers click
on the Google SERP link, Google will monitor how long customers spend on the page. If
the customers click back, then Google may drop the rank, it seems this page is living up to
customer expectations and retaining rank.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

5

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Link Building Technique 2. Link re-configuration (optimising
existing links)
r Q. Have we used link re-configuration to optimise the power of existing links?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Link re-configuration is a basic SEO technique to get more value from existing links. It’s often
a major component of SEO work when SEO agencies work with a new client.
What is it? Link re-configuration defined
Contacting site owners of sites with existing links to you to improve their value to you
through changing anchor text or link to a new page such as a deeper page

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Link re-configuration works well since it simply applies-practice principles of linking with sites
that are kind enough to link to you already. Of course, you won’t get a 100% hit rate when
contacting existing linkers, indeed even finding their contact details can be tricky, but every
little helps.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Best Practice Tip 28 Prioritise link reconfiguration on the links that matter most

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Of course, it will be important to prioritise link updates from the most important sites with
the highest authority – use PageRank, mozRank or the Majestic SEO acRank to identify
these sites. If you identify the right partner you may be able to improve anchor text to
reference a product or service or add links deeper into a site enabling those pages to rank
better.

Today, removing poor links is an equally important part of link reconfiguration and we can use
the disavow tool to assist this process as explain in the beginning of this section.

Links that Google has identified breach it’s quality guidelines and are “spammy” should be
proactively removed, particularly if a site or page is subject to a penalty. For example, if too
many links have identical anchor text or are from sites that Google sees as spammy.

Here are the questions to ask for each existing backlink and corresponding page on linking
partner sites:
1. Is the anchor text of the link relevant to our products or services?

3. Can the link be followed by search engines (i.e. it doesn’t use the ‘nofollow’
attribute)?
4. Can the link be placed in a more prominent/obvious place on the page to increase
visibility (e.g. above the fold)?
5. Can additional links to other products be added from this page?
6. Could additional links be offered?
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2. Would the link be more powerful if it linked deeper link into the site to a relevant
category or product page?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

How to improve the value of your backlinks

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Best Practice Tip 29 Remove or disavow links which may damage ranking

7. Could run-of-site links be damaging (e.g. a blogroll link on large sites can be a
problem if it is the only type of link).
8. What can we offer in return to help gain these benefits?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

As well as standard backlink analysis tools, you can use Google Console to identify
backlinks. This has an additional feature to show Crawl errors which may result from broken
external (or internal) links. View the Diagnostics, Crawl errors, Not found report to view
errors.

Link Building Technique 3. Blogging, Guest Blogging and outreach

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

The third method of link building which can also be considered part of content marketing
is you can add value to other people’s websites/blogs by appearing as a guest blogging or
blogger outreach.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Matt Cutts , the former Google Spokesman on all SEO issues wrote in 2014 that the spammy
nature of guest blogging and payments made by guest bloggers meant it would be heavily
scrutinized tactic for SEO going forward. At the time of updating this guide we would advise
guest blogging is not a dead tactic for building links but needs to be applied selectively on
quality subject related blogs with authentic original content. Google continues to crack down
on repetitive, spammy content, but as long as your guest post is original with informed unique
quality Google will not scrutinize it provided it is not clearly using keywords in anchor text
pointing to your site (particularly if the site is unrelated). It is often best to gain links through
biography as a byline for the writer.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

It’s best not to think of guest blogging as an ad hoc arrangement in light of the above, but a
proactive part in forming long-term partnerships. The current importance of blogger outreach
this to content marketers is demonstrated by Hubspot shown by their having specific
co-marketing manager roles. This is dealt with in section 3 of link building techniques.
r Q. Are we using blog content effectively to generate links and shares?

Best Practice Tip 30 Invest sufficient time in blogger and partner outreach
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With these techniques, you are more likely to control the links than natural links since you add
them to your article (subject to the editorial guidelines of other sites), so although it may be
more work we suggest putting as much time in to this as possible since it’s often neglected as
a technique. You should identify long-term strategic partners to gain the main benefits.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

The first method is sharing content to attract links on your own on site blog. This is also
a very challenging method of link building since the quality has to be good enough to
encourage other websites to link to it naturally. With this form of blog marketing, it is the
content that creates the links, so the content needs to be amazing to generate quality
backlinks. The key to this area is quality, engaging, fun or education based content.

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Using blog content to link build is potentially one of the most effective methods of gaining
links. There are two methods of using blog content to generate inbound links.

r Q. Have we defined the right type of content which will generate backlinks?
Effective content is still called linkbait by some. Things to consider when writing blog posts to
generate links:
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Understand your audience, their motivations, their wants/needs etc.
þ Be consistent
Plan and publish content that is:
þ Research driven (Provide data from research to support the arguments in the article )
þ Unique
þ First to market – industry news

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Instructional/guide orientated
þ Interviews or case studies
þ Always consider use of differing media formats, audio, imagery & videos which is
engaging and encourage sharing

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

We recommend this BrightTalk video for members which focuses on link building for
Ecommerce sites using visual assets and getting links from other businesses like case
studies for technology vendors.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Although it was written years ago, we think Seth Godin’s post on ideas to develop content
or promote your blog posts should spark some ideas. If not, try Darren Rowse’s post on 10
ideas on what to post to a blog when you suffer from “bloggers’s block”.

Using the Content Marketing Matrix to generate ideas for links
r Q. New ideas for content reviewed and scheduled?

The Content Marketing Matrix shown on the next page. It’s an example of B2B link bait in
a professional sector, although it wasn’t created as such - we were just trying to provide a
useful thinking tool to our readers. It cost more thought and expense to create than a simple
text blog post, but has been linked to hundreds of times and even copied by Distilled.

þ Q. What will work where your audience are more or less impulsive or rational?

þ Q. What is the potential for content to attract inbound links to your site to help with SEO?
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þ Q. How does content in each sector support your content creation and marketing goals?
Depending on the quadrant(s) that you feel drawn to for your audience, it offers a starting
point for your ideas generation.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Our matrix is structured to help you think through the dimensions of different content based
on how your audience might think and what you’re trying to achieve as a business:

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

In our 7 Steps Guide to content marketing we recommend using the content marketing matrix
as a key technique to review current use of content marketing and to identify new types of
content.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

The process we use for applying this matrix when working with companies or brands is:

þ Step 2. Review current use of content within company through plotting on the grid.
þ Step 3. Review competitor use of these content types through plotting on the grid.
þ Step 4. Brainstorm future content types possible.
þ Step 5. Use your criteria from Step 1 to select new content types to trial in content campaigns.

To expand on Step 1 a little, the content marketing matrix is valuable for us to gain links, but
not specifically on “content marketing”, since it’s difficult to compete on a two-word generic
keyword, instead it’s more likely you can compete on three or four word generic. We’re in
first position for “Content Marketing Matrix”, but this is not a commonly searched term! It
might have been better, but would have less impact if we had called it the “Content Marketing
Strategy Matrix” and it could then attract visits related to content strategy.
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Ideally the content you publish should help you rank on keywords that you’re targeting,
but another approach is to generate links which are about broadly related themes which
increase the authority of the domain overall. This is the approach used by Simply Business
as described below.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Best Practice Tip 31 Publish content directly and indirectly related to your products and services.

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Step 1. Review how you assess the value of different types of content. From an SEO
point of view positive criteria is content which we think will gain backlinks and ideally
feature keywords relating to a service we’re offering or alternatively an audience.

It can still be valuable for site to “think out-of-the-box” with link-building not directly related to
a business’s products and service. For example, we “kinda admire” the linkbait created by
Simply Business which is an online B2B SME insurance provider. Here’s one example:
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

This is just one example from a broader strategy based on knowledge for their audience.
Rather than creating boring content about insurance that would seldom attract links they
create educational content around marketing which is more engaging and will attract links
and shares (but not many...). Instead they created a much broader knowledge portal covering
many areas of business including marketing. We were approached by Distilled, the SEO
agency who created this concept to encourage us to link to - so they’re getting the outreach
part of content marketing right too.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r Q. Guest blogging approach effective?
Creating relationships and the amazing content that people would want to share via their own
websites as a guest blog post is an art and comes through time, effort & creativity.

A writer develops a relationship with a partner site, publisher or blog and writes or
syndicates their content. It may include links back within the body text or in a biography
which can contribute to link authority if they are do followed.

þ Networking at events
þ Calling on your current network
þ Through creating good enough content people will ask you through your own site
þ Through contacting sites you believe you can add value to
þ by being active on other sites, adding value in comments & ratings is a good way to get
noticed
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Creating the relationships with appropriate bloggers and partner sites can happen in a
number of ways:

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

What is it? Guest blogging

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Using high quality guest blogging

Best Practice Tip 32 Evaluate guest blogging carefully

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Guest blogging had been a cornerstone of content marketing and SEO since blogs were
first developed, but since January 2014 you need to evaluate how you do it since Google
issued more guidance on this as we explained in this alert. Although Google’s head of
webspam Matt Cutts initially said all guest blogging should stop he later qualified this
statement and said good quality guest blogging should continue provided it is not spammy.

Advice for quality guest blogging

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Given this warning90 on guest blogging, what should we do to guest post safely? Here is the
approach we are continuing to use on Smart Insights as explained in the alert. This advice
applies both if you host a blog and allow guest blogging or you guest post on other sites.
þ 1. Update your guest blogging quality criteria if you’re a site owner. Smart Insights
have very tight guidance to ensure quality posts are produced. Many of the recommendations below can be explained in your blog quality guidelines.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ 2. If you blog on other sites, only select quality sites which follow similar
guidelines. Check examples of other posts carefully – would you accept them on your
own site? Do they have signs of being shared carefully.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ 3. Ensure the quality of posts by only accepting or creating high quality content.
The test is, will it be shared, commented and naturally linked to by blog readers?
Best Practice Tip 33 Create or publish unique content for guest blogging

5

90
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þ 5. Think about how you use links in the post bio area. Matt Cutt’s suggests in the
comments to his post that all links back to the site should be no followed in his “ideal
world scenario”. In the real world, we won’t do this unless it’s essential, since we believe
our content is high quality, so why shouldn’t we credit our authors who give their time
to produce high quality content? In future, consider adding no follow links to anchor
text links in the article or bio, but as many have pointed out, how will you apply this
retroactively to 100s or 1000s of guest posts?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ 4. Think carefully about the type and frequency of links in a guest post linking
back the site of the blog author. For example, we don’t accept links to product pages
targeting keyword rich anchor text, but will link to a limited number of relevant posts.
Keyword rich anchor text links in an article, often out of keeping with the theme looks like
a red flag to me and it will to Google already. We encourage links to relevant posts on our
site too, to balance links out.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Ideally guest content should be unique content since Google will identify duplicate
content and it won’t have such a high benefit in ranking or in quality of any links
generated. That said, we still find it useful to syndicate a limited part of our content for
sharing on some partner sites and it drives visits, shares and links for them and us.

þ 6. Build a team of regular writers, either staff or external writers who have a good
level of credibility and authority in Google’s eyes. On Smart Insights, these writers
are our Expert commentators. Reduce your reliance on Guest posts and obvious signs
that you produce many of them.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ 7. Monitor your SEO traffic weekly or even daily. Use a tool like Google Analytics
Intelligence to be alerted if traffic falls by 5–10% compared to the previous week and then
act straightaway.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

5

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Link Building Technique 4. Press releases
r Q. Are we using press-releases effectively to assist with SEO?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Using press releases to gain awareness and backlinks to your site was formerly a very
popular topic of debate in SEO but like everything that is hot in SEO, it has declined in overall
importance. But that doesn’t mean it’s not still a worthwhile link building tactic – far from it!
Online press releases are still an effective way to repurpose content you are already creating
for traditional PR and use to your advantage online. We’re amazed when reviewing backlink
profiles how often it’s a tactic that’s missed. We’re guilty of this ourselves - it’s an opportunity
we should use more regularly.
r Q. Are we clear on why we’re using press releases?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

If you’re not using this technique, here are 4 reasons why you should consider it:
1. Help you establish your business as thought leader & build credibility

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Create new editorial inbound links through distributing your press releases (however, Google
released a update stating that the links embedded in press releases will be ignored). “Links
with optimized anchor text in articles or press releases distributed on other sites”.91

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

NB. Google’s rules on press releases indicate that exact match anchor text links
should be nofollowed. This is a interesting as press release sites and press release
distribution services have allowed website owners to use exact match anchor text in press
releases for years, long before the nofollow relationship was suggested as an actionable
value for the relationship attribute by Google.
Due to this, some website and press release websites sites are hosting a number of old
press releases that do not conform to Google’s link scheme update. As of today, most
well-known press release companies use nofollowed links, but not all - this makes
Press releases much LESS effective than previously. If websites do not allow links from
press releases that use optimised anchor text on a large scale, it is recommended that the
links are disavowed to avoid a penalty from Google.

3. Create new traffic opportunities to your website through increased brand searches and
traffic from the areas you distribute your release
(for example, the use of infographics and video within press releases)
r Q. Do we have a sound process for creating and editing your press releases?

As stated previously with all content marketing tactics you need to ensure:
þ You know your audience intimately – What they enjoy reading & find valuable
þ You have a content/title plan to help you structure your content creation. Be sure your
editorial plan defines keyphrases with which you are targeting.
þ You are consistent & stick to the process & deadlines to continue to use press releases

91
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Without a doubt, the hardest part of the press release process, is creating genuinely
engaging content that is news worthy & liked by your audience.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

4. Create rich content that can encourage social sharing and buzz via social media channels

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

2. Keep your customers & industry colleagues up-to-date on your business

þ Think about how you break up and segment your releases so you release each to a
limited readership rather than a one-size-fits-all approach - content targeting is essential.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ From an SEO perspective, the reach of press releases is maximised if you build a
network of influencers who are loyal to your brand and genuinely interested in what
you have to say. These people will ideally have sizeable audiences of their own, so you
can tap in to the collective audience via a small group of contacts with whom you have
positive relationships. An example of this is blogger outreach, which we discuss further
below.
r Q. Press releases optimised for SEO?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Whether you are amending press releases that already exist or creating new ones there are
a few simple rules to follow for SEO which also apply to press releases.
þ Host the press release on your own website and ensure it is indexed before distributing
to any other website, this will ensure Google knows you own the content and will be
rewarded for it. Ensure the page title of the web page uses the title of the press release.
þ Ensure you use headings & sub-headings

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Use bullets & images to break up long reams of text and make them easier to digest
þ Always have press contact information and include a link to your website
þ This link is more effective within the body (an editorial link)

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ The first link should preferably feature an anchor (hyperlink) text including the keyphrase
your targeting (not just the web address!)
þ It’s often best to deep link to a specific service rather than to the home page. It’s better if
you deep link to a keyword rich URL, as sometimes when the press release is copied by
other websites, they will remove the links from the body and either list the links as anchor
text or convert the anchor text to a link. Using a link which describes the content of the
page will help to build context and also adds relevance to the article
þ Use words that people looking for the kind of topic you are writing about would use

þ Interview industry experts
þ New product launches

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

This is the creative part, where PR agencies often excel. Here are some frequently used
techniques which you can often see are related to blogging:

þ Market research
þ Reaction to market changes (i.e. Record number of unemployed graduates – Your
business launches an internship scheme)
þ Business activity such as participating in a community project

The first place you should put your press release is into the press area of your website.
Similar to blogs press areas are usually content structured by date it was published and
archived by month. Most press areas will include a media pack as well as contact details.
Ensure your press release gets the appropriate exposure on the website & ideally allow
people to comment on the press release once they arrive there.
Also, ensure that press release content is indexed in site search results – not everyone will
use site navigation menus to find content, some go straight to the site search bar.
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r Q. Is there a suitable hub for press releases within our press area?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ Business performance (i.e. year-end results)

Create a Google News XML sitemap92 and add the URLs of the press releases on your
website.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Best Practice Tip 34 Integrate your press release with your blog
If you have a blog, you can use the most popular content to inform the topics of press
releases and e-newsletters. It will be also worthwhile linking back to the blog to get the
best result

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Equally, consider the traffic that land on this new press release page, what links, products,
calls to action should be made available to visitors due to their relevance to the press
release! Depending on your business you may want to include a snippet of the press release
in your next email broadcast.
Don’t forget to bookmark your press release with services such as Digg & Delicious.
r Q. Press release distribution reviewed?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

A number of websites/networks exist that allow you to publish your press release into a
relevant category on their site.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Usually they then distribute this content to partner sites etc. Depending on the quality &
pick-up of your press release it can sometimes work its way onto large news portals such as
Yahoo News & CNN, not only that but other people use sites like this to find content for their
own site. Quite often bloggers will copy the entire press release to their own website which in
turn generates you a link and gives your brand further exposure.
This part of the process is key to generating the links back to your website and the better
the quality of content/idea the more effective it will be. Obviously each website you publish
to creates another opportunity for your content to rank in search engines as well which
ultimately will mean increases in traffic to your website.

þ http://www.prweb.com
þ http://www.prleap.com
þ http://pressreleases.responsesource.com/
þ http://www.przoom.com/
þ http://www.pr.com
þ http://www.marketwired.com/
þ http://www.prnewswire.com
þ http://www.businesswire.com

92
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þ http://www.clickpress.com

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Popular Press Release distribution websites

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

To get your content onto these networks you simply need to create an account at any of the
websites below as well as any I have missed and publish your release by completing their
online form each time. Some sites will allow more flexibility than others when it comes to
hyperlinks, please only create links where relevant. Note: more links in a release does not
necessarily mean its better for your SEO.

r Q. Effectiveness of press release services reviewed?

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

As with traditional PR online press releases are hard to track effectively especially compared
to other channels. However as long as you are always consistent in how you report you will
always be able to get indicative numbers to help you review your performance. Each website
you distribute on will likely have built in analytics which will tell you how many times it was
viewed and clicked on. Overlaying your website analytics to see which website/network
generated traffic, sign ups & sales will help you complete the analysis.
Core KPIs:
þ Number of visits direct from press-releases
þ Number of visits/sign-ups & sales

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Inbound links from quality sites
þ Social bookmark links

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

5

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Link Building Technique 5. Article marketing or content syndication
r Q. Are we using article effectively to assist with SEO?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

In a broad sense, article marketing refers to the creation of any content to engage web users.
Articles can be created on your site or blog or they can be syndicated to other sites. Article
marketing is often simply thought of adding content to other sites to assist with SEO through
obtaining targeted backlinks. But it should be part of a broader strategy of creating and
syndicating content.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Note: The Google Panda/Farmer update 2011 made this technique a LOT LESS EFFECTIVE
since it downgraded the importance of many sites like Ezinearticles which were setup to gain
ad revenue from article sites93. However, it is still worth consideration since it can give some
incremental benefits. Guest blogging remains one of the best techniques which is closely
related.
r Q. Are we clear on why to use article marketing?
Although it has been mis-used and maligned by some in the SEO industry, there are benefits
to using article marketing sensibly:

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Helps you become a thought leader in your industry (great for your brand)
þ Generates new traffic sources
þ Builds new pages/content for engagement on your own website
þ Starts conversations with your target audience

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ Creates inbound links with specific anchor text
þ Gives your audience something of value for free & for them to share
Choose the right sites to syndicate articles to

Given the change in Google’s algorithm it’s worth reviewing the effectiveness of content
syndication sites by asking do they rank on the first pages for existing content they’re
targeting? It does not mean they’re not worthwhile, rather they’re less effective than
previously on some sites.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Best Practice Tip 35 Select content syndication partner sites carefully

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Article marketing and syndication was a favoured link building strategy within SEO prior to
the Panda and Penguin updates94 before Google’s anti-spam team took special steps against
these sites which it felt contained low or at least highly variable-quality articles since many
were created solely for the purpose of SEO. For example, in the digital marketing sector,
you wouldn’t want to publish on a generic article site like Ezinearticles.com any longer, but
a specialist sector site which consists entirely on guest articles like Business2Community or
Social Media Today could be worthwhile since these are authoritative sites with a readership
that will drive visits too.

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS

93

Link building after Google’s Farmer/Panda update

94

Analysis of Panda/Farmer update
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Link Building Technique 6. Forum or community marketing
r Q. Are we using forum marketing effectively to assist with SEO?
þ Not all links are the same
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Getting one link at a time is not a waste of time, it’s the compound impact over time that is
powerful. If you can get a lot of links too quickly it’s likely not worth it
þ Many community or blog comment links are ‘nofollowed’95 a directive to Google that these
links don’t flow “link juice”. Google won’t rate these links as highly but do not write off
engaging on sites that use the nofollow technique.
þ No-followed links can help build a more balanced link profile and on the right site can
generate some visits - useful if you’re start out.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Forum marketing Best Practice
Here are some “do’s and don’ts”:
þ Don’t do “drive-by posts” – where you arrive and post without any explanation or attempt
to get involved – try to genuinely help you need to be present and active.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Don’t participate if you cannot add value/entertain
þ Do you have good content to share/link back to on your site
þ How can you monitor/track your activity (social monitoring + analytics is the answer)
þ Be human and don’t pretend to be someone you are not! Speak to people, learn about
them, respond to comments/questions etc.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

The concept of using forums just for link building is not an effective link building tactic in isolation.
Using forums as a communication tool with your marketplace is great. The importance is
contextual relevancy. This dictates how forums should be used as a tactic in SEO.
Remember that valid, “dofollowed” links come from focusing on communication and value – if
people value your contribution and content, they are more likely to link to your site and give
you positive endorsements in forums.

Step 1: Have we found up-to-date & relevant forum discussions?
Tools exist to help you find & rank each of these discussions. I recommend trying a few of
them and then deciding on one and sticking to it. The free and easy way to do it is to use
relevant keywords in Google Search & select “Discussions” within the filters on the left hand
side. This will return just forums with the keywords you enter. You can also set up Google
Alerts for keyphrases and discussion thread including these will be identified. We know a
retailer using Google Alerts to keep on top of forums because they get a lot of posts for their

95
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Smart Insights: Detail in “What is a Google Nofollow tag and why should I care?
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7. IMPROVE SEO
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r Q. Relevant forum discussions found?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Not all forums allow you to include links in post but some do. You need to understand
the linking policy. Often it’s permissible to include commercial links provided this is done
transparently i.e. you have made it clear the company you work for and in your post have
explained that this is a link to your website. Provided the link is relevant or solicited by other
participants, this can be a valid SEO technique.

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

It’s essential that you read up on each forum’s terms & conditions before participating. Failure
to do so can result in you posting content that gets you at best criticised by participants and
moderators, at worst banned from the forum. Don’t just “link drop”, get involved in discussion
first and then add value by linking to a range of sources, including yours where appropriate.

discount codes and occasionally there are negative comments that they want to monitor and
respond to. Other tools include:
þ Radian 6 (now part of salesforce)
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ UberVu (now part of hootesuite)
þ TrackUR
Step 2: How should we participate in the discussion?
r Q. Method for participation defined?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Get involved with forum discussion by commenting/answering within the forum thread, where
relevant, link to pages on your website (or your network). A good example of getting a link
would be just from your profile’s “Signature” on forums, that way if it’s not relevant to post a
link within your response then you will have one in your signature. Be creative when in these
forums, start conversations around exciting or controversial subjects that you know will spark
conversations related to your content, products and services.
Step 3: Are we tracking effectively?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

r Q. Link-tracking for forums effective?
Use social monitoring tools & analytics to track your effectiveness. Consider the following
metrics:
þ Inbound links (Webmaster tools/OpenSiteExplorer/MajesticSEO)

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ Social mentions (Radian 6 etc.)
þ Visits (check bounce/time on site as part of it)
þ Sign ups
þ Sales
þ Brand searches
þ Tweets/Likes

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

In short, forum or community marketing can be an extremely powerful tool when incorporated
into the marketing mix, it requires effort & time but due to the multiple effects it has on your
business it is nearly always worth it!

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Link Building Technique 7. Encouraging social sharing
Understanding how social media supports SEO
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Social media is one of the newer factors impacting SEO, one that is increasing in importance
and likely to have a greater impact as search engines evolve from thinking about optimisation
to rewarding interaction and influence.
Social media signals started to play a part in search engine algorithms back in December
2010 but it wasn’t until 2011 that Google, coinciding with the launch of Google Plus really
started to pay attention and dedicate more effort to indexing social content and using social
signals to boost content in search results. This trend is reflected in the Search Metrics 2015
report where Social signals play an upward influence in content quality

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

This means web marketers need to think of SEO in broader terms – not just focusing on
keywords and markup, but also using content to excite customers and encourage them to
click and share. This will tick the current SEO box but also help ensure there is a level of
protection when and if pure SEO experiences diminishing returns.
Best Practice Tip 36 Use Shareable headlines and images

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

A practical technique to increase social sharing is to use headlines which readers will think
their social contacts will find useful and therefore share. Of course the content of the blog
post and images associated with it will increase sharing too

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Neil Patel recommends headlines which include these terms for maximum sharing96:
þ How to
þ [List-related numbers]
þ Free
þ You
þ Tips
þ Why

5

þ Best
þ Tricks

Best Practice Tip 37 Replicate approaches that work for your competitors

This Social media analysis tool http://tools.quicksprout.com/ gives you a listing of the most
shared content for audiences on different social networks.
For further insights on creating shareable content see this post on Buffer97. This research

96

Neil Patel: Low-hanging fruit of content marketing

97

Buffer: A scientific guide to writing great headlines on Twitter, Facebook and your Blog
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A really useful technique for bloggers to use is to evaluate the headlines and content that
is working best for your competitors or related sites in terms of social media sharing and/
or ranking positions of course. We’re not encouraging plagiarism, but this can inspire
approaches you may not have thought of.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ Great

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Blog post

also shows the importance of images from blogs to prompt sharing in Facebook, and of
course other social networks.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Which social signals currently influence search results?
With over 200 search signals and constant changes, it’s hard to be precise. However, there
are some key signals that are worth noting.
Google+

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

While Google Plus is a declining priority for Google, at the time of updating this SEO guide,
it has been looking at ways to increase the importance of Google+ (also referred to as G+ in
this guide) content in SERPs. This was clearly a play to ‘motivate’ more people to create a
G+ profile as its social battle with Facebook and Twitter continues.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

5

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Social votes

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

As discussed in the content section above, search engines are looking for signs of influence
and relevance. Each time a customer completes a social action for a web page (e.g. they
‘Like’ the page on Facebook, they add a customer review), this sends a social signal.A
social signal, for example a Facebook like or retweet is a indication of content authority in
the eyes of Google and thus is an important part of SEO/link building strategy going forward
However it’s not the number of signals that’s important from a ranking perspective. When a
search engines analyses the number of +1’s a page gets, it looks at the profile of the users
who have used the +1 button. Search engines are looking for natural patterns of behavior, to
avoid brands using clicks farms with IP proxy servers.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

The more signals your web pages gather, the stronger the signal. Therefore, all other things
being equal, if you come up against a competitor with limited social love, your web page
will be considered more relevant, increasing the likelihood you will appear higher in search
results.
Social sharing

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Social influence is another important search signal. When your web page URL is posted by
other people to their social networks, another signal is created. Again, the greater the share
rate, the stronger the signal.
Using social bookmarking tools like AddThis gives your customers the ability to quickly share
content, but native sharing buttons are best to record all shares98.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

The value of being recent & fresh
You’ve only got to look at Google’s May 2012 Search Quality Highlights99 and the updates at the
beginning of this chapter to understand to see that these two signals are increasingly important:
Recent

Fresh

98

Smart Insights: The Best Sharing Services
Inside search, details on May 2012 updates
100
15 ways to optimise your Evergreen Content Strategy
99
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This means that old, unused content will not be considered as relevant and authoritative
as new content or regularly updated content. So sticking up lots of content pages for SEO
and then leaving them to gather dust will have short-term impact but is unlikely to give you
a sustained SERPs uplift. Although some content is evergreen, most if it ages. For further
reading on Evergreen Content Chris Lake, a leading content strategist, wrote an excellent
article on the importance of evergreen content for SEO100.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Now the exact weighting of recency in the algorithms isn’t known, and it’s not an exact
formula, but the emphasis should be on keeping content current and using your marketing
channels to encourage customers to keep reading, commenting, sharing, liking etc. And if
you think about it, that makes sense. Why would you want lots of pages sat on a sever that
never get visited and are shrouded in digital cobwebs?

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

For your content to be loved by search engines, your content needs to be loved within its
relevant network. So if your web pages are keyphrase targeted (optimised page title, H1,
meta description, body copy, external links etc.) but passive, with limited traffic in the last few
months and nobody bookmarking or posting comments, sharing socially etc. this will send
a signal that says “well optimised and relevant for this keyphrase, but old, so look for pages
with current activity”.

What counts is to keep updating old content, produce new content and keep the content
relevant so people visit and interact with it e.g. people keep bookmarking the content via their
social networks so there is ‘fresh’ conversation.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

If you do up to date content, then add a “last-modified” meta tag to tell search engines the
content has been updated. This date may be listed as part of your snippet, and will possibly
increase CTR.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

<meta name=”DCTERMS.modified” content=”2014-1230T09:20:19+00:00” />

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

As an example, this page had this tag

<meta http-equiv=”last-modified” content=”YYYY-MM-DD@
hh:mm:ss TMZ” />
The excerpts below are taken direct from the Google Inside Search blog:

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ Smoother ranking functions for freshness. [launch codename “flsp”, project codename
“Freshness”] This change replaces a number of thresholds used for identifying fresh
documents with more continuous functions.
þ Better detection of searches looking for fresh content. [launch codename “Pineapples”,
project codename “Freshness”] This change introduces a brand new classifier to help
detect searches that are likely looking for fresh content.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Your challenge is to determine how best to use social media to increase the impact and
reach of your content, and then dig into the available reporting suites to ensure you
are measuring impact and using the learning from the analysis to inform your on going
communication and content plan.

5

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The key take-away for this section of the report, and in fact the entire best practice guide is
that SEO is changing and in fact has changed. Obsessing over ranking signals to please
search engines is no longer the sole focus. The present, and future, is focusing on using
quality content to inspire, motivate and excite your customers so that they interact with this
content and share it socially. The more you inspire people to like what you do, the more they
will talk about it and the greater the social influence of your content. This in turn will send the
strongest possible quality signal back to the search engines.

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Link Building Technique 8. Directory submission
This is an “old school” link-building method - it was effective in the late 1990s when
directories such as Business.com, Dmoz and Yahoo could boost a sites ranking significantly
and when there were many smaller directories that had an impact.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Google has now reduced the influence of these directories and this is not a core SEO
technique, but as we mentioned in the introduction to this section it can still play a role where
specialist directories can help contribute relevant backlinks. For example, a link in a focused
B2B directory such as a trade association site ranked highly by Google can be beneficial and
drive relevant visitors. Alternatively local business directories or local newspapers can be
beneficial for small businesses.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
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Step 6
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Refine your internal linking
r Q. Is our internal linking optimised?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Internal linking isn’t discussed so often as the techniques we’ve discussed earlier in this
guide. But it can really help get better results. I was recently talking to an SEO consultant
who was saying that due to lack of good links to product categories a company was attracting
millions of visits to product pages, but relatively few to the categories, which tend to be higher
in search volume. Internal linking can help tell Google to feature the content types you need
when visitors arrive such as the cornerstone content we will introduce in a moment.
What is it? Internal linking for SEO

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Using relevant anchor text within links of a site and flowing the “link juice” to get the best
rankings. This may mean changing links within navigation, body copy or bigger changes
to the site architecture or page templates. It’s best to vary internal link anchor body text to
help a more balanced backlink profile.
You control three key factors that are important to the value of a link, but are difficult to
control on third-party sites:

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ The anchor text of the link can be tailored. However we would caveat this point by
stating that the anchor text of your external links should be evenly spread across your
links so that the anchor text is not concentrated on one non branded keyphrase as this
can be deemed manipulative tactics by Google. Since 2012 the importance of anchor text
as a primary SEO ranking factor has diminished in importance

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ The link placement (location on page) can be changed - body copy towards the top of
a page tends to work better than run-of-site/sitewide links. We explain this in the section
on editorial links later in this step.
þ The destination of the link can be deep – not just to the home page.

Why are internal links important to help your SEO rankings?

þ They control the flow of link equity (an assessment of pages based on the number of links
which controls the Google PageRank) around a site – pages within your site structure
which have a higher PageRank tend to rank better.

þ Images that link to other pages use the “Alt text” help boost the ranking of the linked page
þ You control these links unlike backlinks from other sites so you can feature different terms
in the anchor terms based on the phrases you are targeting
There are five main questions to review to improve the effectiveness of your internal linking:
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þ The anchor text within the hyperlink tells the search engine what the destination page
is about. If a link contains “click here” or “more” this won’t work as well as if a specific
product or service name is included.

6

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Internal links is a good foundation practice for SEO since they will directly affect your
rankings for these reasons:

1. Review internal linking patterns
r Q. Internal linking patterns checked?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

As with many aspects of SEO, the starting point for improving internal linking is to look at the
current linking patterns and to compare them to competitors.
We find it best to start by defining the core user journeys on your website which you can
observe in your Google Analytics Account or web analytics. This will show you the click paths
that visitors are likely to take to complete goals, or the most popular paths. Follow these
paths and look at all your existing links:
þ Do they help visitors?
þ Is the anchor text keyphrase specific?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Are the links placed in the most obvious place on the page?
þ Do the destination URLs resolve correctly? If not, find out why and fix it asap.
þ Could we increase the number of relevant links to highlight other important web pages?
þ Can all links be followed by search engines?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

2. Ensure site architecture right for internal link effectiveness
r Q. Site architecture reviewed?

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Site architecture can limit your ability to rank for phrases, especially if you have a large
site with lots of products, so this can be a particular problem for retailers or large publisher
sites. The difficulty can arise if there are lot of sub-categories and the search engine doesn’t
naturally flow authority deeper into the site.
Richard Baxter of SEO Gadget has explained this well through his diagrams on this post101
we recommend as further reading.
þ Good approach

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

6

7. IMPROVE SEO
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SEO gadget on site architecture
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ý Poor approach

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

3. Define pages to prioritise through internal linking
r Q. We have reviewed which pages and which page types we want to link to?
For internal linking to be effective think of the key pages you want to prioritise such as pages
which attract a lot of generic search terms. Once you have done this, you can then think of
opportunities to:

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ Link to these from editorial copy
þ Link up through secondary navigation to target pages
þ Link laterally to related pages
You will see there may be opportunities to automate these internal links by designing blog
templates.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

4. Creating and linking to cornerstone content
r Q. Have we defined and linked to our Cornerstone content?

6
What is it? Cornerstone content
Brian Clark describes Cornerstone Content as

When approached in a strategic fashion, this content can rank very well in the search
engines. The key is creating compelling content that’s worth linking to, and then finding a
way to get the word out”.
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“A cornerstone is something that is basic, essential, indispensable, and the chief
foundation upon which something is constructed or developed. It’s what people need to
know to make use of your website and do business with you.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

When reviewing internal linking it’s helpful to think of key content you want to rank for which
are core to your business. You then put your SEO and content marketing efforts into making
this content as visible as possible to the search engines to optimise the potential of sharing
and acquiring additional links.

You should also find suitable ways to link to this content. For example Joost van der Valk of
Yoast also recommends102 this technique of linking to cornerstone content. He explains:

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

“Once you have that cornerstone page, it’s time for the next step: creating internal links for
your article. You’re going to do this by figuring out which pages Google already thinks are
relevant for your targeted keyword / key phrase. The easiest way to figure out which pages
Google thinks are relevant for that keyword is doing a “site:” search in Google. So if I were
to try and find the most important page for “website review” within yoast.com, I’d search for:
site:yoast.com website review”.

Best Practice Tip 38 Create and link to cornerstone content
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Identify priority content for ranking and conversion together and then focus internal (and
external) linking on this.

Joost goes on to describe the importance of editorial links.
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

“When you complete the search, you will probably find more than a few pages within your
site. Go into each of those pages and add a link to your new cornerstone content. If possible,
use the keyword you’re targeting as the anchor text for that link, but most importantly: link
from within the content. Don’t just add some site wide sidebar / footer links. The reason for
this is simple: links from within content are way more valuable than links from sidebars”.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

5. Introduce editorial links into copy
r Q. Are we maximising use of internal links within copy?
We start by looking at editorial links since Google doesn’t treat all links separately. So if
you’re serious about improving internal linking, check out this video103 from Matt Cutts of
Google:

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

102
103
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Yoast: Cornerstone content
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0fgh5RIHdE
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You can see that editorial links, which are links that aren’t in the navigation across the site

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

6

are treated differently. Reading between the lines in this video, we can see that Google
treats links across the whole site differently, so local links within individual sections can be
more powerful too. So we suggest that:
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Editorial links within the body copy of content are given more prominence (particularly
in blog posts, this isn’t usually practical on a home page), so try to link using these with
relevant anchor text.
þ Other forms of link which aren’t across the run-of-the-site, rather they’re within a section
can be more beneficial, so look at how you can link within an area of a site. On Smart
Insights we have hub pages, e.g. one for SEO and then sub-pages on the details of SEO
such as SEO strategy which all link back to this section.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

þ Footer links may be more valuable if they are not repeated across the whole site, but
updated for individual sections.
þ Links from a common navigation on another site such as a blogroll listing site on a blog
are also less valuable than they are within editorial anchor text.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Best Practice Tip 39 Make good use of inline or body internal links

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Often editors of blogs or other pages wont know the value of links within pages so it’s
worth encouraging this form of internal linking, but at the same time not overdoing it for
aesthetic reasons. As with external links, its most effective if link anchor text points to
pages which are related. It’s also best to vary anchor text in these links, for example using
synonyms or different word orders.
There are WordPress plugins to automate internal linking and you can probably get good
results from these, but we would be concerned about the similarity of anchor text - be
careful to vary the anchor text so that it appears natural. That said some large sites such
as the Guardian use this technique to rank for generic terms, for example they still rank
first page for ‘Steve Jobs’ linking to an automatically compiled hub page - Smart move!

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

6 Review linking opportunities from different page types
We will now look at linking opportunities for different points in the site.

When page templates are created by designers, the primary decision on the use of links is
often for usability and accessibility, but it’s really essential that the opportunities for internal
linking for SEO purposes are also reviewed, but keeping in mind they shouldn’t detract
from the usability of the site also.

r Q. Home page link types reviewed
The home page is particularly important for internal linking since it almost always has the
highest authority of the whole site (as indicated by PageRank) and it has many internal links
itself from third party sites.
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Review linking opportunities from the home page

6

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Best Practice Tip 40 Always review new page templates for SEO linking opportunities/
risks

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Traditionally, many companies with multiple products such as an insurance sites have aimed
to rank their home page top for their top product(s) by volume, e.g. car or auto insurance
for an insurance company but Google now recommends optimising deeper relevant pages
for each individual product, as this promotes the tagging of relevant pages and reinforces a
positive user experience.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

So, to get these pages to rank, relevant internal and external links have to be in place to
enable these pages to compete.
Types and placements of internal link to think about for the home page (separate from the
navigation that is across the whole site) are:
þ 1. Links towards the top of the page – these often have more influence.
þ 2. Links in editorial body copy – as mentioned before, these have a larger effect

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ 3. Links to products and services – make sure these are text rather than images.
The example below shows how to include three types of links. Often companies may not have
direct links to products on the home page because there is a link to “Products” or “Services” in the
top navigation. Other times they may only include images linking to products or the main products
only. This example shows how you can link to both the main products and the detailed products

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

6

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Car insurance is a priority for this comparison site and its customers, so this is one of
the primary call-so-action in green, but still a text link through CSS styling. More specific
insurance products such as “car hire insurance” and “motorbike insurance” are featured
lower in the page - in the mini sitemap.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Review linking opportunities from the main static pages
r Q. Links from main static pages reviewed?

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

The page templates and content of all main page types should be reviewed for SEO
opportunities to flow link authority to your target pages. Some dynamic pages, like category
pages and product pages can only really be updated during a major redesign. But others like
the About Us or Sitemap page are often a quick win that can be updated quickly, perhaps to
feature your cornerstone content or key products as described above.
Review linking opportunities from utility pages like ‘About’
r Q. About us links reviewed?

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Does your About Us link to key products or services you want to rank for. It’s natural,
particularly for smaller or medium-sized brands which aren’t so well known, to link to
products with more descriptive terms from the “About Us” page. However, often these
pages only record the history with no links to the offer for the customer like main or featured
products, which is basic usability also!
Review SEO effectiveness of sitemaps

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

r Q. Do we have a sitemap? Does it help with SEO?
Sitemaps are used by some users, when they’re lost, but generally, they’re not widely used.
For SEO, they give an option to tailor anchor text to link to your category pages using longer
phrases than may be possible within your navigation.
Some sites have no sitemap at all or automatically generated sitemaps which don’t help
much with SEO.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

The next example shows a more sophisticated approach with a series of different sitemaps
based on specific themes targeting different keyphrases. This is a hub page on the theme
with multiple links back to it, which in turn links back to the main product and will help boost
the ranking of that page.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

6

7. IMPROVE SEO
THROUGH ANALYTICS
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Detailed sitemap example for individual products

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Review effectiveness of links between our different web properties
r Q. We have reviewed links between our sites for targeted anchor text?

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Many companies will have more than a single site, for example, there may be a corporate
site, blog or campaign microsites that are separate from the main site.

Review the value of PageRank sculpting
PageRank sculpting is a term used since Google introduced the rel= “nofollow” attribute on
hyperlinks which instructs Google’s algorithms not to place any weight to the page which is
linked to.
So if you have pages you don’t want to rank or dilute your ranking like shopping baskets or
Terms and Conditions you can link to them in this way. That way you can give more weight to
the other links on the page to flow it to a particular product.
This will not drive huge increases in traffic but is just an SEO hygiene factor that should be
included in your plan so we just mention it briefly as part of this guide
Seven Step Guide to Successful SEO (Updated July 2017)
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r Q.Relevance of PageRank sculpting reviewed?

6

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

In larger organisations, these websites are often managed separately, but for the benefit
of maximising SEO visibility and authority it is often good practice to brings the websites
into a single online entity which encompasses all the external link value and thus increases
the overall SEO trust. When we asked to audit a company website, there is almost always
a recommendation to link from sites to the main product or services phrases targeted with
relevant keywords in the anchor text rather than “main site”

Step 7
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Improve SEO through analytics
r Q. Do we use analytics to diagnose SEO performance in detail and improve it?
We’re basing this section on Google Analytics because the large majority of clients we work
with and other businesses use it for analytics, mainly because there is an excellent free
version that gives people the key reports they need to analyse website performance. Plus,
Google keeps adding new features to enhance the tool set, such as the recent Content
Experiments which now integrates their A/B testing toolkit into the Google Analytics account.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

So, where do we find information about SEO in Google Analytics? It can be tricky since
Google changed the labelling of reports in Autumn 2013. If you’re familiar with GA you will
know these changes in the grouping of reports:
þ Traffic > Acquisition
þ Content > Behaviour

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Conversion > Conversion

What is it? Google Analytics Acquisition reports

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

This is what you now need to select in Google reports to find the impact of SEO.

1. Reviewing SEO from the traffic sources reports
r Q. We review SEO traffic volumes?
A. The new Overview report under Acquisition clearly shows the contribution of organic
search to the mix of traffic.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
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Another change Google introduced you can see on this example, which was REALLY useful,
is to clearly show Behavior and Conversions in separate groupings - so avoiding the need to
click on an Ecommerce tab to understand sales.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

You can use this report to monitor trends in traffic contribution from search, helping identify
peaks and troughs, and comparing this to other marketing channels. If you are investing lots
of time and money into search campaigns and you see traffic share falling, this is a good
indicator that you need to review your approach and dig deeper into the data.
B. The Channel report, with a Channel grouping of Organic search (click on the link in the
listing to select this) with a primary dimension of Source shows you visits, behaviour and
conversion for the different search engines such as Google. Bing isn’t trivial for this business
and is converting at a higher conversion rate.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

A few tips on what to look for:

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ Keyphrases where you have a high revenue figure (again you need to decide what
represents ‘high’ for your business).
þ E-commerce conversion rate – this shows how hard you have to work to convert traffic
into a sale

C. The Keywords report used to show you all keywords which referred visits to your site.
We say used to, since as we explain below, Google now returns many searches as “not
provided”, so search marketers have effectively “lost” the keyword data they once had.
Fortunately, there are alternatives where some data can still be accessed.
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þ Per visit value – this provides a relative score for the £ contribution that each visit
provides based on the total revenue generated for that keyword and the total number of
visits.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

A few tips on what you can still look for:
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

þ Keyphrases where you have a significant number of visits (what is significant depends on
your brand and the products/services you sell – for example, an etailer like ASOS would
expect thousands of visit but a B2B manufacturer of plant machinery would probably
be content with hundreds). Note that here that “not provided” is the top keyword for this
business as it will be most. Read the section below if you’re not clear what this is and how
you can find other data.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

þ % of new visits – shows how effective each keyword is at driving new or repeat visits
þ Bounce rate – which keywords are attracting traffic but those visitors are then leaving the
website immediately without taking any further action.

Understanding search keywords now many are “Not Provided”

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

A major update in 2011 was introduced called ‘Not provided data’ introduced a big change
in using analytics to review SEO effectiveness for businesses. This made working life
challenging for many SEO specialists and businesses who are trying to improve their SEO.
This involved the removal of the details of keywords referring site visit from natural visits from
Google (SEO) in Google Analytics.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

What is it? Not Provided.
In 2011 Google started restricting information about the search keywords used by
searchers to find a site when they were signed in to their Google account and so using
secure search (over the https protocol). Over this period these terms which appear in your
Google Analytics report as “not provided” are far greater by volume than other terms.

At the time of writing, “not provided” accounts for over 80% of reported keywords for many
businesses as charted by a sample of sites from Not Provided Count, the reported keywords
in the keyword reports in Google Analytics are of limited value unless the site volume is very
high and even then, these may be unrepresentative of Google. There has been discussion of
Google bringing back these terms.
What are the alternative tools and data sources to understand SEO effectiveness?
All is not quite lost! There are alternatives which should be explored and setup if they haven’t
been already.
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Keywords from Google’s paid AdWords service are shown, which as you can imagine, has
led to a lot of discussion.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ 1. Use Google Search Console (formerly Webmaster Tools). This new service
launched in October 2011, makes some keyword data available in Google Analytics when
you link your Google Analytics account with Google Webmaster Tools. You can look at
estimates of search impression (i.e. search volumes) against clicks i.e. CTR rate broken
down by query as shown in the example - this gives you data you didn’t have before. It
also gives you the average position for a search term.
Best Practice Tip 41 Use the Search Console tab in Google Analytics or in Google Search
Console (formerly webmaster tools) to gain more insight on keywords in the Search
Engine Optimization results of your website

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

The Search Analytics Report in Google Console now shows how often your site appears
in Google search results. You can filter and group this data by categories such as search
query, date, or device. This enables you to see how your search traffic changes over
time, where it’s coming from, and what search queries are most likely to show your site,
which queries are made on smartphones, and which pages have the highest (and lowest)
click-through rate from Google search results.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

If you link your Google Analytics account with Google Search console you will be able to
access this data directly in Google Analytics as shown below. If you can’t see the charts
instructions are provided when you navigate to this area.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

We recommend you present your analysis of keyphrase variants using the two methods
available in our gap analysis spreadsheet104. The first method presents the data for keywords
you are targeting in order based on an ‘exact match’ of the target keyphrase against search
query data available from Google Webmaster Tools:

104

Smart Insights: SEO Gap Analysis
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These Search Engine Optimization reports have been questioned because of their lack of
history (currently 90 days, to be extended to one year shortly), limited number of keywords
and accuracy compared to Analytics. However, the number of terms has improved and they
are particularly useful for identifying pages that already perform quite well, but you want them
to boost them further.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES

The second method is ‘contains’ match summing across all queries where a keyword/keyphrase
is contained within the GWT queries data. This enables you to see the total volume across key
categories, products or descriptors (qualifiers) that searchers are seeking. In the example below,
the company is performing well for ‘reviews’, but not ‘new’ contained within keywords.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

þ 2. Use Google AdWords new Paid and Organic report. This less well-known new
feature was announced by Google in August 2013 on the Inside AdWords blog. Again you
need to connect with Google Webmaster Tools within Google AdWords. It’s great in that
it shows paid and natural results side-by-side and you can see performance in terms of
CTR when ad is present or isn’t.

The good news is you don’t have to have a Google AdWords account and the data looks
to be more accurate than the Webmaster tools data which is rounded to nearest hundred
for organic search queries. The bad news is that it’s not in Google Analytics, perhaps that
will happen one day.
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1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ 3. Create a filter to show where not provided traffic is entering the site. This is
available as part of a toolkit from Dan Barker105. He wrote this up on Econsultancy
and gave this example. You can see that the relevant landing page URL is added to
the Keyword – neat – at least you can see in a relative sense which pages are/aren’t
generating natural visits through search.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Dan does describe this as a hack since it’s a filter that rewrites the Not provided data
when it’s added to Google Analytics when the tag fires. So it is for Advanced users only to
set up. A simpler approach is simply to setup an Advanced Segment of organic and see
which landing pages gain natural search traffic.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ 4. Use Rank checking tools. Although Google has strongly discouraged the use of
these types of tools over the years, this move encourages their use… Despite personalisation meaning that average ranks are misleading, this does give you insight on which
terms you are competitive for. See our post on Rank checkers for a range of tools – we
recommend and use Advanced Web Ranking.

2. Reviewing SEO via pivot tables
r

Q. Are we using pivot tables?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

You select pivot tables by using the tiny icon over to the right of the different reports (not so
obvious).

One of the most useful places to apply pivot tables to help improve SEO is within the Top
Landing Pages reports.

105

Dan Barker’s Not Provided Toolkit
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Best Practice Tip 42 Use Pivot tables to review and improve SEO within Google
Analytics

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

By default the Pivot By option is “Keyword”, but you should change this to show dimensions
like medium as in the example below, or source. This still gives you useful insight. If you
pivot by Source, you can quickly see which search engines contribute the most traffic at
keyphrase level. This can be useful in identifying opportunities outside of Google where
specific keywords (often long tail) get greater love in search engines like Bing.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT
5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS
6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Best Practice Tip 43 Review ratio of entries to home page against other terms
Many sites have the majority of their visits through the home page only, it’s best if you are
attracting visits entering through deeper pages also.
Here you can see there is a good balance of entry pages – typical of a blog.

Through identifying pages that are popular within site visits, but have relatively few SEO
site entries, you can identify which need prioritising for future SEO.
You can also pivot by Keyword to show the top number of entries by keywords.
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Best Practice Tip 44 Identify pages that have a gap between views and SEO entrance
visits

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

The main value of this is to see which landing pages your site links or other search listings
create entries for brand or other phrases.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

3. Review SEO using Advanced Segments
r Q. Are we using Google Analytics Segments to review SEO?

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

As we explain in depth in our 7 Steps to using Google Analytics guide, using segments
(formerly Advanced Segments) 106 is one of the most powerful features of Google Analytics
that is used routinely by analytics ninjas. You can read more detail in Step 2 of our 7 Steps
Guide107.

Best Practice Tip 45 Use Segments to improve SEO

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

Using Segments is essential if you want to find how different groups of visitors behave and
then work out whether your content, messaging and navigation is appealing to them.
But I find when training, that many marketers who have not tried clicking the magic arrow to
access “Segments” button at the top left of the screen. This is why and how you should use
them.

Using Advanced Segments is essential if you want to find how different groups of visitors
behave and then work out whether your content, messaging and navigation is appealing to
them.

106
107

Smart Insights post: a more in-depth look a using Advanced Segments
Smart Insights: 7 Steps to using Google Analytics guide
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Best Practice Tip 46 Use Segments to improve SEO

r Q. Are we using standard/default segments?
This is how you select advanced segments in todays version of Google Analytics - you
choose the down arrow to the left of “All Visits” at the top of the screen. For reviewing search
marketing, the main default segments you’ll need to apply are:
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

þ Search traffic – if you don’t do Adwords you can just select this!
þ Non-paid search traffic – this is the organic or natural visits!
þ Paid-search traffic – you may need to isolate this

2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO
4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

For each segment you apply in Google Analytics, an additional row is added to your report,
which you can compare against performance for the whole site and other segments.
Once you’ve applied the segment, voila!, you can then review measures of volume,
engagement and value generated and compare these to other segments or the site average
to help determine why some segments are performing better than others.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

As an example of comparing performance, in this case, for keyword 2 the natural search
segment is slightly under-performing in terms of initial engagement with the site (as seen
by bounce and time on site compared to the paid segment). So the marketer will want to
investigate why, for example here the keyword takes the visitor to the home page rather than
a tailored landing page so engagement isn’t as good. Looking also at the volumes, we can
see that keyword 1 is driving a lot of paid search traffic, but relatively little natural traffic, so
perhaps optimisation on this term for non-paid would be worthwhile.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. Are we using custom segments?
Custom segments can help you review your online marketing in many ways. Possibly their
best use for SEO was isolating non-brand site visits...
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4. Tracking brand and non-brand site visits
r Q. We can isolate non-brand SEO-related visits?
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

Anyone who has ever reviewed the keywords attracting visitors to a site will have seen that
brand search terms usually dominate, often accounting for more than 50% of search related
visits for well-known brands.
Every site has associated brands, but some brands are bigger than others. For these,
isolating brand search is essential if you’re serious about using search to create incremental
business, i.e. create awareness and sales from new customers.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

It follows that it’s futile to try to review and improve search engine marketing without taking
brand phrases into account, but that’s the default for the less than savvy. For marketers,
reviewing their analytics it’s easy to understand since the analytics tool doesn’t readily isolate
brand and non-brand phrases.
For the search agency, well maybe they’re being less than transparent with their clients since
it’s even easy for the incompetent to attract branded site visitors to a site.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

This short tutorial will show you how to use Google Analytics to quickly set up Advanced
Segments to help you review your search performance.
Unfortunately, the growth in not-provided we explained earlier in this section means that it’s
a lot less worthwhile to perform this analysis particularly since Advanced Segments can’t
currently be applied to the integrated Google Webmaster Tools data.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Set-up custom segments for search keywords in Google108
r Q. Custom segments set-up for search keywords in Google?
To understand the interaction of paid and natural brand phrases, we used to recommend
setting up 4 advanced segments. We advise setting them up and labelling them as follows:
þ Natural search visits including brand.
þ Natural search visits NOT including brand.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

þ Paid search visits including brand name(s).
þ Paid search visits NOT including brand name(s).

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

It just takes a few seconds to set each one up. I’ll show you how for an advanced segment
for natural search visits containing the brand name. I’ll use my “brand name” from my site
since I can’t use client data to illustrate this...

Step 1 Select “Create a new advanced segment” from the Advanced Segments box top left
(an example is shown on the previous page) and choose “Create new segment”

Next filter by entering the brand name by choosing “contains” <brand name>.

108

Creating Segments in GA
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Step 2 Next, select Keyword as the dimension to segment on from the “Traffic sources”
dimension group on the left of the screen.

1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS
2. SEARCH
ENGINES
3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Tip: In many cases, you will want to include some variants of the brand. You do this using
the pipe symbol and selecting “regular expression” rather than “contains”. For example,
Starbucks|Star Bucks, although contains “bucks” would be easier...
Step 3 Next segment by natural search choosing a segment dimension as “and” as shown in
the screengrab above. This will match “organic”. Paid is “cpc”

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

Step 4 Choose a name for your segment and press the “test” option to make sure you have it
right.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

Step 5 Finally you can apply your advanced segments to the report by selecting the
segments you want from the Advanced Segments box on the top right as shown in the first
screengrab.
This example shows a high level view of the breakdown of search traffic.

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING
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You can also use these segments within keyword reports to easily separate out brand and
non brand keywords. For high volume phrases it can be worth setting up a contains “high
volume keyword” so that you can analyse that in depth.
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

I hope that works for you. How do you use advanced segments for search analysis – I’d be
interested to hear about the segments you use.
Applying advanced segments in Google Analytics for SEO auditing
r Q. Advanced segments applied to Google Analytics to audit SEO effectiveness
Well unfortunately, you can’t choose all 4 segments you setup at once. Four is the limit and
you have to choose all visits for comparison. Anyway, select 3 using the “Advanced segment”
option at the top right of the screen.

2. SEARCH
ENGINES

Then review these reports taking note of the balance between the different types of phrase.
I’ve added some of the things to watch for...
A. Keywords report. The obvious place to start – you’ll see the proportion of each type of
search. You should report % non-brand routinely, especially for SEO to see the amount of
incremental traffic you’re attracting.

3. GET YOUR
ON-PAGE SEO

Of course you’ll want to compare bounce rates to see how the different segments are
performing depending on routing of visitors to the right page and the content quality/
persuasion of that page.

4. CREATE
AWESOME CONTENT

B. Landing page reports. Similarly this will show where there are problems with visitor
routing or engagement giving rise to high bounce rates.
C. Top content report or better content drilldown. Content drilldown effectively
aggregates across similar types of pages if you have a logical directory structure, so review
how the percentage brand/non-brand split varies for different product categories, you’ll often
see some performing better than others.

5. GAIN MORE
QUALITY LINKS

D. Goals report. If you want to know more about visitor quality beyond the initial bounce,
check the Goals tab to see whether the different types of search keyword are delivering goals
and value.

Using a gap analysis to manage SEO and pay per click
r Q. Have we completed a gap analysis?

6. REFINE YOUR
INTERNAL LINKING

r Q. Are we using the keyphrase list for regular review of our SEO and integration with paid
search (Adwords – if relevant)?

A gap analysis is often completed as part of a quarterly or annual review, but due to seasonal
fluctuations in search volumes and changes in Google’s ranking approaches and competitor
activity it should also be completed more regularly; we suggest monthly.
Again, this is more difficult and less worthwhile given the growth in not provided, but some
of the alternative data sources like Google Webmaster Tools or AdWords make a simple
analysis possible.
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A search demand gap analysis is an essential part of an advanced search engine marketing
audit which checks how well your search engine optimisation and/or pay-per-click marketing
is working for your company. It will show you the commercial opportunity available from
search engine marketing and compare your current performance against this opportunity, so
showing sales growth potential.

What is it? Gap analysis
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A gap analysis is a comparison of the potential visits, leads or sales from searchers arriving
on the site against what the company is actually achieving. It should focus on high volume
phrases which are typically two to three keyword phrases including brand searches.
However, a form of the analysis can also be completed for longer ‘long-tail’ keyphrases made
up of more than 4 keywords.
Here’s an example of a gap analysis.
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What should you measure for a search gap analysis?
As for the review of the performance of all traffic sources, the main measures you need to
look at are traffic volume, quality and cost:
þ Traffic volume – measured through the number of actual visits from paid and natural
search. Actual visits are then compared with potential visits
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þ Traffic quality – measured by bounce rate, lower if the quality is good. Also measured by
conversion rate to lead or sale, higher is better.
Recommended resource Gap analysis spreadsheet
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Our SEO gap analysis helps you review your “market share of consumer searches” by
comparing the number of searches performed for the keywords you are targeting against
the actual number of visitors you get to your site through natural search in the organic
search engine listings.
þ Traffic value – The value generated through sales or leads can be compared against the
cost of search marketing. The revenue per visit can be calculated for each keyphrase and
for pay per click can be compared to visitor acquisition costs – amount bid.

You should also measure the percentage traffic gap which can be calculated by comparing
the number of visits against demand indicated by a keyword research tool. We recommend
using the Google Keyword Tool to review demand in a single country. It’s best to select the
exact match reporting although it can be worthwhile to select phrase match for a different
form of long-tail review.
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These measures are all available from your web analytics system such as Google Analytics
from which data is extracted for the analysis.

Acting on a gap analysis
Each keyphrase should be reviewed for volume, quality and value as follows:
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þ Volume. If the volume of visits from search is relatively low compared to the number
of searches shown by a relatively low “share of search %” then ways of boosting
the performance of the phrase should be reviewed. If natural visits are relatively low
compared to paid visits for a keyphrase and particularly if there are high volumes of clicks
or conversions for that phrase then this suggests that keyphrase performance for this
phrase should be improved. If both paid and natural visits are high, then there may be an
opportunity to reduce paid performance.
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þ Quality. If a phrase has a relatively high bounce rate and/or a relatively low conversion
rate, then this also suggests an opportunity for improvement, particularly if the volume is
relatively high. This may indicate a problem with landing page routing – the visitor arrives
on a page with the wrong type of product information or a poor call-to-action.
þ Value. Poor value may also indicate a problem with the experience on the site, or it
may simply be a relatively low value product. Value generated for a keyword should be
compared to the cost for pay per click.
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Reviewing SEO effectiveness at routing visitors to the right page
r Have we reviewed the main entry pages for natural search within our site?
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To take SEO to the next level we have to understand where searchers arrive on our site. I’ve
found that, for many sites, the majority of visitors will arrive on the home page but, as with
paid search and other traffic drivers, it’s best if visitors arrive deeper in the site since they will
be presented with more relevant results, so they’re more likely to convert.
The simplest way to review natural search visitors is to apply an Advanced Segment in
Google Analytics so that you only see visits from SEO.
Once you’ve done this, here are some questions to ask as you review your natural search
landing pages. The previous section gives some examples of this.
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Natural search entry points checklist
r 1. What proportion of natural visitors arrive on the home page against deeper in the site?
r 2. How many visitors arrive on product pages or within the store?
r 3. Where do visitors arrive on the site for branded/non-branded search terms?
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r 4. How does the bounce or conversion rate vary for different search terms and entry
points?
r 5. If you group pages through the content drilldown how does the pattern of visits vary?
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Gap analysis is the last topic in Step 7 of our guide. To summarise the introduction of
Google’s not provided data in analytics has created a frustration of clear transparency when
evaluating SEO’s real contribute to online performance but with the data now provided by the
Search analytics tab in Google Console, this should provide enough insight for evaluating
your SEO performance using Google Analytics.

How did you find this guide?
We hope you have found our 7 Steps guide useful to inspire better approaches to SEO!
1. DO AN AUDIT AND
SET YOUR GOALS

If you have any questions or comments, please ask via our Answers community. We will
keep you up-to-date on the latest changes in SEO through the recent articles on our SEO
hub page and in our weekly newsletter.

Dave Chaffey, Vince Coyle, James Gurd and David Reilly, July 2017
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